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SECTION I - INTRODUCTION

1. Authority: This After Action Report is submitted in compliance with para,ae 10, Change 3, AR 345-105. It is the fourth
report of its kind submitted by this headquarters, and covers the
period 1 March through 31 March, when III Corps drove to and across
the RHINE.
:
2. Command: From 1 March through 16 March Major General John
Millikin was in command of III Corps, and on 17 March Major General

James A. Van Fleet. assumed command.

The Corps was a part of Lt General

Courtney H. Hodges' First United States Army during the entire month.
* Annexes 7 and 8 not included in this edition.
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3. Composition of the Co:
On 1 March the Corps was composed
of the following un:
Major changes in attachments are discussed
in Section II - Narrative of Operations. A complete record of chan-

ges in attachments and of units in support of Corps is found in Annex

No. 6, - Station Lists.)

Hq and Hq Co, III Corps
DIVISIONS

CAVALRY

1 Inf piv

14 Cav &

18 Cav Ren Sq

103 AAA AW Bn (K)
634 TD Bn (3" SP)

32 Cav Ren Sq

Co B, 893 TD Bn

745 Tk Bo

Co A, 299 Engr C Bn

# 193 FA Bn (25 Pdr)

# 965 FA Bn (155 How)
# Btry A, 987 FA Bn
(155 Gun sP
# Co A, 90 Cml Bn

:

#

ARTILLERY
III Corps arty, Ho/Hq Btry

817 TD Bn (T)

290 FA Obsn Bn

211 FA Gp

9

240 FA Bn (155 Gan)

899 TD Bn

# 254 FA Bn (155 How)

# 987 FA Bn (- Btrys A & C)
(155 Gun sP)
# Co C, 90 Cml Ba
78 Inf Div

552 AAA AW Bn (MM)
774 Tk Bn '

893 TD Bn (SP)(- Co B)

4 Co, 12 Bn Fusiliers

(Belgian)

9 Armd Div
462 AAA AW Bn (SP)
656 TD Bn (SP)

# 400 Armd FA Bn (105 How)
# 667 FA Bn (155 How)
* 3458 Ql Trk Co

3000 QM Trk Co

oe Engr © Bn (= Co A)

1 Plat, 993 Engr Trdwy

“Br Co"

528 FA Bn
401 FA Gp
264 FA Bn
809 FA Bn
408 FA Gp
259 FA Bn
742 FA Ba

(155 Gun)
(8" How)
(155 How)

(4.5" Gun)
(8" How)

ANTIATRCRAFT ARTY
16 AAA Gp, Ha/Hq Btry
109 ASA Gun Bn (M)(90)
563 AAA AN Bn (MM) (40)
634 AAA AW Bn (i)

ARMORED

9 Armd Gp, Ha/Hq Co
CHEMICAL

90 cml Bn, Ha/Haq Co

(- cos A, B&C)

ENGINEER

Det A, 165 Sig Photo Co
94 Sig Bn
3259 Sig Serv Co

672 Engr Topo Co

2942 Engr TIT

Map Depot

Det D, 3163 Sig Serv Go (-)

1111 Engr ¢ Gp

51 Engr C Ba
291 Engr C Bn

300 Engr C Bn
501 Engr L Pon Co
629 Engr LE Co (- 1 Plat)

TANK DESTROYER

994 Engr Trdwy Br Co

(- 1 Plat)

1 Plat, 460 Amph Trk Co
Co B, 738 Tk Bn (ME)

1159 Engr © Gp
276 Engr C Ba

28, Engr C Bn
72 Engr L Pon Co
1 Plat, 629 Engr LE Co
998 Engr Trdwy Br Co

(- 1 Plat)

1 Plat, 502 Engr L Pon Co

1 Plat, 994 Engr Trdwy Br Co

MEDICAL

281 FA Bo (105 How)

2 Co, 12 Bn Fusilier (Belgian)
G-2_ATCHMTS

IPW Team
IPW Team
IPTeam
MII Team
MII Team

114
118
119
413-G
449-G

CIC Det 203

OB Unit 36

PI Team 72
PI Team 8
G3 ATCHMTS

187 Med Bn, Ha/Hq Det

4,84, Med Coll Co
. 662 Med Clr Co

Litter Bearer Plat, 423

Coll Co

MILITARY POLICE

MP Plat (Corps)
821 MP Co (Corps)
ORDNANCE

126 Ord Bomb Disp Sq

162 Ord. Bomb Disp Sq

QUARTERMASTER
* 2d Plat, 23 QM Car Co
* Denotes colored personnel
# Attached III Corps for administration

£
#

8 TD Gp, Hg/Hq Co

Air Support Party
ADM UNITS
3 Spec Serv Co

38 Fin Disb Sec

92 Fin Disb Sec

48 MRU (Type Y)
202 APU

MIL GOVT DETS

HOH2
H7H2
T11p2
H5D2
19G2

HLB3

11B3
H2B3

Attached 1159 Engr C Gp for administration
Attached 90 Cml Bn for administration

SECRET

4h. a. Situation: On 25 February, the III Corps, following by two
days the attack of the VII Corps on its left (north), attacked across the
ROER RIVER and on 1 March had established bridgeheads in the zones of both
the 1 Inf Div and the 9 Inf Div. The 311 Inf, 78 Inf Div, had crossed the
ROER over 9 Inf Div bridges, and was attacking south to establish a bridgehead in the zone of the 78 Inf Div. Combat Command B, 9 Armd Div, had
crossed the river and was attacking through the zone of the 9 Inf Div, and
Combzt Command A was crossing in order to attack through the zone of the
78 Inf Div. The advance of the Corps during the period 25 February - 28
February had met stubborn resistance, but by the end of February had begun to move rapidly.
b.

At the beginning of the month the Corps was attacking under

instructions contained in Operations Directive No. 4 (Ref FO 5), Hq III

Corps, dated 28 February 1945. Under its provisions, the 1 Inf Div, (32
Cav Ren’ Sq attached) on the north, was moving east to seize the line of

the ERFT RIVER in its zone. The 9 Inf Div, in the center, was attacking
to seize ZULPICH (F2333) and crossings over the ERFT RIVER in its zone.

The 78 Inf Div, on the south, upon establishment of a bridgehead over the
ROER in its zone, had the dual mission of continuing the attack to the

east, prepared to attack in the direction of EUSKIRCHEN (wF3329), and of
protecting the Corps south flank. CCB, 9 Armd Div, was attacking to the

southeast in the direction of VETTWEISS (wF1938) - SIEVERNICH (wF2437) DISTERNICH (wF24,38) - NIEDERBURG (wF317378) - DERKUM (wF3435); and CCA,
9 Armd Div, was directed to attack on 1 March along the axis EMBKEN

(WF1832) - WALLERSHEIM (wF1730) ~ LANGENDORF (wF2131), to seize crossings

over the BLEI RIVER in the vicinity of DURSCHEVEN (wF2830).

The 14 Cav

Gp (- 32 Cav Ren Sq) was to advance to the southeast through the zone of
the 9 Inf Div.

¢. With the crossing of the ROER, III Corps had surmounted the
greatest natural obstacles lying to the west of the RHINE, and was oper

ating on the COLOGNE PLAIN, whose many streams, canals, and towns formed
the only obstacles to an attack.

The road net was good, there were few

natural defense lines available to the enemy, his observation was limited,

and in general the terrain favored the attacker.

% See Annex No. 2a, Map:

Situation as of OLOOO1A March.
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SECTION II
NARRATIVE OF OPERATIONS
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SITUATION AS OF O1000! MARCH
i March:
The rapid advances which had begun late in February with the crossing of the ROER contimed on the first day of the new month. All divi-

sions attacked early in the morning and advances of up to three miles

were made in many places despite moderate to heavy resistance.

The

NEFFEL RIVER was crossed, eleven towns were captured, and a bridgehead
over the ROER RIVER was established in the zone of the 78 Inf Div.
In the 9 Armd Div CCA and CCB attacked at widely separated points.
CCA, having closed in DROVE (wF1337) at O100A, moved through the zone of

the 1 Inf Div and 9 Inf Div and attacked southeast from BERG (wF1,33) at

O700A,

Although it encountered little resistance initially, it was held

up about one thousand yards west of WOLLERSHEIM (wF1730) where it encoun-

eee

SECRET
tered tanks and SP guns, and where it was forced to fight dismounted.
The 3 Bn, 310 Inf (78 Inf Div), was attached to CCA and it was planned
to attack southeast early in the morning to capture WOLLERSHEIM, EPPENICH(wF1930), BURVENICH (wF1929) and SINZENICH (wF2329).

CCB, operating along the NEFFEL RIVER, had one small task force in

MUDDERSHEIM (wF2439) and another in SIEVERNICH (wF2437) at OO45A.

By

O600A DISTERNICH (wF2438) had been taken and CCB crossed the river and

continued the attack to the east. By nightfall advances of up to two
kilometers east of the river had been made; a bridge at SIEVERNICH had

been captured intact; and one treadway bridge had been placed in opera-

tion at DISTERNICH and another at MUDDERSHEIM. The 1 Bn, 310 Inf (78
Inf Div), was attached and it was planned to resume the attack in the

morning. At 1515A a QU truck company was requested of First U S Army,
in order that one infantry regiment might be motorized for operation
with the 9 Armd Div.

The 1 Inf Div contimed its attack during the night with the 16
and 18 Inf Regts. At O14,5A the 18 Inf was attacking from the vicinity

of NORVENICH (wF2345) toward WISSERSHEIM (wF2647), and by 0245A the 16

Inf had cleared EGGERSHEIM (wF224,3).

The 18 Inf was held up at RATH

(wF2546), where it became engaged in a fierce fire fight for the best
part of the morning, and it was midafternoon before the regiment reached
WISSERSHEIM; which it was unable to take this day. The 16 Inf, however,

which was moving toward ERP (wF2841), was reported at midnight as making

good progress despite strong resistance. By nightfall both regiments
had advanced up to three miles, and during the evening a thirty ton
treadway bridge was placed in operation at GLADBACH (wF2241).

The 9 Inf Div also attacked early in the morning with the 39 and 60

Inf Regts and initially met little resistance.

Elements of 16 Inf dur-

ing the early morning captured MULDENAU (wF1632) and the 39 Inf made ad-

vances of over three miles, in the course of which it captured GINNICK
(wF1734) and FROITSHEIM (wF1735).
While these three divisions were advancing to the east and south-

east, the 311 Inf, 78 Inf Div, having crossed the ROER through the zone
of the 9 Inf Div, attacked south along the east side of the river to

establish a bridgehead in the 78 Inf Div zone.

Although the regiment

was held up by bitter resistance at HAUSEN (wF1228), that place was
captured late in the afternoon. By the day's end advances of over two
and one half miles had been made and construction was begun on bridges
over the river at BLENS (wF1129).

The establishment of this bridgehead

culminated a Corps river crossing operation in which three divisions
seized bridgeheads without once forcing a river crossing. In each case
they crossed over already established bridges and flanked enemy positions
on the east side of the river.

The 309 Inf began its movement to assembly areas east of the river
and planned to attack at O400A on 2 March to take VLATTEN, EPPENICH and
BURVENICH. Because these towns were also abjectives of the 9 Armd Div,
close coordination and liaison was established and maintained between

these two divisions; and because the operations of the 102 Cav Gp on
the division's right were closely tied in with those of the 78 Inf Div,
the CG III Corps at 1015A ordered that MARIAMALD (wF1125) be taken by
the division before nightfall.

The 18 Cav Ren Sq moved to assembly area vicinity BOICH (wFi235).
Co B, 893 TD Bn, was relieved from attachment to the 14 Cav Gp and the
817 TD Bn was attached.
The 8 TD Gp, currently charged with the responsibility of pro-

tecting Corps rear areas, was informed that the 16 Bn Fusiliers (Bel-

gian), scheduled to arrive in the Corps area in the near future, would

be attached 8 TD Gp upon its arrival.

During the day instructions were issued to CG 78 Inf Div direct-

ing that he be prepared to pass one combat team 2 Inf Div (V Corps)

through the 78 Inf Div bridge in the vicinity of HEIMBACH (wF1126),
and that he also be »repared to pass elements of the 7 Amd Div through
his bridgehead. The CG III Corps and CG V Corps agreed on a tentative movement schedule which contemplated the crossing of one infantry

regiment 2 Inf Div, followed by the 78 Inf Div Arty, one combat command

7 Armd Div, other elements 78 Inf Div, Corps arty and the remaining
combat commands 7 Armd Div, in that order. Co B, 893 TD Bn (SP) re-

verted to control 78 Inf Div at 1200A, and both the 1 and 3 Bns, 310
Inf (78 Inf Div), were attached 9 Armd Div.

Operations Directive No. 5, confirming fragmentary orders already
issued, was published.
The day was cloudy with light intermittent rains, and the IX TAC,
which had been scheduled to fly Air Corps cooperation for the 9 Inf Div,
was able to perform armed reconnaissance only.

Corps Arty continued to

support the attack, primarily by counterbattery, harassing and interdiction fires.

2 March:

The Corps attack progressed according to plan against strony but
scattered resistance, which consisted of opposition from pillboxes and
prepared fortifications, aT, SP, mortar and artillery fire.

CCA, 9

Armd Div, operating in the zone of the 78 Inf Div, made small gains
during the day in the face of heavy resistance, but after heavy fighting captured WOLLERSHEIM by a double envelopment, and continued to the
east to capture LANGENDORF (wF2031). CCB, attacking in the zone of
the 9 Inf Div, however, advanced up to seven thousand yards to capture
a bridge over the ROTH RIVER and the towns of MULHSIM (wF2935) and
FRIESCHEIM (wF2i,30).
In the north, the 1 Inf Div advanced up to one thousand yards and
reached the ERFT CANAL after attacking early in the morning to capture

In
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HEIMBACH LIES AMONG THE HILLS ON THE EAST OF THE ROER
ERP (WF2841) and WISSERSHEIM (wF2646).

In the center of the Corps zone

the 9 Inf Div attacked with the 39 and 60 Inf Regts to advance up to

seven miles and clear a total of nine towns, while the 78 Inf Div, attacking with the 309 Inf, advanced some five thousand yards. The 311 Inf,
after clearing MARIAWOLD and HEIMBACH very early in the morning, remained

__to protect the division bridgehead until relief could be effected by ele-

“nents of the 2 Inf Div (V Corps).

The 14 Cav Gp (- 32 Cav Ren Sq) on 28 February had been given a
mission of protecting the Corps south flank, maintaining contact initially
between the 9 Armd and 9 Inf Divs, and then, after the attack of CCB had

gone off, to maintain contact with the 9 Armd Div. The 32 Cav Ren Sq had
been attached on the same date to 1 Inf Div. On 2 March the 14 Cav Gp was

relieved of its previously assigned mission, and because of the large front

over which the 1 Inf Div was operating, became attached to the 1 Inf Div.
It assembled and began to move to assembly areas in the 1 Inf Div zone,
prepared for employment to the north. The 817 TD Bn was relieved of at-

tachment Corps Arty, and at midnight became attached 1, Cav Gp.

During the day Corps Arty crossed the ROER, and information was re-

ceived which announced a postponement of the 7 Armd Div's movement.

At

first it had been planned that the movement of the 7 Armd Div would com-

mence at O3100A, but at about 2045A it was announced that it would not
start until sometime after midnight 3-4 March.

INFANTRYMEN MOVE

ACROSS THE OPEN
FIELDS TO THE
ERFT CANAL

During the night 1-2 March enemy air was active in the zone of the
1 Inf Div, and in the entire Corps gone a total of eight raids by eleven

aircraft was made.

One plane was destroyed and one damaged.

Armed re-

connaissance missions were flown by friendly fighter bombers, and medium

bombers attacked STADT MECKENHEIM (wF4925).

#3 March:
Despite enemy resistance which stiffened considerably as elements of

the Corps reached and crossed the ERFT RIVER, good gains were made by all
divisions, and a number of towns were captured. The 1 Inf Div gained up
to three thousand yards as the 28 Inf, in the north, crossed the ERFT
RIVER and pushed out approximately three kilometers to the east, while

the 18 Inf, in the south, reached the ERFT CANAL.

At 1530A the CG 1 Inf

Div was informed that his south boundary had been changed to run from

ERP - FREISCHEIM - WEILERWIST (all towns inclusive to the 1 Inf Div),

thus increasing the width of his zone and pointing the direction of his

attack due east. He was directed (1) to seize crossings over the ERFT
RIVER, (2) to be prepared to advance to the southeast on Corps order,

and (3) to effect relief of elements of the 9 Inf Div and 9 Armd Div in
his zone prior to 032400A.

areas.

The 14 Cav Gp (attached) remained in assembly

* See Annex No. 2b, Map: Situation as of 032400A March
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CCB of the 9 Armd Div, still operating in the zone of the 9 Inf Div,
advanced five thousand yards to the ERFT RIVER, where it seized WEILERS-

WIST (WF3740) and LOMMERSUM (wF3335), and at 1415A became atiached 9 Inf

Div. The 9 Inf Div reached the BLEI IVER, and the 39 Inf advanced to
LCMMERSUM, where it established contact with CCB, 9 Armd Div. The 9 Inf
Div was directed to seize bridgeheads over the ERFT RIVER, to continue
its attack to the east, and to maintain contact with 9 Armd Div on the~right. RCT 60 was attached 9 Armd Div effective 2400A.

CCA, 9 Armd Div, moved out early in the day and advanced approximately

five thousand yards to capture ZULPICH (wF2333) and SINZENICH (wF2329).

During this day the 9 Armd Div was given a zone of advance between the 9

Inf and 78 Inf Divs which included the town of EUSKIRCHEN, and which turned
the axis of advance slightly to the southeast. The division was directed

to continue the advance and seize EUSKIRCHEN (wF3329), and the CG 9 armd

Div was directed to move CCR to ZULPICH.

The new boundaries had narrowed considerably the zone of the 78 Inf
viv, which continued its attackand captured a number of towns against
strong resistance. By nightfall elements of the 309 Inf were abreast of
the 9 Armd Div at LOVENICH(WF2430), and the 78 Inf Div was directed

(1) to advance east and assist the 9 Armd Div to capture EUSKIRCHEN,
(2) to protect the Corps south flank, and (3) to maintain contact with
the 102 cav Gp (V Corps) on its right. RCT 310 was attached 9 Armd Div
effective 032400.

During the day elements of the 2 Inf Div (V Corps) moved through the

78 Inf Div bridgehead and attacked to the south.

Because it was found

that the movement of tanks across existing 78 Inf Div bridges was slow

and difficult, however, it was decided that a Bailey bridge would be
built over the dam in the 78 Inf Div zone.

approximately 1800A.

That bridge was completed at

At 1545A the 78 Inf Div reported that it was re-

ceiving fire on its right flank, and asked whether the advance of the

7 Armd Div might be hastened.

Upon investigation by Corps, however, it

as found that the movement of the 7 Armd Div had been postponed for

another twenty four hours.

Operations Directive No. 6 (Ref FO 5), which confirmed fragmentary

orders already issued, and established the boundaries previously mentioned,

was published.

(boundaries and objectives established by Operations

Directive No. 6 are shown on Annex No. 2b, Map:

Situation as of 0324,00A)

It also directed that the 413 AAA Gun Bn, which arrived in the Corps area

during the day, would be attached 16 AAA Gp.

Although visibility was only poor to good, fighter bombers flew

three missions in direct support of Corps, and medium bombers attacked
HEINERSHEIM (wF4236).

Corps advanced up to four miles against resistance that was cere

ally light, heavy opposition being encountered at isolated strong points

only. The 1 Inf Div relieved those elements.of CCB that had been in the
1 Div zone, and advanced from one thousand to three thousand yards to the
east. In the north part of the division zone the 18 Inf was relieved by

the 14 Cav Gp.

The 9 Inf Div established a bridgehead across the ERFT RIVER, capturing five towns as it advanced. Stubborn resistance was encountered

in the DERKUM (F3435) area, but it was overcome and the town was taken.

The 39 Inf relieved CCB, 9 Armd Div, and the 9 Inf Div was instructed
that CCB was to be relieved of attachment early the following morning.
At the sametime RTC 60 was to return to control of the 9 Inf Div.

The 9 Armd Div, attacking with CCA and CCR, advanced up to seven

thousand yards to the southeast.

CCR, having closed in the ZULPICH

area during the night 3-4 March attacked during early afternoon through
the 47 Inf (9 Inf Div) to advance four thousand yards, and at the close

of the day was fighting in KESSENICH (wF3331).

CCA advanced approxi-

mately seven thousand yards to capture EUSKIRCHEN (wF3229) against light
resistance.

At the close of the day all eleements of the division were

in the division zone, and were prepared to continue the advance.

In-

structions were given the division directing it to attack to the south-

east, in the direction of RHEINBACH (WF4425) - AHRWEILER (wF5416); to

coordinate with the 78 Inf Div the seizure of HILL 316 (wF298253); and

to coordinate movement through the zone of the 78 Inf Div with the CG

78 Inf Div.

On the right of the Corps zone the 78 Inf Div attacked with the

309 Inf, which advanced approximately three thousand yards to seize

three towns in which resistance was reported to be light. The 311 Inf
moved along the Corps right to protect the flank, and during the evening a temporary boundary was established between the III and V Corps
which permitted movement of the 78 Inf Div to the south, into what had

been the V Corps zone.

The division was directed to continue the attack

to the southeast, and seize HILL 316 (wF398253), a prominent terrain

feature approximately four kilometers southwest of EUSKIRCHEN. The
division was further instructed to motorize one battalion of the 309 Inf,

for protection of the Corps right flank and rear, and to be prepared to

seize crossings over the ERFT RIVER on Corps order. (Temporary boundary
is shown in Annex No. 2c, Map:
Situation as of 052400A March)
Operations Directive No. 7 (Ref FO 5) was oublished.

It confirmed

instructions previously issued and established tentatively a continuation
of the 78 Inf Div - 9 Armd Div boundary, to become effective on Corps
order.

It announced that one CT of the 2 Inf Div (V Corps) was to cross

the ROER RIVER at HEIMBACH at approximately 051200A and attack south and
southeast from the vicinity BURVENICH (wF1929).

Visibility during the day was poor, with intermittent snow flurries.

Two medium blind bombing missions were flown, one on BRUHL (wF4248) and
one on RHEINBACH (wF4425).

Corps Arty fired counterbattery, neutraliza-

tion and interdiction missions, and fired a counterflak program in coor

dination with the Air Corps bombing mission.

Corps advance CP opened in NIDDIGEN (wF1139) at 1300A.
*5 March:

The Corps attack progressed rapidly as all divisions struck out to

make gains of from four thousand to seven thousand yards. In the south
and north of the Corps zone resistance was light and scattered, and the

only aggressive enemy action during the day was received in the zone of

the 9 Inf Div, where two counterattacks were met and quickly repulsed.
Some road blocks were encountered, and in the zone of the 1 Inf Div
several groups of enemy were overrun.

The 1 Inf Div continued its attack with the 26 and 16 Inf Regts.
The 16 Inf on the south advanced four thousand yards to the east, and
the 26 Inf in the north of the division zone gained approximately three
thousand yards. At 1700A the division reported that its left flank was

in physical contact with elements of the VII Corps; and at 1850A a THX
was received from First US Army which changed the Corps northern boundary, excluding the city of COLOGNE from the Corps zone, and causing a

general turn to the east and southeast. The new boundary was a continuation of the old boundary and ran southeast to KNAPSACK (wF3751) exclu-

sive, to VOCHEM (Wf4050) (exclusive) and then due east to the RHINE.

created a bulge, or pocket, between the VII and LII Corps, anc it was
planned that the 1, Cav Gp would move into the zone of the VII Corps,

It

attack south and southeast toward BURBACH (WF3753), HURTH (wF3852),
BUENRATH (wF3553) and then clean up to the west and southwest.

The 9 Armd Div attacked with CCA and CCB abreast and advanced east

from six to seven thousand yards to ODENDORF (wF3928) and LUDENDORF
(WF4030), both of which lie on the JUNG RIVER. CCB, having reverted to
control 9 Armd Div at 0600A, relieved CCR which went into division re-

serve, and it was planned that on the 6th CCA and OCB wouldgattack with
RHEINBACH as the objective of CCA, and STADT MECKENHEIM as the objective
of CCB.
The tentative boundary between the 78 Inf Div and the 9 Armd

Div, as established the day before by Operations Directive No. 7 (Ref
FO 5), was placed in effect. (The boundary is shown on Annex No. 2c,

Map:

Situation as of 052400a)

The 9 Inf Div assumed command of RCT 60 at O600A, and attacked

early in the day to make gains of 3500 yards.

By the day's end the

division was at STRASSEL (wF3833) and MUGGENHAUSEN (wF3935), prepared
to move on HEIMERZHEIM (wF4235) on the 6th.

%* See Annex No. 2c, Map: Situation as of 052400A March
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The enemy chose
to defend
Nideggen. Little
remained when
the Corps moved
in on 4 March

Notall civilians

smiled as they
displayed their
white flags. This

is Euskirchen

An infaniryman’s
view of Zulpich,
captured on 3

March

The 78 Inf Div attacked to the southeast, in accordance with its

instractions of the day before, seized its objective (HILL 316), and
advanced from four to six thousand yards to FIRMENICH (wF2626), SATZEN
(wF2725), ANTWEILER (wF2923), RHEDER (wF3425) and STOTZHEIM (wF3525),
thus effectively protecting the Corps right flank. The division was

directed to seize the high ground in the vicinity WF3820; to reconnoi-

ter to the general line ARLOFF (wF3322) - HOUVERATH (WF4016); and to
seize HILL 411 (wF385202).

It was announced that the 102 cav Gp

(V Corps) would relieve the elements of the 78 Inf Div occupying HILL

316 on 6 March, at which time the temporary boundary between III and
V Corps would be removed.

Late this night a TWX received from Hq First U S Army directed a
change in the III - V Corps boundary, extending it in a southeasterly

direction generally to BILLIG (wF3226) - KIRCHEIM (wF3623) - DERNAN
(wF5115), all inclusive III Corps. The current southern Corps bound-

ary had run along the AHR RIVER east to the RHINE, and the advance of

the Corps had been along a general west-east axis; this change, however, plus the changed northern boundary, was to cause a change in ‘dir-

ection, and was the first indication that Corps' effort would be made
to the southeast and south, instead of due east to the RHINE. It was
to cause changes in division objectives and boundaries, which were

established by Corps during the latter part of 6 March.

At 1820A Corps was informed by First U S Army that it was desired

to move the 7 Armd Div into the Corps rear areas.

Corps offered no ob-

jection, but requested that ZULPICH not be included in the area, and
that no Corps troops be displaced.

Operations Directive No. 8 (Ref FO 5) was published. It directed
a continuation of the attack and confirmed fragmentary orders already
issued.
Intermittent rain fell during the day, and visibility was restric-

ted by low overcasts.

Blind bombing missions were flown on BONN (wF4426),

RHEINBACH (wF5537) and MUNSTER EIFFEL (wF3118), and medium bombers attacked STADT MECKENHEIM, with no results observed.

sisted again by V Corps Arty and the 32 FA Brig.

Corps Arty was as-

6 March:
The war of sweeping: gains and rapid thrusts continued as Corps

drove to the east and southeast to make advances of from five to ten

miles along the front of its entire zone.

Resistance was light to mod-

erate, although the enemy defended strongly at some points, withdrawing

only after determined delaying actions.

In the north of the Corps zone the 18 Cav Ren Sq swept rapidly to

the southeast along the east side of the ERFT CANAL, clearing a number
of towns and meeting little resistance. Contact was established with

elements of the 8 Inf Div (VII Corps) in the vicinity of KNAPSACK (wF3752)
SECRET
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and by nightfall the pocket which had existed between the III and VII
Corps had been eliminated. The 26 Inf, having reached its objective the
previous day, held its positions in the vicinity of DORF PINGSDORF
(wF40,,6), but the 16 Inf, in the southern portion of the lst Inf Div
zone, advanced four to five miles to the BONN — BRUHL HIGHWAY and to a

general line running south from DERSDORF (wF4540) to the division south

boundary.

In the 9 Inf Div zone, the 47 Inf drove approximately three miles
past HEIVERZHEIM (WF4235), a gain of five miles. The 60 Inf attacked
through the 39 Inf and also advanced approximately five miles to BUSCHHOVEN (wFi,631) which was captured.
Both CCA and CCB of the 9 Armd Div attacked to the southeast early
in the morning and continued the attack through the day and night to
advance nine to ten miles. Although CCA was held up for a number of
hours at the city of RHEINBACH, it captured that place during the late
morning and by midnight had taken VETTELHOVEN (wF5219) and BOLINGEN
(wF5319).

CCB captured NEEDERDREES (wF4238) and OBERDREES (wF4227) in

the morning, and by the end of the day had driven to the east of STADT

MECKENHEIM (wF4925) with elements of the 89 Ren Sq in the vicinity of

HOLZEN (wF5525).

The 78 Inf Div's 311 Inf, which had crossed the Corps southern

boundary into the V Corps zone in order to‘perform reconnaissance and

protect the Corps south flank, was relieved early by elements of the V
Corps and attacked to the east.

The regiment advanced up to five miles

” aye (WFL322), QUACKENBERG (wF4021), LACH (wF4022) and EICHEN
WF4020) .

The 23 and 38 Inf (V Corps) advanced to the line of the ESCHWEILER

RIVER, and seized the towns of IVERSHEIM (wF2120), ESCHWEILER (wF2919)
and NOTHEN (wF2817). The CO 102 Cav Gp (V Corps) and the CG 78 Inf Div

were instructed that further movement, of the 102 Cav Gp, on the Corps
right flank, would be made in conjunction with and coordinated with
movement of the 78 Div. The CO 102 Cav Gp was instructed by CG V Corps
that so long as he had dimm contact with the 2 Inf Div on his right,
to assist the advance of the 78 Inf Div.

As a result of the changes in Corps boundaries that had been directed by First U S Army during the night 5-6 March, Corps issued instructions on the 6th which turned the direction of attack to the southeast,
with consequent changes in division boundaries and objectives. The 1
Inf Div's southern boundary was moved south so that the city of BONN
(wF5426) fell within the division zone, and the division was directed
to seize BONN and cut by fire the RHINE RIVER bridge atthat place.
The southern boundary of the 9 Inf Div was also turned southeast so that
the cities of BAD GODESBURG (wF5932) and LANNESDORF (wF6029) became its
objectives, and the 9 Armd Div was directed to seize REMAGEN (wG6420)
and crossings over the AHR RIVER in the vicinity of SINZIG (wF6516),
HEIMERSHEIM (wF60L6) and BAD NEUENAHR (wF58l0). The 78 Inf Div was
directed to seize crossings over the AHR RIVER at AHRWEILER and places
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to the west of AHRVEILER (wF5416), and was instructed to contime to

protect the Corps right flank. All divisions were directed to clear
the enemy from the west bank of the RHINE RIVER in their respective
zones, and all artillery with the Corps was directed that Pozit or
time fuses only would be used when firing on RHINE RIVER bridges.

These instructions were confirmed late in the afternoon when Operations Directive No. 9 was published. The directive also removed the

temporary boundary between III and V Corps which had been established

‘previously, and established a tentative boundary between the 9 Armd
and 9 Inf Divs, which was to become effective on Corps order.

Following receipt of these instructions, G-3 9 Armd Div called
G-3 III Corps and stated that the 9 Armd Div at the present time was
attacking east with the main effort direction RHEINBACH - STADT MECK-

ENHEIM - MEHLEM (wF6129), and that the division had intended to push

to the AHR RIVER as a secondary effort. The division was instructed
that the main effort would be made toward the towns of REMAGEN and
BAD NEUENAHR, and that closing to the RHINE RIVER at MEHLEM was of

secondary importance. Although it was known that the enemy would
blow, or attempt to blow, the RHINE RIVER bridges, it was hoped that

one might be seized, and the CG III Corps instructed the CG 9 Armd
Div to attack aggressively in an effort to seize the AHR RIVER bridges

and possibly the RHINE RIVER bridge intact.

At 1900A it was requested of First U S Army that neither BONN
nor BAD GODESBERG be bombed. It was also requested that all the RHINE
RIVER bridges in III Corps zone be excluded from bombing, although no
objection was made to attacking ferry sites, ponton bridges, boats or
barges being used to ferry men and equipment across the RHINE RIVER.
Intermittent rain fell throughout the day and visibility was poor

to fair.

No missions were flown by the IX TAC, and Corps Arty contin-

ued to support Corps operations by counterbattery, neutralization and
interdiction missions, some of which were on crossing sites of the
RHINE RIVER.

Corps Arty was assisted by V Corps Arty and the 32 FA Brig.

The Corps CP opened at ZULPICH (wF2333) at 1200A.
*7 March:
Corps continued its rapid advance of the preceding day and drove
from five to twelve miles along its entire front to seize the railroad

bridge across the RHINE RIVER at REMAGEN (wF6420), as well as a number
of crossings over the AHR RIVER in the vicinity of SINZIG (wF6516),

BAD NEVENAHR (wWF5816),

HEIMERSHEIM (wF6016) and AHRWEILER (wF5416).

On this day enemy resistance appeared to collapse and opposition was
scattered, with no apparant organized lines of defense.
The little
resistance encountered was confined to towns, where small groups defen%* See Annex No. 2d, Map: Situation as of 072400A March
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INFANTRYMEN RIDE TANKS DURING THE RAPID ADVANCE TO THE RHINE

ded with small arms fire, although at HEIMERSHEIM and BAD NEUENAHR the
enemy defended stubbornly.
At 1,00A the Corps was assigned a new mission, as had been anti-

cipated, when Maj Gen W. B. Kean, Chief of Staff First U S Army, visited

the Corps CP at ZULPICH with instructions directing the Corps to advance

south along the west bank of the RHINE and effect a junction with the 4

Armd Div (Third U S Army), which was driving north toward the RHINE at

a point only a few miles south of the Corps right flank.

At this time

no actual plans had been made for a crossing of the RHINE at REMAGEN,

and it was not until news of the seizure of the bridge had been received

by First Us Army that this new Corps mission to the south was cancelled.
The message cancelling the mission was received at Corps Hq at approxi-

mately 185A when Brig Gen T. C. Thorsen, G-3 First U S army, in a telephone message directed that Corps seize crossings on the AHR RIVER, but
that it not move south of the road HESSELING - STAFFEL - RAMERSBACH HONIGSFELD, except on First U S Army order. A second telephone call

from First U § Army at approximately 2015A informed Corps that it had

been relieved of its mission to the south, but that the Corps was to
secure its bridges over the AHR RIVER, where it would be relieved as

soon as possible by elements of the 2 Inf Div (V Corps).

At the time of receipt of these instructions, all four divisions
comprising the Corps were attacking in accordance with existing instruc-

tions.

}

187 INF DIV. APPROACH
BONN

STADT
MECKENHEIM

OBERBACHEM
BERKUM

NEVENAHR
ARHWEILER
2-VEHICULAR BRIDGES
SEIZED HERE

HEIMERSHEIM
S-VEHICULAR BRIDGES

SINZIG

SEIZED HERE

3-RR BRIDGES

SEIZED HERE

ADVANCES of 7 MARCH
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In the north of the Corps zone, elements of the 1 Inf Div attacked

to the east early in the morning and captured BRUHL (wF4148), while

other elements attacked and captured BERZDORF (wF4448), SECHTEN (wF44/,3),

BARHEIM (wFi,740) and ROISDORF (wF4939), thus placing the division from

two to three kilometers west of the river.

It was planned that the 18

Inf would pass through the 60 Inf (9 Inf Div) to attack BONN (wF5437),

and the two division commanders made the arrangements necessary for the
operation.
In.the zone of the 9 Inf Div the 60 Inf attacked in the direction
of BONN, while the 39 Inf continued to attack toward BAD GODESBERG.

By midnight, after.advances of several miles, elements were in position
to attack BAD GODESBERG and objectives to the south along the RHINE.
At 1430A the boundary between the 9 Inf Div and the 9 Armd Div, as

shown in Operations Directive No. 9, became effective.
shown in Annex No. 2d; Map: Situation as of 7 March)

(Boundary is

To the south, in the zone of the 78 Inf Div, the 309 Inf attacked

through the 311 Inf, advanced from eight to ten miles against light resistance and seized crossings over the AHR RIVER so that the Corps

right flank lay on and across the AHR from the point where the Corps

boundary joined the AHR RIVER to the RHINE.

The 9 Armd Div, having been given the mission of seizing REMAGEN

and crossings over the AHR, moved out in the morning with CCA on the
right and CCB on the left. The mission of CCA was to seize crossings
at BAD NEUENAHR and HEIMERSHEIM while CCB was to take REMAGEN and KRIPP

(wF6718) and seize crossings over the AHR at SINZIG and BODENDORF
(wF6317). CCB consequently attacked in two columns, one in the direction of each of its objectives. Although CCA met stiff opposition at
BAD NEUENAHR, CCB met practically none and by late afternoon had cap-

tured REMAGEN, against light opposition. Upon finding the bridge at

REMAGEN intact, Lt Col Leonard Engaman, CO 14 Tk Bn, who had received

instructions from Brig Gen Hoge, CG CCB 9 Armd Div, to seize the bridge
should the opportunity present itself, sent infantry and engineer elements of his task force to the east side of the river. Although the
enemy had prepared the bridge for demolition, only two small charges

(or perhaps two detonators) were fired, and the bulk of the explosives

failed to go off.

Superficial damage was caused, and planking which

the enemy had laid acrossthe railroad tracks was splintered; but struc-

turally the bridge remained intact, although suitable for one way traffic only. One company was sent across the river initially, and by midnight the entire 27AIB, supported by tanks, had crossed.

First news of the seizure of the bridge arrived at the Corps CP at

approximately 1630A when Col James H Phillips, Chief of Staff, received
a telephone message from Col Harry Johnson, Chief of Staff 9 Armd Div.

Col Phillips was informed that the bridge had been taken intact, and was
asked for instructions. At that time the Corps Commander was at the CP

of the 78 Inf Div, and although First U S Army had given no instructions
regarding the capture of the bridge, Col Phillips instructed the 9 Armd
Div to exploit the bridgehead as far as possible but-to hold SINZIG.
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He then relayed the information to Maj Gen Millikin, who confirmed

these instructions and immediately made plans to motorize the 47 Inf
(9 Inf Div) and dispatch it to REMAGEN.

The General then alerted RCT

311 of the 78 Inf Div for movement to the bridgehead.

Perhaps the biggest problem which presented itself at this time
was the limited number of troops available for immediate employment

in the bridgehead, for the greater part of each division was current-

dy engaged, and would have to be relieved before plans could be made
for committment on the east side of the RUINE. Such reliefs required
time, and while it would have been more desirable to employ one com-

plete infantry division in order to maintain integrity of organization

and command, the only expedient was to commit the infantry troops that
could be made available at the time. Consequently, elements of all
divisions attached to Corps were moved to the bridgehead as they be-

came available, and in order to achieve effective control and unity
of command, Maj Gen Millikin decided to attach all units initially,
as they crossed the river, to CCB, 9 Armd Div, for securing the ini-

tial bridgehead.

As a result, RCT 47, having been motorized by Corps, became
attached to CCB, 9 Armd Div, at 2100A, and the 78 Inf Div was instructed to have the CO 311 Inf, with necessary staff officers, report
to the CG 9 Armd Div.

The 78 Inf Div was told that Corps would fur—

nish trucks to the regiment at 0100A on 8 March, and that movement

would be upon call from the CG 9. Armd Div.

While these instructions were being issued and plans being made,

Hq First U S Army was notified of the day's developments, and First

U S Army immediately confirmed the decision of the Corps Commander to

exploit the bridgehead.

The telephone call received at 2015A from

First U S Army included information that the 7 Armd Div was attached

te Corps immediately, for use in relieving the 9 Armd Div; that elements of the 2 Inf Div (V Corps) would relieve the 78 Inf Div and CCA
of the 9 Armd Div as soon as possible; that a new V - III Corps boundary was placed in effect immediately; and that First U S Army was
sending a 90mm gun battalion, a treadway bridge company and a DUKW
company to Corps. This information answered the most pressing of the .
Corps' immediate problems -- how to effect the relief of the troops
necessary to exploit the bridgehead.

The CG 7 Armd Div was instructed immediately to move one combat
command, reinforced by one battalion of infantry, to an area MIEL
(WF4230) - MORENHOVEN (WwF/,530) - BUSCHHOVEN (4632) - DUNSTEKOVEN

(WF4,333) where it would become attached temporarily to the 9 Inf Div,

and where it would begin relief of the 60 Inf.

The division was also

instructed to be prepared to take over the entire zone of the 9 Inf

Div as soon as possible. Instructions were then issued to the 9 Inf
Div, informing it of these arrangements, and directing that the 60
Inf, upon relief by CCA 7 Armd Div, go to control of the 9 Armd Div
upon request of the CG 9 Arm Div. It was further ordered that upon
movement of the 9 Inf Div CP east of the RHINE, elements of the 9 Inf

ies
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Div remaining west of the river would become attached to the 7 Armd Div.

RCT 47 (- Arty) began its movement across the river during the night and
closed in the bridgehead area early the following morning.

Through the evening, in telephone conversations with the 9 Armd Div,
Corps reminded the division that in planning for the expansion of the
bridgehead it was desirable to assign units zones of operation so that
the assumption of command by divisions, when the situation permitted,
would be facilitated. Corps also instructed the 9 Armd Div to relieve
elements of CCB in the SINZIG portion of CCB's zone, in order to free
these elements for in the bridgehead. The CG 9 Armd Div, however, had
anticipated that order and had already begun the relief, which was com-

pleted this night.

All Corps units were instructed to capture or destroy

all river barges and boats as soon as possible.

Other considerations given immediate attention were the need for artillery support, the protection of the bridge against enemy air action
and sabotage, the construction of additional bridges, and the problems of

signal commnications, which were greatly increased by the sudden turn of
events. The signal plan had been built around an axis of the advance to
the south, and it had been impossible to envisage the need for extensive
communications to the REMAGEN vicinity.

Although work was begun on the

installation of wire commnications to the bridgehead, the heavy artillery

and great volume of traffic were to interrupt commnications frequently.

Artillery plans, prior to the seizure of the bridge, also called for

@ general turn of the axis of advance to the south, and when news of the

crossing reached the Corps, the Corps FDC and all the battalion CPs were

displacing forward. Upon receipt of the new information, however, all
battalions were contacted by radio and were ordered to proceed to new locations from which they would be able to support the Corps operations
east of the RHINE. By 2230A one 4.5 gun Bn, one 155 gun Bn, and one &"
How Bn were in position, ready to deliver fire.

It was planned to place

heavy interdiction fires around the entire bridgehead.

Plans for AA defense of the bridgehead were begun during the night,

and at about 0300A, 8 March, the 482 AAA AW Bn (SP) (atchd 9 Armd Div)

was instructed to establish and maintain defense of the bridge with all

available armament. Arrangements were made to provide air cover over the
bridge, and assurances
were received from First U S Army that planes would
be provided from any base on the continent or in the United Kingdom from
which planes were able to leave the ground.

Visibility during the day was fair, with low clouds and scattered

rains throughout.

The 987 FA Bn-(155 Gun) (SP) was attached III Corps during the day,

and First U S Army was requested to furnish a smoke generator company to
be used during the construction of the bridges.

8 March:

x

Activity on the 8th was concerned primarily with the feeding of
troops across the river as rapidly as possible, expanding the bridgehead, and clearing the enemy from the west bank of the RHINE. On the
west side of the river the 1 Inf Div reached the RHINE and entered BONN.
In the zone of the 9 Inf Div (which became the zone of the 7 Armd Div
late in the day) the attack was contimed toward the RHINE in the face
of several small counterattacks, and elements of the 39 Inf captured
BAD GODESBERG.

The AHR RIVER was cleared of enemy small arms fire early

in the morning, and WESTUM (wF6415), LOHNDORF (wF621,) and VHEN (wF61,)
were captured.

East of the RHINE the enemy took no concerted action. No counterattacks were launched, little organized defenses were encountered, and
opposition was centered in amall towns where stubborn defensive action

from small groups was

met.

KASBACH (wF6620), UNKEL (wF6322) and RHEIN-

BREITBACH (wF6424) were captured, and at the day's end the 1 Bn, 310
Inf, (atchd CCB 9 Armd Div) was fighting in LINZ (wF6718).

The 47 Inf

attacked in the direction of ‘the high ground vicinity BRUCHHAUSEN

(wF6523) and OHLENBERG (wF6721) and by nightfall had taken its objective.

At 1100A the 1 Inf Div was relieved of attachment III Corps and was
attached VII Corps, and at that time the Corps north boundary became the

old 9 Inf Div - 1 Inf Div boundary. During the morning VII Corps requested that the 1 Inf Div be allowed to retain temporarily the 14 Cav Gp,
which at the time was attached 1 Inf Div, and it was decided that the
1 Inf Div would retain temporary control over the 14 Cav Gp, 193 FA Bn,

(25 Pdr), 965 FA Bo (155 How), 817 TD Bn (T), and A and B Coe 90 Cml Bn,

all of which were to return to Corps control when the enemy had been
cleared from west of the RHINE. The division was to retain permanent
control over the 103 AAA AW Bn, the 634 TD Bn and the 745 Tk Bn.

The 78 Inf Div, at approximately 0200A, was directed to cancel all

attacks which had been scheduled for this day, but to hold the AHR RIVER

bridgehead until relief had been effected by the 2 Inf Div. Corps was
informed that the CG 2 Inf Div had already visited the 78 Inf piv cP,

and had stated that the relief could be completed no earlier than O815A

of that day.

At this time the 309 Inf was the only regiment under control of the
78 Inf Div which was actually engaged. The 310 Inf had previously been
attached 9 Armd Div, with whom it was currently operating, and RCT 311

(- arty), having been alerted for movement on the preceding night, had

been assembled and was prepared to move by O500A. Movement of RCT 311
began during the morning, and by late afternoon that RCT (- Arty) closed
in the bridgehead area where it became attached 9 Armd Div.
At 0945A RCT 309 (- Arty) was alerted for movement to the bridge-.
head, when instructions were issued to CG 78 Inf Div directing that the

309 RCT (- Arty), upon relief by 2 Inf Div, be assembled and marched on
secondary roads to an area designated by CG 9 Armd Div.
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THE LUDENDORF BRIDGE AT REMAGEN
was instructed that control of his regiments would be returned to him as
soon as he was prepared to assume command of his zone of action in the
bridgehead area. At 17554 the relief of the infantry elements of the 309
RCT was completed, and at that time control of the zone of the 78 Inf Div

passed to CG 2 Inf Div. At 115A two battalions RCT 309 were ordered to
move within seven hours, and the RCT began crossing during the night,
closing in the bridgehead area on the following day.

Movement of the 7 Armd Div into the zone of the 9 Inf Div continued
throughout the day, and at 1235A CCA had ciosed in the area and became
attached 9 Inf Div. Relief of RCT 60 (- Arty) was begun, and although
the 2 and 3 Bns 60 Inf continued to be engaged repelling counterattacks
during the greater part of the day, the 1 Bn by afternoon had been assembled and had crossed the river by early morning of the 9th.

CCR became

attached 9 Inf Div at 1100A, and was directed to move during the after—
noon to relieve RCT 39. At 1715A the CG 7 Armd Div assumed command of
the zone, and all 7 Armd Div elements, plus those units of the 9 Inf Div
remaining in the zone, passed to his control.

The 7 Armd Div was direc-

ted to use all possible speed in closing on the RHINE.

The 52 AIB, 9 Armd Div crossed during the night 7-8 March, and

closed in the bridgehead at approximately 0300A.

During this entire day Maj Gen Millikin was at the bridgehead and

issued his instructions from there.

In order that uhity of command and
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effective control might be exercised and because of restricted space in

the bridgehead, he directed that the CG 9 Inf Div, upon opening his cP

east of the river, would assume control over units in the bridgehead in
order to secure the division bridgehead and until such time as the other
division commanders were prepared to assume command of their zones.

Although this appeared to be the most effective way to exercise his

command east of the river, it did not solve the problem of how to insure
a steady flow of troops to the bridgehead area. The anticipated attachment of the 99 Inf Div made it doubly important that some agency be given

the responsibility of staging and moving troops west of the RHINE.

sequently the CG 9 Armd Div was directed to continue to perform this

Con-

function. It was planned that the CGs 9 Inf and 9 Armd Divs would operate as a team, the one furnishing troops to the other as called for.

Corps set up the priority for movements of troops available west of the
RHINE as rapidly as they could be disengaged, and established a TAC CP
at REMAGEN, to (a) expedite information to Corps, (b) give advice for
solution of arising problems, (c) supervise closely engineer operations,

and (d) supervise traffic and control of roads. A traffic circulation
plan was placed in effect in’ which eastbound traffic moved on northerly

roads, which were not under enemy observation, and westbound traffic

moved on southern routes.

ing artillery fire.

Thus loaded vehicles ran less risk of receiv-

In order that bridge traffic would not be interupted

by westbound ambulance traffic, it was decided that casualties would be

returned by LCVPs, DUKWs and ferries, which were soon placed in operation.

Because of the difficulty of maintaining continuous wire commnica-~
tions -- the commnications problem was to be tremendous for several
days because of the great volume of vehicular traffic and the intense
artillery fire -- it was arranged that four radio stations, operated by

personnel of the 14 Cav Go, would be established:

one at the Corps CP;

one at the bridge; one at the CP 9 Inf Div; and one at the CP 9 Armd piv.

These stations were separate from the normal Signal Corps plan.

The

Corps Signal Officer requested submarine cable from First U S Army, but
was informed that none was available. Consequently wire was run across
the bridge but it was impossible to keep it in operation continuously.
Radio link was employed but because of security considerations was not °
so effective as wire would have been.

Another attempted solution to the

communication problem was the use of many liaison officers -- Corps sent
officers to the divisions, and the 9 Amd Div was directed on the 10th
to employ as many as might be required to maintain a continuous flow of
information from the bridgehead to Corps.

Because of poor weather conditions -~ the day was cold with rain and

low overcast +— fighter bombers were grounded and were unable to furnish
cover protection for the bridge.

Medium bombers flew in support of Corps,

however, and the enemy attempted ten raids over the bridge with ten aircraft, eight of which were Stukas. By afternoon, however, the 482 AAA
AW Bn (SP) had three batteries at the bridge site, with three platoons on
the east andthree platoons on the west bank of the river. The 413 AAA

Gun Bn (90mm) went into positions on the west bank, and of the ten attack-
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It was anticipated that two additional
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ing aircraft eight were shot down.
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battalions would’be moved into position on the 9th.
Because of the air attacks and the artillery fire which was certain

to come, the engineers at the bridge site requested that smoke be employed,
and requests were again made of First U S Army for a smoke generator unit.
Becanse none was available at this time, however, smoke pots were gathered
from all available sources.

The 9 Armd Gp was ordered to furnish CDLs

(searchlights mounted on tanks) to assist in protecting the bridge against

floating mines, swimmers, river boats, etc., and depth charges were dropped

into the river nightly, at five minute intervals, to discourage swimmers
bent on demolishing the bridge.

On the Corps right, the exposed flank and the presence of enemy on
the west bank of the RHINE, upstream from the bridge, was a source of
concern.

(Consequently, it was requested of First U S Army at about 1945A

that the 2 Inf Div, then moving east to the RHINE, be given the mission of

relieving. CCA, 9 Armd Div, and assuming responsibility for the bridgeheads
over the AHR at AHRIWEILER, BAD NEUENAHR, HEIMERSHEIM and SINZIG. The re-

quest was approved, and Corps was informed that the 2 Inf Div was moving

with all possible speed, that it planned to cross the AHR at approximately

0700A, 9 March, that it would then push to the RHINE, and take over the

aforementioned bridgeheads. This not only would secure the west bank of
the RHINE on the Corps' south, but would also free elements of CCA for em-

ployment in the bridgehead.

It was planned that elements of the 310 Inf

attached CCA would move across the river as soon as possible after being
relieved.
During this day a number of attachments were made.

At O915A informa—

tion was received that Co C, 738 Tk Bn, and the 2 Plat, Btry C, 226 AAA SL

Bn would become attached III Corps upon arrival in the Corps zone. Corps
in turn planned to reattach these units to 9 Armd Gp, to assist in accom
plishing its mission of protecting the bridge from river borne objects.
The 987 FA Bn was attached 408 FA Gp, and the 193 FA Bn (25 Pdr) and 965

FA Bn (155 How) were attached 401 FA Gp; effective 1800A the 32 FA Brig,

consisting of the 79 FA Gp, 551 FA Bn (240 How), 268 FA Bn (8" gun) and
552 FA Bn (240 How) were attached III Corps.

By the end of the day the forces in the Corps bridgehead consisted of
the 27 Armd Inf Bn, the 52 Armd Inf Bn, RCT 47 (- Arty), RCT 311 (- Arty);

1 Bn, 310 Inf; C Tr, 89 Cav Ren Sq; C Co, 656 TD Bn; and one and one half
batteries, 482 AAA AW Bn. RCT 309 (- Arty) and the 1 Bn, 60 Inf, were
enroute.

.

Operations Directive No. 10 was published, confirming fragmentary or
ders already issued. It established tentative divisional boundaries in

the bridgehead and established three objectives, known as lines "Red,"

White," and"Blue."

(Annex No. 2e, Map:

boundaries and objectives)

Situation as of 10 March shows

The seizure of line "Red" was to prevent small

arms fire from being delivered on the bridge area; when line "White" had

been reached observed artillery fire would be eliminated; and the seimre

of line "Blue" would prevent ordinary artillery fire from being delivered

on the bridge sites.
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Q March:
On the third day of the Corps bridgehead enemy opposition east of the

RHINE stiffened considerably, as elements of the 11 Panzer Div were contac-

ted on the Corps front.

Although the 311 Inf made good progress to the

north, where it made gains of from two to three thousand yards, strong re-

sistance was met in the south and center of the bridgehead, and the enemy
attacked with infantry, tanks and aircraft. Fire of all types was received and heavy artillery fire landed in the vicinity of the bridge.

Dur-

ing the early afternoon a direct hit on an ammnition truck which was
crossing the bridge caused considerable damage, placing the bridge out of
operation for several hours, and it was reported that the average rate of
enemy artillery fire throughout the Corps zone for the day was twenty
rounds of light, and six to ten rounds of medium, per hour.
On the west of the RHINE all organized resistance ceased, and at

1125A the 7 Armd Div was able to report that its zone had been cleared of
the enemy from boundary to boundary and to the river. Relief of RCT 60

aas completed early in the afternoon and at 1300A that RCT was relieved of

attachment 7 Armd Div. The RCT (- 1 Bn, which had crossed to the east of
the RHINE the preceding day) crossed into the bridgehead area, closing

there during the early morning hours of the 10th.

RCT 39 having captured

BAD GODESBERG, was relieved by elements of the 7 Armd Div by 1800A, and

prepared to move into the bridgehead on the following day.

The 7 Armd Div

was directed to outpost islands in the RHINE RIVER at wF627270 and wF632270
and prevent movement of enemy upstream toward bridge sites.

Of the 78 Inf Div, all but the 309 Inf and elements of the 310 Inf

attached to CCA, 9 Armd Div, had crossed the RHINE on 7 and 8 March.

309 (- Arty), having begun its movement across the river on the &th,

RCT

closed in the bridgehead late in the afternoon and at approximately 0930A
elements of the 2 Inf Div were moving into position to relieve the 310 Inf

(-) in the AHR RIVER bridgeheads. That relief was completed at approximately 1600A. By O400A on the 10th, the 310 Inf had crossed completely,
and the only elements of the 78 Inf Div remaining west of the RHINE at
that time were the division artillery and spare parts. Co B, 90 Cml Bn,
attached III Corps effective 10 March, was in turn attached 78 Inf Div,

as was the 76 FA Bn (25 Pdr).

During the morning the CP, 9 Inf Div, opened at ERPEL, and in accord~
ance with CG III Corps instructions of the day before, all units in the

bridgehead became attached to the 9 Inf Div. The CG 9 Inf Div was directed
that elements of the 78 Inf Div currently attached 9 Inf Div would revert
to control of CG 78 Inf Div at a time and place agreed upon by the two

division commanders, and that the CG 78 Inf Div would assume control of
the north sector of the bridgehead. The CG 9 Inf Div was instructed early
in the morning to continue the attack to seize line "White."

At 1015A the 99 Inf Div became attached III Corps, and during the

late afternoon the division began to move into an assembly area in the

vicinity of STADT MECKENHEIM.

By midnight RCTs 394 and 393 had closed
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into the area, and RCT 395 was enroute.
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Co A, 90 Cml Bn, was attached
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Soldiers walk to the
Remagen Bridge past
the smoking ruins of
American trucks
caughi by enemy
sholliiro
The treadway bridge
was almost completed
when enemy
artil ery
knocked outseveral
pontons

Enemyair cameclose
to destroying
RemagenBrid
flow
failed to slop the
of traffic into the
bridgehoad
‘This near miss on the
railroad bridge was
scored on 10 March
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to the division, and instructions were issued directing (1) that the
division (- Arty) (535 AAA AW Bn (SP), 629 TD Bn (SP) and 786 Tk Bn

atcha) would cross the RHINE commencing at 2030A on the 10th; (2) that

the division would pass through elements of CCB, 9 Armd Div, and attack
to the south; and (3) that one infantry regiment (minus one battalion)

was not to be committed except on Corps order. This regiment (the 395)
was to move to an assembly area within one hour's marching distance of

the bridge site, and was to close there by evening of 11 March.

The 9 Armd Div, which had been holding its bridgehead across the

AHR RIVER, was directed (1) to be prepared to move east of the RHINE

on Corps order; (2) to contime to protect bridges over the AHR RIVER;

and (3) to maintain contact with the 2 Inf Div (V Corps) on the Corps
south flank.

The Corps Engineer was directed to assume control of all engineer
activity at the bridge site, thus relieving division engineers of that

résponsibility, and the Corps Engineer from that day until completion

of all bridging operations remained in his CP at the bridge. At the
time two ferries were already in operation; and a third was nearing completion. Construction had been started at 091030A on a treadway bridge
at wF6l,8202, which was scheduled to be completed during the morning of

the following day; and it was planned that a heavy ponton bridge would
be built upstream at wF624186. A Contact boom, a log boom and a net
boom, designed to protect the bridge from water borne objects, were un-

der construction upstream from the bridge.

3

Wire communications continued to be a problem because of the great

volume of artillery fire falling on the bridge, and again reliance had
to be placed on radio and liaison officers. On this day a German officer was found operating a radio in REMAGEN, and it was believed that
enemy agents in the town were directing artillery fire.

The enemy continued his air attacks on the bridge, making a total

of eleven raids in which seventeen aircraft participated.
twelve were destroyed and one damaged.

Of these,

Early in the day the 16 AAA Gp was directed to employ all AAA units

for protection of the bridge, and consequently the AAA defense of the

bridge site was strengthened by the arrival of two additional AAA Bns.
The 109 AAA Gun Bn became operational on the west bank of the RHINE and

the 634 AAA AW Bn (= Btry D) crossed and went into position on the east

bank.

The 965 FA Bn was relieved from attachment 1 Inf Div and reverted

to Corps control, and the 193 FA Bn (25 Pdr) was relieved from attach-

ment III Corps.

The 1, Cav Gp, still operating with the 1 Inf Div (VII

Corps), lost the 817 TD Bn (T), which was attached III Corps Arty effect-

ive 10 March.

Operations Directive No. 11 (Ref FO 5) was published.

fragmentary orders previously issued.
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The Corps CP opened at RHEINBACH at 1200A.

At the close of the day the forces in the bridgehead had been

strengthened by the arrival of RCT 309 (- Arty), the remainder of RCT

310 (- Arty), RCT 60 (- Arty) and additional AAA protection.

The TD

defense of the bridgehead had been bolstered by the TDs accompanying

the regimental combat teams, as had the tank forces, and the Pending
movement of the 99 Inf Div and RCT 39 across the river meant that three
full divisions plus one combat command would soon be operating in the

bridgehead.

In the employment of troops in the bridgehead an effort had been
made to commit troops in such a manner that the assumption of command

by the parent division would be facilitated. This had not been altogether possible, however, inasmich as the tactical situation and the

needs of moment dictated the requirements.

Consequently it was to be

several days before units could be returned to their respective -com-

mands.

s

Although no artillery ~- or at best an occasional battery —- had

as yet moved east of the RHINE, the artillery of the divisions, as well

as Corps Arty, supported the operation from positions on the west side.
It was to be several days before movement of artillery to the east be-

came necessary.

The day was cold, with visibility restricted by a low overcast
which continued throughout the day. No fighter bombers flew in support
of Corps, but medium bombers flew several missions,

*10 March:
Corps continued to expand its bridgehead as the enemy contimed his
‘stubborn defense. Very heavy resistance was encountered in the area

northeast of BRUCHHAUSEN (wF6522), and in the entire zone strong points,

which delayed the advance, were encountered.

Fire from amall arms, self-

Propelled weapons, mortar and artillery was received.

In the north, the 311 Inf cleared HONNEF (wF6427), and advanced from

five hundred to one thousand yards to the northeast. The 309 Inf in
the
northeast portioncf the Corps zone advanced some two thousand
yards to

the east, after repulsing one counterattack, and in the center sector the

47 Inf received sharp counterattacks which forced a slight withdrawal.

The regiment, assisted by the 2 Bn, 310 Inf, repulsed these counterat—

tacks, however, and during the afternoon the 3 Bn, 310 Inf, followed by

the 52 Armd Inf Bn (atchd 310 Inf), attacked through the 47 Inf and ad-

vanced up to one thousand yards, capturing DATTENBERG (wF7817).

The 60

Inf, in the southeast, attacked and gained about 1500 yards, while CCB,
9 Armd Div (1 Bn 310 Inf, 27 Armd Inf Bn) plus elements of the 60 Inf,
attacked south and reached a point about 700 yards south of LINZ (wF6718).
Situation as of 102400A March
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% See Annex No. 2e, Map:

The last elements of RCT 310 (- Arty)

closed in the bridgehead area at about
O400A, and at 0830A the CP of the 78 Inf

Div opened at ERPEL, where the CG 78 Inf
Div prepared to assume control of the
northern portion of the Corps zone. During this day, however, the 309, 310 and

311 RCTs remained attached to 9 Inf Div.
The movement of the 9 Inf Div across
the river was completed at 1815A, when RCT

39 (- Arty) closed in the bridgehead.

Movement from the zone of the 7 Armd Div

was begun at about 0700A, and the RCT upon

crossing, went into an assembly area vici-

nity of BRUCHHAUSEN (wF6522). The CG, 9
Inf Div requested that, he be relieved of

responsibility for security of the railroad

bridge and bridging operations at REMAGEN,

and consequently the.14 Cav Gp was directed to assume that responsibility. The 14

Cav Gp (- 32 Cav Ren Sq) had been relieved

by 1 Inf Div early in the morning, and the
32 Cav Ren Sq was to be relieved by 2200A.
Instructions were issued directing the

group to move to an assembly area vicinity

STADT MECKENHEIM (wF4925) - ARZDORF @F5423)

- RINGEN (wF5419) - GELSDORF (wF5021) on
the lith,

The 99 Inf Div closed in its assembly

area west of the river early in the morning,
and at 1530A one regimental combat team was

directed by Corps to move into the bridge-

head.

TREADBRIDGE, BEGUN
AT 0910304 AND
COMPLETED AT
1023 OOK, MEASURED
1032 PEET- ONE OF
THE LONGEST TACT
ICAL BRIDGES EVER
BUILT. 11,140 MAN
AOORS WERE BEQUIRED IN ITS CON:
STRUCTION AND*13
HOURS AND
MIA
OTES WERE LOST BE
CAUSE OF ENEMY ACE
ION. TAE BRIDGE WAS
BUILT BY THE 291
ENGR C BN, WITA
EQUIPMENT AND TECH
NICAL ADVICE FORAISHED BY TAL 998
AND 988 ENGR TWY
COMPANIES.
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RCT 394 began to cross the RHINE during the night, and
2100A Corps directed that the remaining two regimental combat
to arrive at the bridge on the following morning. ‘The 99 Inf
to establish an advance CP east of the river, in anticipation

at about
teams plan
Div planned
of the arri-

val of the division, in order to prepare to assume responsibility for its
zone.

Corps directed that the 99 Inf Div plan to take over in the southern

sector of the bridgehead.

Both the railroad bridge and the treadway bridge received contimous

attention from the enemy, whose artillery and air activity increased mark-

edly. Work on the treadway bridge was interrupted several times, and
artillery hits and punctured pontons caused by bombing and strafing made

frequent repair necessary. Although construction was completed by 2300A,
it was the following morning before the treadway was opened to traffic.

The railroad bridge, having been closed to traffic during the night 9 March

because of artillery hits, was opened at about 092300A only to be closed at
2400, and its use became extremely hazardous during the 10th when artillery
fire during the night and morning was falling at an estimated rate of two

Ie
rounds per minute.
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Because it was believed that enemy artillery observ-

ers equipped with radio were operating from REMAGEN, approximately four
thousand civilians were removed from that town on 10 and 11 March.

The traffic load on the bridge was eased somewhat by the construction

of a third ferry site and by the operation of the 819 DUKW Co.

LCVP Unit

No. 1 went into operaticn, work was begun on the heavy ponton bridge, and
the contact boom was nearing completion. The engineers again requested
smoke on the bridging operations, but again no smoke generator companies

were available, and although it was requested of the supporting air that
smoke missions be flown, the weather by this time had closed in over the

bases, and planes were unable to leave the ground.

By 1000A three squadrons of fighter bombers had taken to the air, and

during the morning P-38s flew continuous cover over the bridge.

Poor wea-

ther which closed in early in the afternoon, however, prevented air operations for the rest of the day.

The enemy, during the day, made twenty one

raids, in which he employed twenty eight planes.
“royed and one damaged.

Of these nine were des-

The 563 AAA AW Bn moved tothe vicinity of the bridges to make a to-

tal of two gun and five automatic weapons battalions protecting these in-

stallations, and a message from Hq First U S Army, indicating a possibility
of attempted enemy crash landings on the bridge, directed that "at bridge
sites minimum fire angle prescribed by SOP First U S Army (is) suspended
for all automatic weapons where fire will not hit bridge or other vital installations. Fire will be continued until aircraft (has) definitely
crashed."

Another message from First U S Army established the Corps south bound-

ary as the AHR RIVER from AHRWEILER (exclusive) to the RHINE. The 9 Armd
Div, however, continued to provide security for the AHR RIVER bridges, and
maintained an outpost line along the west bank of the RHINE. The 7 Armd

Div likewise patrolled along the western bank of the river in its zone,
occupied the western RHINE RIVER island, and its tanks and tank destroyers
econnoitered for indirect firing positions.

Corps Arty,

reinforced by V and VII Corps Arty,

tion andcounterbattery missions.

soma

wae

fired heavy

interdic~

pee

At the close of the day two complete infantry divisions were operat-

ing in the bridgehead, with a third enroute.

The CG 78 Inf Div was pre-

pared to assume control of his zone; the CG 99 Inf Div, upon the completion

of the crossing of the 99 Inf Div, would assume responsibility for a zone

in the south of the bridgehead; and the remainder of the 9 Armd Div was
prepared to move across the river. It was planned that CCB, as its elements were relieved, would become Corps reserve, and it now appeared, un
cose ae unforeseen developed, that the bridgehead was firmly estab-

ished.

Operations Directive No. 12 (Ref FO 5), confirming fraguentary orders

previously issued, was published during the day.

THE
TREADWAY BRIDGE
WAS

OPENED

TRAFFIC
THE

TO

DURING

MORNING OF
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MARCH

11 March:
The attack to enlarge the Corps bridgehead progressed slowly against
continued stubborn resistance, and few gains were made in the north and ~
central sectors, although the 394 Inf, which had completed crossing early

in the morning, attacked to the south through CCB, 9 Armd Div, and gained
up to three thousand yards, capturing LEUBSDORF (wF7816) and ARTENDORF
(wF6814), Elsewhere in the bridgehead some local objectives were taken
and a mumber of counterattacks, supported by tanks, were repulsed.
RCT 394 (- Arty), the first of the 99 Inf Div unite to move into the

bridgehead, completed its crossing early in the morning and became attached

9 Inf Div at 0730A. At 0830A the Asst Div CG, 99 Inf Div, opened an advance CP with the CP 9 ‘Inf Div, and by noontime RCT 393 (- Arty) had closed

east of the RHINE.

RCT 395 (- Arty) moved out during the early morning
approximately 1230A its 1 Bn had crossed the RHINE, to be followed during
hours to an assembly area in the vicinity of BODENDORF (wF6317) and at

the day by the 2 and 3 Bns. The Div CP opened at LINZ (wF6718) and at 14,00A
the CG 99 Inf Div assumed control of a sector in the south, at which time
he assumed command of the 393 and 394 Inf Regts. As the attack of the 393

and 394 progressed to the south and southeast, elements of CCB became re-

lieved in the line and began to assemble, preparatory to becoming Corps re-

serve.

The 27 Armd Inf Bn assembled in the vicinity of UNKEL (wF6322),

and the 1 Bn, 310 Inf, was detached CCB and reverted to control 9 Inf Div

at 1200A.

Co A, 656 TD Bn, was attached to CCB, 9 Armd Div, as was the

6 Armd Inf Bn. RCT 395 (- arty) was attached 9 Inf Div effective 1200A,

to be employed as bridgehead reserve.

The CG 78 Inf Div assumed control of a zone in the northern portion

of the bridgehead at O900A, and at that time assumed command of the 309

and 311 Inf Regts, both of which were

attacking.

The 310 Inf, however, re-

mained attached 9 Inf Div, in whose
zone it was heavily engaged. RCT 39

HEAVY
NTON BRIDGE,

969 FEET IN LENGTA
AND SECOND TO SPAN

TAE RHINE, WAS BEGUN
AT 101630A_ AND COM
PLETED AT I12200A.
SEVEN HOURS WERE
LOST WAEN AN LCVP
CRASHED INTO TAE
EASTERN HINGE SPAN!
CONSTRUCTION OF

TAE BRIDGE REQUIRED;

ATOTAL OF 12,600 MAN
HOURS ~--- PROVIDED
BY TAE 51 ENGR CBN,
WITH EQUIPMENT AND
TECHNICAL ADVICE
FORNISAHED BY TAL
552 AND !81 ENGR
AVY PON BANS.
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(- Arty) (9 Inf Div), which was oper-

ating in the'zone of the 78 Inf Div,
became attached to the 78 Inf Div, and

effective 1100A Co C, 90 Cml Bn, was

attached RCT 39.

Corps directed that

78 Inf Div units currently operating

in the zone of the 9 Inf Div, and 9
Inf Div units operating in the zone of
the 78 Inf Div, be relieved and returned to their respective divisions as

soon as operational conditions permit-

ted. It was directed that details of
relief would be agreed upon by the

division commanders concerned.

Opera-

tions Directive No. 13 (Ref FO 5),

which confirmed fragmentary orders already issued, and which established

new boundaries, was published. (Boundaries are shown on Annex No. 2f, Map:

Situation as of 13 March)

The 60 Armd Inf Bn, which had been

attached CCB, 9 Armd Div, remained on a
two hour alert on the west side of the

river.

The 9 Inf Div, having turned over
control of the greater portion of the
bridgehead to the CGs 78 and 99 Inf Divs

by 1400A, continued its operations with
CCB, 9 Armd Div remained
attached, as did RCT 395, but it was planned that on the following day
both of these units would be detached and revert to Corps control.

the 47 and 60 RCTs, plus RCT 310, 78 Inf Div.

West of the river activity was confined to maintaining observation
posts and patrolling. The artillery of both the 9 and 7 Armd Div fired in

support of the bridgehead, and the 7 Armd Div occupied the island in the
RHINE at wF628270. On the east side, the 78 Inf Div discovered a highway

bridge leading to the island at wF632270, and sent patrols to that island,
whereupon the 7 Armd Div was relieved of that mission. During the morning
the 7 Armd Div'was directed to make a thorough search of the southern portion of its zone in an effort to flush out any enemy, civilians or military,
who might be operating as espionage agents.

bly areas.

The 1, Cav Gp closed in assem~

In the vicinity of the bridging sites the enemy again made desperate

attempts to knock out the railroad bridge and prevent operations of the
treadway. The treadway was opened to traffic at about O700A, but because

Rea:

THE HEAVY PONTON BRIDGE
of damaged pontons was able to handle only light traffic initially.
Artillery fire was heavy throughout the day, and especially during the
night 10-11 March and morning 11 March. At approximately 0515A the
railroad bridge was placed in operation after having been temporarily
closed because of artillery hits, and although it remained in operation
throughout the day the movement of traffic was hazardous because of the
heavy interdiction fires received. During the night 1] March an enemy
non-commissioned officer with radio was apprehended near the bridge.

The heavy ponton bridge at wF673186 was ready for operation at

1700A, but was damaged by an LCVP which had gotten out of control, and
it was 2400A before the bridge was opened.

traffic to the bridge beginning at 120500.

sites continued to be employed.

It was planned to divert

The DUKW Co and three ferry

During the period 110600 and 120600 the enemy made seven raids on

the bridging sites, with thirteen aircraft.

Five of these airplanes were

shot down and two damaged. The antiaircraft defenses of the bridges were
strengthened this day with the attachment of the 134 AAA Gun Bn to Corps,

which became operational on the west of the river, and the arrival of the

376 AAA AW Bn, three batteries of which went into position on the west
and one on the east side of the RHINE. On this day, also, in compliance
with instructions from First U $ Army, the antiaircraft battalions curréntly attached to the III Corps divisions were ‘placed under operational
control of the 16 AAA Gp, and instructions were given them to occupy
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positions from which they ‘could protect the bridge sites. This affected
five battalions, one of which was the 376 AAA AW Bn, already arrived.
The other four were scheduled to arrive on the following day.

Corps Arty continued to support the attack by delivering heavy inter-

diction fires east of the RHINE, and by breaking up several counterattacks.

Because of poor weather conditions -- the day was cool with intermittent
rain -- no tactical reconnaissance was performed, only one blind bombing

mission was carried out, and one group of P-38s flew cover over the bridge

sites.

12 March:
All three divisions attacked to expand the Corps bridgehead in the
face of very aggressive and determined enemy resistance. Opposition was
encountered from tanks, infantry, self-propelled guns, and fire of all
types, and a number of counterattacks was repulsed. In the north, the
309 Inf was forced to defend in position, and the 311 Inf received two
counterattacks. When at 1,00A the 1 Bn, 310 Inf, was detached 9 Inf Div
and reverted to control of 78 Inf Div, it was attached 311 Inf; and at
2300A the 60 Armd Inf Bn was also attached 311 Inf because of the strong

pressure in its zone.
little progress.

The 39 Inf (atchd 78 Inf Div) attacked but made

In the central sector the 9 Inf Div made slow progress, and although

the 60 Inf entered HARGARTEN (wF7120), where heavy fighting took place,

the 310 Inf (~ 1 Bn), after reaching its objective received a counterat—

tack and was forced to withdraw.
the position.

The 52 Armd Inf Bn attacked to restore

In the south, however, the 99 Inf Div met lighter opposition initially,

and the 394 and 393 Inf Regts advanced up to three thousand yards to the
high ground north of HONINGEN (wF6913). At HONINGEN strong resistance,
consisting primarily of self-propelled weapons.and small arms fire, was
encountered, and friendly artillery fire was placed on that town. RCT 395
remained in assembly areas under operational control of the 9 Inf Div until 1800A, at which time it came under Corps control as Corps reserve. The

399 Inf, after receiving a counterattack during the latter part of the day,

buttoned up temporarily, but at about 1700 the division was ordered to contime the attack and secure its objective -- the high ground north of the

STAIER RIVER.

At 1800A CCB left the 9 Armd Div and came under Corps control and at

that time the 60 Armd Inf Bn became attached to it. The 60 Armd Inf Bn,
however, upon closing in the bridgehead area at 2300A, was dispatched to
the 78 Inf Div where it became attached 311 Inf. CCB received Co A, 656

TD Bn, which was relieved of attachment 9 Inf Div.

On the west side of the RHINE patrolling and operation of observation

posts continued in the zone of both the 7 and 9 Armd Divs.

The 7 Armd Div

Arty, reinforced by fire from the division tanks and attached tank destroy-
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ers, fired in support of the 78 Inf Div, and the 9 Armd Div Arty supported
the operations of the 99 Inf Div. Up to this point in the operation:
division artillery had been able to support the division operations from
the west of the river with excellent results, and by remaining west. of the
river had eased the supply problem across it. On this day, four field artillery battalions, two belonging to the 9 Inf Div, and one each of the 78
Inf Div and 99 Inf Div, crossed the river; and a schedule which contemplated the crossing of six artillery battalions was set up for 13 March.
A marked decrease in enemy artillery activity commenced during the

night 11-12 March and continued throughout the entire day. Although it
was impossible to determine precisely the cause, Brig Gen P. V. Kane,
Corps Arty Commander, expressed the belief that it might have been one or

a combination of these factors: (1) the heavy interdiction fires fired by
Corps for the past several days and nights had made amminition supply im-

possible; (2) the enemy was displacing his artillery to the east; (3) the

counterbattery program fired by Corps had caused serious losses to the
enemy; or (4) his loss of observation, occasioned by the advance of the 99

Inf Div to the southeast, had made accurate firing impossible.

The antiaircraft protection of the bridge area was strengthened by the
arrival of five additional antiaircraft battalions, four of which came from
the divisions and one of which, the 110 AAA Gun Bn, arrived in the Corps
area at 1330A where it became attached 16 AAA Gp. The 110 Bn occupied positions on the west bank of the river, as did the 639 AAA AW Bn and the 203

AAA AW Bn (one battery).

The 552 AAA AW Bn and the 535 AAA AW Bn crossed

the river to occupy positions in the bridgehead. At the close of this day,
therefore, the antiaircraft defense picture was as follows: ‘sixteen 90mm

batteries on the west bank; eleven and one half automatic weapons batteries
on the west bank; and thirteen and one half automatic weapons batteries on
the east bank.

In addition, on the west bank there were two batteries of

the 563 AAA AW Bn giving incidental protection to the bridge.
_

The 134 AAA Gun Bn became attached 11 AAA Gp, which arrived in the

Corps area at 1400A, and which was to be placed under operational control

of 16 AAAGp. All units were instructed that antiaircraft personnel only
would fire at enemy aircraft in the vicinity of the bridge because of re-

ports that friendly aircraft had been fired on the preceding day.

During the period 120600A to 1306004 the enemy greatly stepped up his

efforts to destroy the bridges by aerial assault.

A total of fifty eight

raids were made by ninety one planes, twenty six of which were shot down
and eight of which were damaged.
strafed the 310 Inf.

During the afternoon the enemy bombed and

Because of poor visibility, blind bombing was resorted to, and contin-

uous air cover was flown over the bridge area by P-38s. Lt Col John Wf.
Walton, G-3 Air III Corps, who had on the preceding day visited the CP 9
Inf Div, remained there in order to maintain close personal contact and

supervise more closely the Corps air activities. Because of poor commnications between the bridgehead and the Corps CP, he found he could operate

far more effectively from this location and consequently remained there

until 13 March, by which time wire communication with the Corps CP had
been vastly improved.
The three bridges remained open to traffic throughout the day, and

damaged floats in the treadway were replaced. Hight ferries at three
ferrying sites, the DUKW company and the LCVP unit continued to operate.

The LCVP unit, consisting of sixteen LCVPs and the necessary navy personnel to operate them, were proving extremely valuable, both as work boats
and in the ferrying of supplies.

Additional steps were taken to safeguard the bridge when instructions
were issued by Corps to insure proper emplacement and coordination of guns
and searchlights along the river. The 14 Cav Gp took over the responsibility of guarding the bridge and controlling traffic in the bridging area.
The 16 Bn Fusiliers (Belgian) scheduled to arrive in the Corps area on the
13th, were attached 8 TD Gp, which had been charged with the responsibility of guarding rear areas. The 400 Armd FA Bn was attached 9 Inf Div.
Operations Directive No. 14 (Ref FO 5), confirming fragmentary orders

already issued, was published. .

At 1315A the Corps CP moved from RHEINBACH to BAD NEUENAHR, in order

to be nearer the scene of operations.

Although such a move had been con-

templated several days before by the 0G III Corps, his decision to postpone the move until this date was based primarily on two factors: (1) the

congested traffic of the first few days would be aggravated by the movement

of the Corps Hqj and (2) the physical presence of the Corps Hq a few miles

nearer to the bridge would be of little value, because the wire commnica-

tions bottleneck was at the bridge itself, and communication to the west
of the river did not present a major problem.

#13 March:

Expansion of the Corps bridgehead continued slowly because of stubborn

ad aggressive enemy .resistance which included several infantry counterattacks supported by armor, and because of extremely difficult terrain. In

the south-central sector the enemy employed an estimated fifteen tanks, and

in the northern area approximately 2100 artillery rounds were received.

The steep slopes, heavily forrested areas, ard restricted road net.made ad—

vances extremely difficult, and gains were restricted to approximately two
kilometers.

The 78 Inf Div's 311 Inf made the day's greatest gains -- approximately
two kilometers — after repulsing a counterattack of battalion strength.
The 309 and 39 Inf Regts made some progress, and by dusk the 39 Inf had secured observation into the town of KALENBORN (wF7024).

In the center of

the Corps zone the 9 Inf Div attacked along its entire front and made small

advances. The 60 Inf cleared HARGARTEN and continued to advance toward
ST. KATHERINEN (wF7221), but the 310 Inf (- 1 Bn) (52 Armd Inf Bn atchd)
met heavy resistance from tanks, mortars and artillery and was unable to
take its objective.
*See Annex No. 2f
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The 99 Inf Div moved out early in the morning with the 393 and 394

Inf Regts.

Both received counterattacks early in the afternoon, and at

13004 the 2 Bn, 395 Inf, was released from Corps reserve and reverted to
control of the division.

When at 1715A Corps was informed that the 393

Inf was being held back because of the fear of overextending its lines,

Corps directed that the attack be pushed to sccure objective. The division was informed that an advance on the part of the 393 would assist

the advance of the 60 Inf (on its left), and that should the need arise

the remainder of the 395 Inf would be released from Corps reserve and
returned to the division. This was done at 1800A, although it was dir-

ected that one battalion not be committed except by authority of the

Corps Commander.

During the morning, prior to the release of the 395 Inf from Corps

reserve, both the 395 Inf and CCB, 9 Ard Div, were directed to prepare

counterattack plans for employment in any portion of the Corps zone.
Routes and assembly areas were to be reconnoitered, and CCB was further

ordered to be prepared for attachment of any infantry through which it

might pass.
In the morning Corps established coordinated antitank defense in the bridgehead. The CO 8 TD Cp was charged with that task and

departed for the bridgehead with the necessary headquarters.

In an effort to further protect the bridge against enemy water-

borne attack, the V Corps was informed at 1700A that it was vital to

use the utmost vigilance along the river to prevent enemy swimmers, mines,
boats or midget submarines from moving downstream.

To the zone of the 7

Armd Div, where construction of a cable across the river was under way,
Corps dispatched technical experts to assist in converting that cable

into a torpedo boom.

One platoon (four CDLs) Co C, 738 Tk Bn, was at-

tached to the division, and the division was instructed to maintain observation and protection on the river and boom twenty four hours per day.
It was directed that automatic weapons and guns of 75mm caliber or over

would be employed to cover the division zone of protection, which was

established as extending from the horizontal 22 grid line along the RHINE

to the Corps north boundary.

Similar instructions were given to the 1,

Cav Gp, whose zone of responsibility was established as extending from
the 22 horizontal grid line along the RHINE to the 16 horizontal grid

line.

Co C, 38 Tk Bn (less one platoon CDLs), was attached to the group

at 1800A.

The two tactical bridges remained in operation throughout the day,

but the railroad bridge was closed in order to make permanent repairs

necessitated by the damage caused by the initial attempt to blow the

bridge, and subsequent damage caused by enemy artillery fire and heavy
traffic. The ferry sites, DUKWs, and LCVPs remained in operation, and
three heavy sonton battalions were relieved of attachment IIJ corps
over the objection of the Corps Engineer, who requested that Corps be
permitted to retain at least one.

At 2300A the 9 Inf Div requested "artificial moonlight" for its

operations on the night 14-15 March, and after conferring with the 78
and 99 Inf Divs, who made no objection, Corps arranged to have four

lights move to control of 9 Inf Div on the following morning.
The enemy again made a desperate bid to knock the Corps bridges

out, when he sent ninety nine planes to make forty seven raids between

130600A and 1,0600A. ‘Twenty six were destroyed and nine damaged. Enemy
artillery activity continued light, but Corps artillery, assisted by
V and VII Corps arty, fired heavy counterbattery programs. The 400Armd

FA Bn and the 667 FA Bn were relieved of attachment 9 Armd Div, and were
attached, respectively, to the 9 Inf and 99 Inf Divs. The 9 Armd Div
was directed to reinforce the fires of the 99 InfDiv, and the 7 Armd
Div was directed to reinforce the fires of the 78 Inf Niv.
The day was cool and clear with good visibility, and six missions
were flown in close support of Corps. P-38s again flew continuous co-

ver over the bridge sites.

Operations Directive No. 15 (Ref FO 5), confirming fragmentary
vders already issued, was published.
14 March:

The attack to expand the bridgehead continued but progress was

again slow because of stubborn enemy resistance and rugged terrain.

Although there was no appreciable lessening of resistance, counteratatacks were fewer in number and amaller in size than during the past

several days; and while resistance in the north was generally light

during the first part of the day, opposition became increasingly heav-

ier during the afternoon. The central sector showed a marked decline in
small arms fire although artillery and mortar fire was particularly hea~
vy and in the south progress was also slowed by what was described as

moderate to heavy artillery fire.

One counterattack of about forty to

fifty enemy was broken up by friendly artillery fire.

In the zone of the 78 Inf Div the 39 Inf attacked at 0630A with

KALENBORN (WF7024) as its objective. It was planned that upon taking this
place the regiment would return to control 9 Inf Div, but the objective

was not taken and the regiment remained attached to the 78 Inf Div throughout the day. The attack of the 311 and 309 Infs progressed slowly. , The

309 Inf reached its objective and was driven off, but resumed the attack to
reach its objective again, where hand-to-hand fighting took place. The 2
Bn, 310 Inf, reverted to control of the 78 Inf Div during the day.
In the center, the 9 Inf Div attacked toward NOTSCHEID (wF7122),

LORSCHEID (wF7221) and KALENBORN. Although LORSCHEID was entered and
some ground was gained toward NOTSCHEID, extremely stiff resigtance,which

included tank, rocket and automatic weapons fire, prevented extensive

gains. The 52 Armd Inf Bn received counterattacks during the night by
infantry and approximately ten tanks.

In the south the 99 Inf Div attacked with the 393 Inf which advanced
about one thousand yards; and at 1620A Corps released the 2 Bn, 395 Inf,
to which it had tied strings the previous day, to division control. That _

AN ENEMY BOMB FALLS ON LINZ

battalion began the relief of elements of the 393 Inf, continued to

attack, and at 1700A, the 2 Bn, 393 Inf, passed to Corps reserve.

Patrols from the 394 Inf, which was situated on the high ground north
of HONINGEN, entered the north edge of that tow.

On the west side of the river the 7 Armd and 9 Armd Divs contin+

ued their previously assigned missions and the 7 Armd Div completed
construction of a double cable across the RHINE.

CCB, 9 Armd Div, re-

mained in Corps reserve and the 89 Cav Ren Sq continued to maintain
observation posts on the west bank of the river.

At 0750A the heavy ponton bridge which had been damaged during
the night by artillery fire had been repaired, but at that time could
earry only about twelve tons. By noontime, however, it had been completely repaired and was returned to normal operation. The railway
bridge which was reported to be in poor condition, remained closed for
repairs and operation of the LCVPs, DUK's and ferries continue?.

In order to better coordinate the river defense between the III
Corps and 2 Div (V Corps) permission was secured from V Corps to have
the 14 Cav Gp deal directly with the 2 Inf Div. The 1, Cav Gp was dir
ected to request the 2 Inf Div to emplace tank destroyers considerably
upstream, and it was also suggested thet telephone communication be
established between ohservation posts maintained by the Cav Gp and the
At 1750A the CO 23 Cml SG Bn reported to the Corps CP and
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stated that his two companies now located at SPA would become available to
III Corps in a few days. The Battalion Commander was directed to contact
the Corps Engineer, to send reconnaissance parties to the REMAGEN area, to
move his companies into position, but to take no action regarding smoke
until instructions had been received from CG III Corps. Although the
Corps Engineer desired the use of smoke both the Antiaircraft Officer and
the Corps Arty CG objected to its use because of the interference with
observation.
At 2200A information was received that SHAEF was sending a barrage

balloon unit to the Corps to afford further protection against attacks by

aircraft. The unit was schedule to arrive on the 15th, and it was planned
to dispose it for protection of the railroad and treadway bridges. The

twenty five balloons and eighty men which comprised the unit were not
sufficient to afford protection to all three bridges.

Although enemy artillery activity in the vicinity of the bridge sites
was light, he increased his effort to destroy the bridges by air attack

and sent a total of ninety eight planes to make fifty seven raids between
1,0600A and 150600A. The majority of the planes on this day were identified as being ME-262s, jet propelled, and consequently only eight were
destroyed and seven damaged.

The 413 AAA Gun Bn moved to the east bank

of the river amithe 11 AAA Gp, operating under control of the 16 AAA Gp,

became operational at 06004. The AAA build up on this day reached its
maximum strength -- a total of four gun battalions and nine automatic
weapons battalions.

Although visibility was poor for the greater part of the day fighter
bombers flew eleven missions in direct support of Corps. STRODT (wF7325),

LORSCHEID (wF7221) and ITTENBACH (wF6732) were bombed and strafed with

excellent results. P-38s continued to fly bridgehead cover.

Corps arty continued to support the operations, principally by fir-

ing counterbattery programs, assisted by V and VII Corps Arty.

Three

additional field artillery battalions cf division artillery crossed the

river.

At approximately 1800A the 16 Bn Fusiliers closed in the Corps area,
and became attached 8 TD Gp. The 4 Co, 12 Bn Fusiliers, were relieved of
attachment III Corps; the 817 TD Bn (T) was relieved from attachment corps
Arty and attached 8 TD Gp; and the 056 TD Bn (SP) came under operational
control of 8 TD Gp at 1200A.
During this day information was received from First U S Army which

directed that the 1 Inf Div (VII Corps) cross the RHINE through the III
Corps zone com.encing on 15 March. It was decided that foot troops would
be ferried across the river in LCVPs while other elements of the division
would cross on the bridges and ferries. First U S army further directed
that at 1200A on 16 March command of the 78 Inf Div would be transferred
to the VII Corps, and at that time a boundary between III and VII Corps
would be established in the bridgehead.
SECRET
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Instructions were issued to the 78 Inf Div directing it to select
assembly areas for two combat teams of the 1 Inf Div, which would be
occupied on 15 and 16 March.
15 March:
As the Corps attack continued and the 78 and 9 Inf Divs neared the
AUTOBAHN, enemy resistance in the central sector continued stubborn,

although decreasing somewhat in the north and south.

The 78 Inf Div

attacked early and its 311 Inf made advances of up to two thousand yards,

while the 39 Inf at the close of the day had advanced more than one

thousand yards to capture SCHHEIFELD (wF7026), where it received several

counterattacks. The 310 Inf by the day's end had advanced to within one
mile of the AUTOBAHN, and had observation on that road.
The 9 Inf Div cleared NOTSCHEID and LORSCHEID, although the 60 and

47 Infs encountered strong opposition throughout the day, as the enemy

strove bitterly to resist advances to the AUTOBAHN with tanks, selfpropelled weapons, automatic weapons and small arms fire. In the zone

of the 99 Inf Div, however, he showed signs of weakening, as the division

made good gains and reached its objectives. HAHNER (wF7318) and HESSELM
(WF7317) were cleared, and advances of more than 1500 yards were made.

At 1200A the 2 Bn, 393 Inf, was released by Corps to division control and
the 2 Bn, 395 Inf, became Corps reserve.

Corps directed that the battal-

ion be motorized and moved to a position from which it could be readily
employed.

7

The 7 Armd Div continued to maintain its defense of the RHINE and

its artillery, assisted by the tank battalions and attached tank destroyer

battalion, fired in support of the 78 Inf Div.

Instructions were received

from First U S Army that the 7 Armd Div was not to be employed in the
bridgehead. The 9 Armd Div maintained observation posts along the RHINE;

its artillery fired in support of the 99 Inf Div; and CCB remained in
Corps reserve.

The 14 Cav Gp maintained defenses of the bridge, and con-

trolled traffic at Corps crossing sites.

Both tactical bridges remained in operation throughout the day, and

repair work was continued on the railway bridge. It was determined that
a sag of from six inches to one foot had taken place, and that extensive
work would have to be done before the bridge would be ready to be used.
The ferries, DUKis and LCVPs continued to operate.

Enemy air activity over the bridge decreased sharply, as only seven

raids by twelve aircraft between 150600A and 160600A were reported.

the twelve planes, two were destroyed and two damaged,

Of

Supporting air

craft flew two missions fcr Corps, armed reconnaissance was conducted
to

the Corps front, and P-38s flew continuous cover over the bridge.

During the day RCT 26, 1 Inf Div (VII Corps), completed its crossing,

closing in the bridgehead at about 1500A.

The XCT moved north, and it

was planned that RCT 18 would cross the river on the léth.

-
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First U S Army's Letter of Instruction dated 15 March was received,
establishing a boundary between VII and III Corps, and designating three
objectives: the initial objective; initial bridgehead; and final bridge-

head.

(These objectives shown in Annex No. 2g, Map:

162400A March)

Situation as of

Corps was directed to continue the attack to secure the

initial bridgehead, but no advance was to be made past that point except
on First U S Army order.

The boundary between VII and III Corps was to

become effective at 161200A, at which time command of the 78 Inf Div

(with normal attachments) was to pass to VII Corps.

The 76 FA Bn (25 Pdr)

was relieved III Corps and attached VII Corps with the 78 Inf Div.

As a result of these instructions, Corps published Operations Direc-

tive No. 16 (Ref FO 5), which confirmed fragmentary orders already issued,
announced the new boundaries and objectives (shown on Annex No. lg, Map:

Situation as of 162400A) and directed a continuation of the attack to seeure the initial objective. It contained instructions concerning the
changes in attachment occasioned by First US Army's Letter of Instruc-

tions, and in addition directed:

(1) that the 60 Armd Inf Bn would be

detached 78 Inf Div effective 1618004 and revert to control CCB, 9 Armd

Div,

in Corps reserve; (2) that Co B, 90 Cml Bn, was relieved of attach-

ment 78 Inf Div and was attached 9 Inf Div; (3) the 170 FA Bn (105 How)

was attached 99 Inf Div effective 16 March; and (4) that the 7 Armd and
9 armd Divs continue their present missions.

*16 March:
Although enemy resistance continued stubborn in the central sector,
where he resisted bitterly the Corps advance to cut the AUTOBAHN, lighter

resistance in the south permitted the 99 Inf Div's 393 Inf to advance

some four thousand yards to the WEID RIVER, while the 394 Inf advanced

approximately two thousand yards to the south and entered HONNINGEN,
where house-to-house fighting took place during the night.

The 395 Inf

(- 2 Bn, which remained in Corps reserve) attacked to the east to secure

the high ground west of the WEID RIVER, and captured three small towns.

At the close of the day, therefore, the 99 Inf Div on its south had reached
the initial objective established by Army and at one point had crossed it

to secure dominating terrain.

In the zone of the 78 Inf Div the advance to cut the AUTOBAHN‘continued. At approximately 0200A the CG 78 Inf Div requested the use of

two tank platoons, to be employed in his attack to the north in the vic-

inity of ITTENBACH, and the 9 Armd Div consequently was ordered to send
two tank platoons to control 78 Inf Div. The attack was successful and
at approximately 1100A the 309 Inf was astride the AUTOBAHN. At 0930A
RCT 39 reverted to control of 9 Inf Div, at which time the VII - III

Corps boundary became effective.

Although the 60 Armd Inf Bn was also

to have been returned to command of CCB, 9 Armd Div, its employment dur-

ing the day prevented, and permission to retain the battalion temporarily

was requested by CG 78 Inf Div.

Permission was granted by Corps, and the

* See Annex No. 2g, Map: Situation as of 162400A March
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BEFORE THEY TURNED TO

"WATCH THE BIRDIE,"

THESE

CIVILIANS WERE TRYING TO SALVAGE THEIR BELONGINGS

FROM THE WRECKAGE OF RHEINBROHL.

20 March:
The front of the Corps zone was comparatively quiet as the 9 Inf Div

closed on its objective early in the day, after meeting opposition from
artillery and mortar fire which fell in moderate amounts. JOHANNESBERG

(WF7427) and HUNGSBERG (wF7427) were cleared, and during the latter part

of the day the division confined its activities to patrolling to the
river.

The 99 Inf Div attacked with the 394 Inf (18 Cav Ren Sq attached),

and advanced against light opposition to seize the high ground east and

south of ROCKENFELD, and east and southeast of HAMMERSTEIN. These attacks
completed the accomplishment of ‘the Corps mission to seize the "initial

bridgehead" as established by First U S Army.

A new assignment for Corps was in the making, however, and this new
assignment was outlined At 1500A by the CG III Corps when, upon his re-

tum from a conference at Hq First U S Army, he held a conference with
his staff officers, division and unit commanders. He informed the group
that shortly after 24 March (at which time the Twenty First Army Group

was scheduled to cross the RHINE) the First U S Army would launch an
attack to the southeast, with the mission of driving east between the

SIEG RIVER on the north and the LAHN RIVER on the south to capture the

road center at LIMBURG (wM2398) and the high ground generally to its

north.

Upon completion of this phase, First U S Army was to be prepared

is
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to attack northeast in the direction of KASSEL (r¢2003). First Us army

planned to attack with the VII Corps on the left (north), the III Corps
in the center, and the V Corps on the right (south).

. The III Corps, consisting of the 9 Inf Div, 99 Inf Div, and 7 Armd

Div (the 9 Armd Div was to pass to V Corps) was to launch a coordinated

attack with the mission of seizing LIMBURG and the high ground extending

generally north thereof to NEUNKIRCHEN (wG2616), and upon completion of
this mission Corps was to be prepared to resume the attack to the northeast in the direction of GIESSEN - KASSEL on Army order.
On 21 March elements of the V Corps were to begin the relief of the

99 Inf Div and 18 Cav Ren Sq (atchd).

Those elements of the 9 Armd Div

which were at present east of the RHINE were to move south, and the 2 Inf
Div was to cross the RHINE using III Corps bridges. The V Corps was

scheduled to begin construction of a bridge on 21 March. It was announced
that III Corps Arty was at present moving to the east of the river, and
that some First US Army Arty currently attached III Corps was to return

to First U S Army this day.

These new instructions occasioned a mumber of problems concerning the

reliefs to be effected, and the boundaries to be established. After dis—
cussion in which all concerned commanders and staff officers participated, -

Operations Directive No. 20 (Ref FO 5) (confirming fragmentary orders) was

published. It established new III - V Corps and III - VII Corps boundaries, to become effective on Corps order; it established a new 9 Inf piv -

99 Inf Div boundary to become effective at 202400A (boundaries are shown

on Annex No. 2h, Map:

Situation as of 212400A March); it directed that

certain limited objective attacks be made; and it ordered preparation of
positions for all around defense, with aggressive patrolling.

The 99 Inf Div was ordered to take the high ground generally in the
vicinity of KURTSCHEID (wF8115) - BREITSCHEID (wF7920), and the 9 Inf Div
was directed to attack in coordination with the attack of the 99 Inf Div,

to seize the high ground in the vicinity of AMMERICH (wF7822).

It was

felt that the ground thus taken would place the Corps in a more favorable

position from which to launch the coordinated attack on D day and H hour.

Both divisions were directed to maintain contact with flank units, and
for purposes of the relief it was decided that the 18 Cav Ren Sq (atchd
99 Inf Div) would pass to temporary control 9 Armd Div effective 211200.
The 170 FA Bn (105 How) was attached 99 Inf Div effective 202,00A.
The 7 Armd Div was returned to control III Corps as of 201200, but

it was agreed by III and VII Corps that the division would remain in position to perform its present mission until 221800A. The 9 Armd Div was
to become attached V Corps as of 21 March, and the III and V Corps agreed

that the V Corps would assume the responsibility of guarding AHR RIVER
bridges, which had been a responsibility of 9 Armd Div. The 9 Armd Div

was relieved of the mission of reinforcing the artillery fires of the 9

Inf Div effective 210800A, and Co C, 656 TD Bn, passed from control 8 TD
Gp to control 9 Armd Div effective 202400A.

Co B, 738 Tk Bn, was relieved from attachment III Corps effective

SECRET
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202,004, as was the 954 Engr Twy 3r Co.
The day was clear with excellent visibility, and three direct support missions were flown by IX TAC. Corps arty supported the operation
with counterbattery. and interdiction fires, and five artillery reconnaissance missions were conducted on-enemy artillery and personnel.
The enemy made nine raids of one aircraft each...
destroyed by antiaircraft fire.
At 1800A- the -Bailey bridge at wF644203.
for operation.

One airplane was

was completed and opened

*21 March:

Activity this day was concerned almost exclusively with the reliefs
directed on'the ‘preceding day, although during. the morning the 394 Inf,
99 Inf Div, received one small counterattack which-was quickly repulsed. —~
Otherwise the enemy confined his efforts to intermittent artillery fire
and several combing and strafing attacks. Of eighteen raiding planes each attacking singly - five were destroyed and four damaged.

Elements of CCB, 9 ‘Armd Div, moved south-according ‘to plan and relieved the 394 Inf; the operation being-completed by 1700A. ROT 38 (2 Inf
Div, V Corps) crossed to the east of the iHINE to complete relief of elements of the 393 Inf by 2100A, and at 1200A the 18 Cav Ren Sq came under
operational control of the 9 Armd Div: The squadron was directed to move
to assembly area vicinity DATTENBERG (wF7017) upon relief by 9 Armd Div,
where it would revert to control 1, Cav Gp.
‘At 1300A Corps consented to a temporary change in boundary which had
been agreed to by the CGs 9 Inf Div and 99 Inf Div. The new boundary gave
to the 9 Inf Div the high ground in the vicinity of and south of WEISSEN-

FELS (wF7620), which was encompassed on the west and south by a bend in —
the WEID RIVER, thus making the WEID the right (north) boundary of the 95
Inf Div and the left (south) boundary of the 9 Inf Div. The boundary
change gave to the 9 Inf Div the high ground in the vicinity of BREITSCHEID (wF7920), which was bounded on the west and north by a crook in the

MAAS RIVER, thus making that river, for a short length, the boundary between the two divisions.

Situation as ‘of 21 March)

(The boundary is shown in Annex No. 2h, Map:

During the early afternoon First U S Army's Letter of Instructions
dated 20 March was received at Corps Hq. It confirmed the information
and instructions which the CG III Corps had given on the preceding day,
but» the boundary which it established between III and V Corps was at vardance with>the one’agreed upon by the CGs III and V Corps. The tentative
boundary which had been agreed to the day before and which had anpeared
* See Annex No. 2h, Map:

Situation as of 212400A March
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on III Corps Operations Directive No. 20 (Ref FO 5), ran from HONNINGEN

to the road junction (wF746155), with the road inclusive to V Corps.

Army's boundary, roughly, cut off the triangle road junction (wF746155)
- HONNINGEN - DATTENBURG
ready had troops in that
ary first agreed upon be
the boundary established

and gave it to V Corps. Because III Corps alarea it was requested of V Corps that the boundallowed to remain. V Corps, however, preferred
by First U S Army, but gave III Corps permission

to continue to use the area in question.
at 2124004.

The houndary became effective

In telephone conversations with VII Corps, it was decided that the
boundary between III and VII Corps would not go into effect until confer-

ence between the two commanders concerned had ironed out some minor points
that had not been clarified by the First U S Army letter.

(After adjust-

ment of this boundary, it was placed into effect 222400A March. )

At 1900A a TWX from First US Army relieved the following units from

_ attachment III Corps, effective 212400A: 9 Armd Div, 482 AAA AW Bn, 656
TD Bn, 3458 QM Trk Co, and 3600 QM Trk Co.

The day was again clear with excellent visibility. Continuous armed
reconnaissance was flown throughout the day, and two large tank concentra-

tdons were attacked with good results.

Corps Arty fired counterbattery

and interdiction missions, and targets of opportunity were taken under
fire with maximum us of aircraft observers.

All Corps Arty units com

pleted displacement to positions east of the RHINE RIVER.

At 1924A, when the TAC CP opened in LINZ (wF6818), III Corps became

the first American Corps Hq in history to be established east of the RHINE.
It was planned by the CG III Corps that prior to the attack on H hour dnd
D day all combat elements of Corps, as well as ASPs, would be moved east

of the river.

22 March:
The date of the coordinated attack having been set for the morning

of 25 March, the 9 Inf Div and 99 Inf Div were directed to make the limi-

ted objective attack, as directed in Operations Directive No. 20, on the
night 22-23 March.

The two divisions jumped off at 2200A and 2400A res-

pectively, crossed the WEID RIVER against little opposition, and by mid
night the 9 Inf Div had advanced, approximately five hundred yards.

Otherwise the Corps front was inactive during the day, as elements

of the Corps regrouped and prepared for the 25 March operation. The 18
Cav Ren Sq was relieved and, released from operational control 9 Armd Div
at 1,00A, and moved to an assembly area north of HONNINGEN, where. it was

returned to control 14 Cav Gp. At 1500A the 1) Cav Gp was relieved of
the responsibility of guarding the RHINE RIVER bridges and controlling
traffic in the REVAGEN area, but was to remain in position until relieved.
The 8 TD Gp assumed those responsibilities, and at that time Co C, 738 Tk
Bn passed from control 1, Cav Gp to the 8 TD Gp.
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The 7 Armd Div, in compliance with instructions issusd by Corps

during the day, reconnoitered for assembly positions east of the WHINE,

and was directed to be prepared to move east of the sHINE during the
nights 23-2) and 24-25 March.

During the evening, after CG III Corps had consulted with 0G 9 Inf

Div, it was agreed by CGs III and VII Corps that the new VII - III Corps

boundary would become effective at 2400A.
Corps announced the supply
plan for the pending operation, in which it was stated that those supply
installations not already east of the RHINE would be moved across 2s soon

as operating areas became available.

It was planned to request of First

U_S Army that the Corps rear boundary be moved to the east of the RHINE _

effective approximately 26-27 Narch, thus relieving Corgs of the responsibility of bridge operations, maintenance, and traffic contro] west of the
river.

Operations Directive No. 21 (Hef FO 5), confirming fragmentary orders

already issued, was published.

The day was again clear with excellent visibility.

two raids of one plane each, one of which was damaged.

The enemy made

Six missions, in

which six towns were bombed, were flown in direct support of Corss.

Corps

Arty supported the night attacks by neutralizing towns with heavy artillery
fire and by firing an extensive counterbattery program.

23

March:

That the attack launched during the night 22-23 March had caught the
enemy by surprise was evidenced by the very light and disorganized resis-

tance encountered initially and by the rapid progress of the attack.

Be-

fore the end of the day the 60 Inf, 9 Inf Div, and the 393 and 395 Infs,

99 Inf Div, had advanced from four to five thousand yards to seize their
objectives and capture a number of towns, the easternmost of which were

GERHARDSHAN (WF7722), FERNTAHL (wF7922), BREITSCHEID (wF7920), HOCHSCHEID
(sF7918), GOLDSCHEID (wF8017) and HURTSCHEID (wF8015). Although resis-

tance stiffened somewhat during the afternoon, and although small groups

sometimes defended tenaciously from hih ground and towns, the operation

was concluded rapidly and at little cost.

By 1100A the 8 TD Gp had completely taken over protection of the
RHINE RIVR bridges and traffic control in the REYAGIN area, and the 1h
Cav Gp was assigned an assembly position in the general area LUEDSDORF RJ (wF745145) - HONNINGEN. The CO 14 Cav Gp prepared to move the group
(- 18 Cav Ren Sq) east of the RHINE, as did the CG 7 Armd
CCA of
the'7 Armd Div, and the 7 Armd Div Arty began to cross the Div.
river
during
the night, and the 32 Cav Ren Sa closed in its assembly area at 1940,.

Clear weather and excellent visibility permitted the figater bombers
of the IX TAC to fly in direct support of Corps, but the enemy sent only
one plane over the Corps area. Corps Arty continued to fire counterbat-

tery, neutralization and interdiction missions.

Field Order No. 6, which announced the plan for the forthcoming operation, was published. It announced LIMBURG (wi2398) and the high ground
extending generally north thereof to NEUNKIRCHEN (wG2616) as the Corps ob~

jective; it further announced that elements crossing the LAHN RIVER in the
vicinity of LIMBURG would be withdrawn north of the river as Third U S Army
assumed responsibility for the area south of the river; it directed an
attack with two infantry divisions abreast, the 9 Inf Div on the left,
making its main effort on the south, and the 99 Inf Div on the right, making its main effort on the north.’ The 7 Armd Div was to be initially in

Coros reserve, prepared for early commitment generally along the axis of

the AUTOBAHN, and both infantry divisions were directed to be prepared to
pass elements of the 7 Armd Div through their respective zones on Corps

order.

Both infantry divisions were further directed to be prepared to

motorize one combat team, to be used in conjunction with the 7 Armd Div, to
exploit enemy weakness. The 7 Armd Div Arty was instructed to reinforce the
fires of the 9 Inf Div initially, and then fire in general support of the

Corps.

The order directed that the 14 Cav Gp be prepared for employment on the

ps right (south); that the 8 TD Gp continue its present missions; that

the 16 AAA Gp give priority to protection of RHINE RIVER bridges until re-

lieved by First 6 s army, and that it (16 AAA Gp) provide protection for
Corps Arty with one AAA AW Bn.

Fighter bombers of IX TAC were to fly close

cooperation missions, planned missions, and armed reconnaissance over the

Corps tactical area. Paragraph 3x, in addition to instructions concerning
air security and air identification panels, emphasized the importance of
aggressive action and rapid advance, in order that surprise might be achieved

and an early breakthrough effected for immediate exploitation by the 7 armd
Div. Paragraph 3x also directed thet as towns were captured a burgomeister
would be appointed at once, and that civilians would not only be kept off

main roads but would be used for road maintenance.

The Corps Arty was organized as follows: the 205 FA Gp in general
supvort; the 390 FA Obsn Bn in general support; the 211 FA Gp, consisting

of the 240 Fa Bn and the 528 FA Bn (both 155 Gun) in general support; the
401 FA Gp, consisting of the 809 FA Bn (155 How), 965 FA Bn (155 How), and

FA Bn (" How), in general support; the 408 FA Gp, consisting of the
259 FA Bn (4.5" Gun), 742 FA Bn (8" How), and the 987 FA Bn (-) (155 Gun,
SP) in general support.

The Corps axis of signal communication was established as LINZ (wF6819)
= WILBROTH (WF8519) - SELTERS (wGO114). Normal radio operation
ordered,
excepting for those elements of the 7 Armd Div and 32 Cav Ren Sqwas
east
of the
RHINE, who were ordered to maintain radio silence until committed.
24 March:

Activity on the Corps front was light during the morning although in
the zone of the 9 Inf Div patrols entered BORSCHIED (wF8022
finding
it lightly defended entered and captured the town. Elsewhe)re and
the divisions consolidated their positions, regrouped and planned for the
attack. CCA, 7 Armd Div, closed in its assembly area east of the pending
RIITNS
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at O115A and the 7 Armd Div Arty closed at 0630A.
At 1200A the 7 Armd
Div was directed to reconnoiter routes from assembly area through RHENS
and FARNTHAF, and through WALPBREITBACH and KURTSCHEID.

At 14,00A the CG III Corps held a conference which was attended by
staff officers and by division and unit commanders. At this conference
the CG III Corps pointed out that because the road net in the southern

portion of the Corps zone was very poor it might become necessary for

the 99 Inf Div to push to the northeast in order to secure better roads.
In discussing the road net he pointed out that the Corps main effort

would be made approximately in the center of the Coros sector, where

the road net parallel to the AUTOBAHN is developed to a better degree,
and he expressed the hope that the two infantry divisions would move

fast enough to permit early employment of the

Armd Div.

The CG IIT

Corps discussed occasional instances of overcautiousness and emphasized

the need for pushing the attack. He stated that if the attack were to
"button up" the enemy would withdraw and he insisted that troops keep

fighting throughout the night of D day to prevent an orderly withdrawal.
He stated his intention of committing the 7 Armd Div during the night
if need be, to take advantage of the brilliant moonlight. He informed

the group that the CG First US army had been given permission to pursue and destroy the enemy whereever he found him, but that it was not
the purpose of First U S Army to go south and take FRANKFORT since

Third U S Army would have that weli under control.

that the division attack would jump off
OOS0Amatthatdarting theBunt
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limited objective attack to the northeast and then get pinched out. It
was planned that the 9 Inf Div would try to secure the high ground overlooking the area of advance of the 99 Inf Div.

The CG 99 Inf Div announced that the attacking elements of the 99
Inf Div would be moved up during the night preceding D day in order that
they might jump off and be on their objective
He further
stated that" although there was no road across the daylight.
FOCKEN RIVER in the
395 Inf sector, arrangements had been made with the 9 Inf Div for movement across the river.
The CG 7 Armd Div announced that when the time came to commit the
7 Armd Div he would attack with two combat commands abreast, one combat

command (CCA) in one column and the other combat command (CCR) to the

north, in two columns.
passed.

It was anticipated that resistance would be by-

At 1830A the divisions were informed
D day would be 25 March
and that H hour would be at the discretion that
of the division commanders.
At 1910A the 7 Armd Div was instructed that
its plan with reference to
the attack should include the following provisio
ns: (1) seizing comm
nications centers LIMBURG (wM2398) - OBERTIEFENBACH
(wG2706) — HECKHOLZHAUSEN (wG3010) - crossroad wG28li, ~ NEUNKIRCHEN (wG2616)
LONGENDERNBACH (wG2215); (2) seizing and clearing LAHN gIVER bridges- from
LIMBURG
inclusive to STOCKHAUSEN (wG4116); (3) continuation of the advance
oortheast in the direction GEISSEN (wGo721) - KASSEL (702203). At 19104
the CO 14 Cav Gp was directed that his plan for the forthcoming attack

.
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should include the following provisions: (1) a rapid advance on the right
(south) of the 7 Armd Div, bypassing enemy opposition, seizing and clearing

crossings over the LAHN RIVER from DEIZ (witl997) - OBERNHOFF (wé0S91);
(2) the protection of the Corps right flank; and (3) reconnaissance of the

southeast from LIMBURG to DAUBORN (wM3192) - road DAUBORN ~ KALTENHOLZHAUSEN (wMO786) - NASSAU (wMO590). At 2025A the CO 8 TD Gp was instructed

that he was to plan for attachment of one company of the &17 TD Bn to the
14 Cav Gp.

In accordance with the plans outlined curing the conference of 14,00A,
elements of the 9 Inf Div attacked at 2200A, and by midnight had advanced
up to two thousand yards, clearing the towns of NDR ETCHEID (wF7525) and

OBR ETCHEID (wF7626).

The 99 Inf Div attacked at 2000A to an objective

in the vicinity of HUMMERICH and by midnight had advanced some five hun-

dred yards. Resistance was reported as being light. The remainder of the
7 Armd Div began its movement to the east of the RHINE shortly after dark-

ness.

Corps Arty supported the attack by counterbattery, neutralization and

interdiction missions. The day was clear with excellent visibility and
fighter bombers of the IX TAC flew one mission in support of Corps. The
enemy made two raids of one plane each but no damage was done.

The CP, III Corps Main closed BAD NEUENAHR at 1200A, and joined the

25

March:
The enemy offered light to moderate resistance to the Corps attack

which had begun the previous night, and although he defended stubbornly

during the morning with small groups fighting from towns and key terrain,
steady pressure forced him to withdraw, and a number of strongpoints were

overrun.

By the end of the day gains of from three to four miles had been

made, and positions from which the 7 Armd Div could launch its attack had

been secured.

In the zone of the 9 Inf Div the 39 Inf attacked, and was pinched out

by the 47 Inf as planned.

The 47 Inf advanced up to four miles, captured

ALTENBURG (wF8026), and reached the high ground north of PETERSLAHR
(wF8223).

The 60 Inf, in the south of the division zone, also advanced

about four miles and seized the high ground north of WILLROTH (wF8518),
as well as objectives to the northwest of that place.

The 99 Inf Div also made good progress, and the 395 and 393 Infs ad-

vanced approximately three miles along the division front to seize OBR

RADEN (wF8616), and NDR RADEN (wF8616), both on the AU RIVER.

The sei-

gure of these objectives by the two infantry divisions had carried the
Corps through the greater part of the mountainous terrain which had pre-

sented the major obstacle to the employment of armor, and had made available the comparatively good road net paralleling the AUTOBAHN » Which ex-

isted in the southern portion of the 9 Inf Div zone.

During the late

morning, therefore, as it became apparant that the infantry divisions
SECRET
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would reach their objective this day, the 7 Armd Div was ordered todis-

place to forward assembly areas east of the WEID RIVER in the zone of the

99 Inf Div, and to attack at 260,00A through the zones of the 99 and 9
Inf Divs in accordance with the instructions of Field Order No. 6.

The

7 Armd Div was directed to advance rapidly by bypassing enemy opposition,

and effective 1200A the 300 Engr C Bn (plus attachment), the 400 Armd FA
Bn, and the 987 FA Bn (155 Gun) (SP) became attached 7 Armd Div.

Both infantry divisions were directed to continue the attack vigorously during the night 25-26 March to secure a breakthrough for the 7 Armd
Div; both were directed to advance rapidly in zone, mopping up all enemy
resistance bypassed by the 7 Armd Div; and both were directed to be prepared to relieve elements of the 7 Armd Div in their zones on the Corps
objective, on Corps order,

The 99 Inf Div was also directed to sweep

Class 1 road BONEFELD

for mines and clear the

(wF821,) to cloverleaf twres8) and thence AUTOBAHN

to crossroad (wF891168).

At 1300A Brig Gen T. C. Thorsen, G-3 First US Army, informed Corps

that First Us Army was anxious to have the 7 Armd Div committed as soon

as possible.

It was pointed out by Corps that the road net in the 99 Inf

Div area was very poor, and that a suitable road net would not be reached

until the night; that in the 9 Inf Div zone all culverts and overpasses

on the AUTOBAHN had been blown by the enemy, and that commitment of the
7 Armd Div would be difficult until further advances had been made by the
9 Inf Div. First US Army was informed that it was planned to commit the
7 Armd Div during the coming night and that CCA and the Div Arty were at
the time moving to forward assembly areas.
The remainder of the 7 Armd Div had closed in assembly areas east of

the RHINE by 0600A, CCR and the division trains having crossed over VII
Corps bridges, and the division trains, CCB, and the reconnaissance troop
having crossed over the floating Bailey bridge in the III Corps zone. By

1630A GCA had closed in its forward assembly area vicinity wF&20175, and
CCR had been alerted for movement after 260200A.

Effective 1600A, Co A, 299 Engr C Bn was attached 14 Cav Gp, which
had rerained in assembly areas. Although Co B and Co C, 817 TD Bn, were
at this time in HONNINGEN, being converted into self-propelled units, the
8 TD Gp CO stated that Co A, 817 TD Bn would be sent with the 1, Cav Gp

should Co C be unprepared when the cavalry group moved out.

At 15454 First US Army informed Corps that in a few days the 32 AAA

Brig would take over the AAA defense of the bridge sites, and also offered

to relieve Corps of the responsibility of all other bridge protection.

At

approximately 24,00A, just after publication of Operations Directive No. 1

(Ref FO 6), which confirmed fragmentary orders issued during the day, a

telephone message was received from First U S$ Army which was to alter both
the plans and missions of the Corps, and necessitate rapid changes. The
message announced a change in both the north and south Corps boundaries,
to take effect at 260400A, which removed the originally assigned objective
of LIMBURG from the Corps zone, and pointed the Corps direction of attack
almost due east. The new boundary between the III - VII Corps as estab-
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THE WAR IS ENDED FOR

THESE PRISONERS OF WAR,
A FEW OF THE 33,795 CAPTURED DURING THE MONTH.

lished by First US Army, ran from HOSTENBACH (wG0026) - HACHENBURG

(wG0629) - thence along the railroad to GUNTERSDORF (wG3628) and thence

to MERKANBACH (wG3928). The south boundary ran from EBERHAHN (wG0208) ~
WIRGES (wGO408) - STAUDT (wGO607) - STEINEFREN (wG1306) - WEROTH (wG1506)

~ HADAMAR (wG1205) - OBERTIEFENBACH (wG2706) ~ WEILBURG (wG3709), all inclusive to V Corps.

This boundary was seven kilometers north of the old

Corps objective, which was to be taken subsequently by elements of the 9

Armd Div ( V Corps).

Immediately upon receipt of these instructions, the information was
given to the three divisions, and a tentative new boundary was established
between the 9 Inf and 99 Inf Divs. This boundary ran from the current
division boundary to NILDERHOFEN (wF9018) - DIERDORF (wF9416) - GODDERT
(wGOOL6) - MAXSATM (¥GO316), andthence along the old III = VII Corps

boundaries.

No. lh, Map:

(The new Corps and division boundaries are shown on Annex
Situation as of 2624,00A)

No change was made in the attack

plane, but during the morning 27 March new objectives were assigned 7

Armd Div.

The day was clear,with excellent visibility, and armed reconnaissance

was flown along the Corps front.
26 March:

At 0420A the 7 Armd Div, attacking with CCA on the right and CCR on
the left, broke through enemy resistance and advanced up to thirty miles
against little opposition. Although initially delayed by road craters,
blown bridges and mines, the Armd Div roamed the roads almost at will,
bypassing some small centers of resistance and overrunning others, while

the two infantry divisions, mopping up in its path, advanced from seven
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to thirteen miles.

By nightfall the 7 Armd Div had reached a point only

a few kilometers west of WEILBURG (wG3709) and was prepared to move to the
east to seize crossings over the DILL RIVER.

At 0915A, the 7 Armd Div had been informed that its new mission was

to seize and secure crossings over the DILL RIVER between SINN (wG4120)
(inclusive) - WETZLAR (wG5417) (exclusive) and to be prepared for further
advance to the northeast on Corps order. Because of the rapid advance and
the original direction of the 7 Armd Div's attacks, elements of the divi-

sion by 1130A had moved outside the new southern Corps boundary and were
directed by Corps to return to the Corps zone as soon as possible. III
Corps requested of the V Corps running rights for the 7 Armd Div on the
STERSHAHN (wGO309) - WIRGES (wGO408) - MOSCHEIN (wGO708) road to permit
the return of the 7 Armd Div to the Corps zone.

In the north, elements

of the 7 Armd Div also had crossed into the zone of the VII Corps and III

Corps requested of VII Corps running rights on the road which ran from
wG290247 east through MADEMUHELEN and then southwest back into the 7 Armd

Div zone.

Both requests were granted, and by afternoon the division had

completely returned to the Corps' zone and was driving to the east.

Because it was impossible to lay wire behind the rapidly advancing

armor, communications between the 7 Armd Div and Hq III Corps were to be
extremely poor throughout the day. Liaison officers with radios were
sent to the CP 7 Armd Div, CCA and CCR, and the 7 Armd Div was directed

to submit special radio situation reports periodically, but even these
expedients failed to supply a flow of timely information to the Corps Hq.

Once the attack had jumped off, therefore, control of the movement was

difficult and Corps staff officers were sent to the division in an effort

to expedite the flow of information and the issuance of instructions.

Both infantry divisions, having been passed through by the armor,

followed rapidly in its path, in some cases with the infantry riding on

tanks or in trucks. By the day's end the 9 Inf Div's 39 Inf had reached
MUNDERSBACH (wF9922) and FREIRACHDORF (wF98&20), while its 60 Inf had

reached MARIENHAUSEN (wF9618).

The 47 Inf, having been passed through

earlier in the day, was prepared to pass through the 39 Inf.

In the zone

of the 99 Inf Div, the 394 and 393 Infs were at BRUEKRACHDORF (wF9615)

and MEUSCHEID (wF9200) respectively, while the 395 Inf, having been
passed through earlier in the day, was enroute to MOGENDORF (wG0210),
motorized. It was planned that early on 27 March the 395 would move east
from MOGENDORF and continue to mop up in zone. Each division, advancing

with two regiments abreast, continuously had one regiment on a four hour

alert, prepared for motorization.

During the day General Dwight D. Eisenhower, Lt Gen Qmar N. Bradley,

and Lt Gen Courtney H. Hodges visited the Corps CP.

The morning was cloudy with light rain, but clear weather during the
latter part of the day gave excellent visibility. Column cover was flown
for the 7 Armd Div throughout the day, and armed reconnaissance was flown
to the front of the Corps zone.

Although Corps Arty supported the attack

in the day, the rapid advance made support impossible later on and

displacement forward was begun.
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At 0230A, 27 March, the following message was received from First

US Army:

"Effective at once right boundary III Corps extended as follows:

WEILBURG (wG3709) (exclusive) - LAHN RIYER to wG64,0200 - GIESSEN (wG6621)
= wG730218 - wG770243 (all inclusive III Corps). Effective at once boundary between VII and III Corps is extended as follows:

MERKENBACH (wG3928)

(inclusive VII Corps) - ALTENKIRCHEN (wG510317) (inclusive III Corps) -

WEIDBACH (wG528342) (inclusive VII Corps) - wG560373 - wG7024,00 - thence
along railroad to wG73045a.""

Operations Directive No. 2 (Ref FO 6) was published.

fragmentary orders already issued.

It confirmed

The 7 Armd Div, contimaing its advance through a routed and disorgan-

ized enemy, drove more than twelve miles to cross the DILL RIVER where it
seized four bridges intact, and at 2130A, having been relieved by infantry
lements of the Corps, continued the attack to the east. Infantry ele—

ments, mopping up in the path of the armor, advanced up to twenty to twenty two miles and relieved elements of the 7 Armd Div on the DILL RIVER.
During the morning both divisions were directed:

(1) to reach the

road EMMERICHENHEIM (wG2323) - HODAMAR (wG2205) by 1900A; (2) to be pre-

pared to relieve the armored division of the responsibility of holding the
DILL RIVER bridges; and (3) to be prepared for further advance to the northeast. The 99 Inf Div, advancing with the 394 and 395 Infs abreast, accomplished its mission by reaching FRICKHOFER and NEIDERZEISHEIM by the end
of the day, and at 1,00A the 393 Inf was motorized and began movement to

assembly area in the vicinity of WILSENROTH (wG2104).

The 9 Inf Div also

accomplished its mission when the 60 Inf, having passed through the 39 Inf,

reached KUTZENFURT where it relieved elements of the armored division, and

when the 47 Inf reached SINN, where it also relieved elements of the armored division. At 1055A it was directed that the 32 Cav Ren Sq be at-

“ached to the 9 Inf Div effective 1200s.

At 1605A, as the advance of the 7 Armi Div progressed, that division

was directed to contime the attack to seize crossings over the LAHN RIVER
between MARBURG and GIESSEN, and communications centers in its zone along
the vertical grid line 77, prepared for advance on Corps order.

The divi-

sion was further instructed to capture GIESSEN this day, but because of

poor communications the message was not received by the division in time
to carry out these orders.

At 18,54 the CO 14 Cav Gp was directed to move his group to the ‘vici-

nity of LAHR (wG2712) on the following day.

At 2230A Corps was ordered by

First US Army to halt upon reaching the 77 grid line, to remain on that

objective for a period of twenty four hours, but to dispose the Corps
forces generally toward MARBURG (wG7346). ‘The Corps was directed to continue mopping up in its zone and was told that a continuation of the Corps

boundaries would be established before the end of the twenty four hour
period. These instructions were given to the three divisions immediately.

During the day Operations Directive No. 3 (Ref FO 6) was published.

It confirmed fragmentary orders already issued during the day and it fur-

ther directed:

(1) that the 14 Cav Gp be prepared to attach one cavalry

reconnaissance squadron to the 99 Inf Div; (2) that the 8 TD Gp was re-

lieved of its mission of protecting the RHINE RIVER bridges effective
280001A, but that it would continue on this mission until relieved by the

49 AAA Brig; (3) that the 8 TD Gp would continue to operate the REMAGEN
traffic headquarters; (4) that Co C 738 Tk Bn was relieved from attach-

ment 8 TD Gp effective 280001A; (5) that the 16 AAA Gp was relieved from
the mission of protecting the RHINE RIVER effective 280001A; and (6) that
the following units were relieved from attachment 16 AAA Gp effective

280001A: . Hq and Ha Btry 11 AAA Gp, 109 AAA Bn (M), 110 AAA Bn (M), 134

AAA Bn (M), 413 AAA Gun Bn (M), 581 AAA AW Bn (M), 839 AAA AW Bn (M), and

"AN Flight 974 Sq (RAF).

Visibility during the day was restricted by low overcast, with fog in
the early morning and late afternoon, and as a result no missions were

flown during the period by the fighter bombers of the IX TAC. The Corps
Arty continued to displace forward to keep pace with the rapid advance of

Corps units.
28 March:

In accordance with the instructions issued on the preceding night the

7 armd Div, closely followed by the two infantry divisions, continued its

attack and advanced approximately thirteen miles, captured GIESSEN, seized

two bridges intact over the LAHN RIVER, and then completed its mission by

seizing a number of places in the general vicinity of the 77 vertical grid

line. During the advance the division encountered a number of small islands
of resistance, where small arms and high velocity fire was received, and was
opposed by fairly strong resistance at GIESSEN and in the LAHN RIVER crossings.

At 080A the 9 Inf Div had been directed to follow rapidly in zone
behind the 7 Armd Div, and to relieve the 7 Armd Div on the LAHN RIVER.
Consequently the 39 Inf moved up to relieve the 47 and 60 Infs on the DILL
RIVER, and the 47 and 60 Infs then moved on to reach and cross the LAHN.
At about 0850A the 99 Inf Div was also directed to advance rapidly in zone
behind the 7 Armd Div; to assemble between the DILL and LAHN RIVERS; to
relieve the 7 Armd Div of security of bridges over the DILL RIVER; to take

over the mission of capturing GIESSEN if not already captured by the 7 Armd

Div; and to relieve the 7 Armd Div of responsibility for the security of
GIESSEN if that place had been captured. Consequently, as the 393 and the
395 Infs advanced in their zones, the 394 Inf was motorized during the

afternoon and began to move to GIESSEN where it began the relief of the
Soniauras the night. Effective 1200A the 18 Cav Ren Sq was attached

Ve

During the afternoon Operations Directive No. 4, which confirmed

fragmentary orders previously issued, was published. It stated that upon
reaching the Corps objective no further advance would be made except on
First U S Army order, and that the 9 and 99 Inf Divs would relieve the
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7 Armd Div on its objective generally along the vertical grid line 77.

It further directed that the 14 Cav Gp (- 32 Cav Ren Sq) move to the

vicinity of LAHR (wG2717) on 28 March.

At aporoximately 11004 information was received from First U S Army

that the 28 Inf Div, then with the V Corps and west of the RHINE, was

attached III Corps effective 281200A.

At the time the division was minus

its tank destroyer and tank battalions, as well as the three infantry

battalions, 109 Inf, which were currently engaged in guard duty. The
division (-) was instructed to begin movement to assembly areas east of
the RHINE on the night 29 March.

At 1710A the Corps direction of attack and mission were again changed
when Hq First US Army instructed Corps that the advance might be contin-

ued but that new Corps boundaries were to be established effective 290300A.
The new boundaries as given in these instructions pointed the Corps direc-

tion of attack almost due north, and upon reaching

the EDERSTAU SEE &

Take formed by the dam at wG920860) pinched out Til Gorps while the VIT
Corps (left) and the V Corps (right) continued the attack.

Consequently

the 7 Armd Div was instructed at approximately midnight to complete its

dispositions in accordance with prevailing instructions, and was directed
to advance to the north with the EDERSTAU

as its objective.

The divi-

sion was further instructed to seize intact the dam at wG925882, and the
time of attack was left to the discretion of the division commander.

Operations Directive No. 5 (Ref FO 6) was published, and issued at

approximately 0100A on the morning of 29 March. It confirmed instructions
already issued, announced the new boundary, and directed an attack whose

ultimate objective was the EDERSTAU SEE.

The 7 Armd Div was instructed to

seize the line generally along the railroad COLBE (wG7350) - KIRCHAIN
(wG8358) and then attack north on 29 March to seize the Corps final objective. The 9 Inf Div was directed to complete relief of the elements of
the 7 Armd Div up to and including the SALZBODE RIVER and then to assemble

in zone between the DILL and SALZBODE RIVERS prepared for further advance
on Corps order. The 99 Inf Div was directed to complete relie/ of the.7
Armd Div in zone, to turn over to elements of V Corps the town of GIESSEN
and to assemble in the new zone in an area between the DILL and LAHN RI-

"ERS, prepared for further advance on Corps order. The division was fur
ther directed to protect the Corps right flank. The 28 Inf Div was dir-

TatooRPi
ected to ssecure
sean all
tacttowns in D its area with a minii mam detachment of one

The Corps CP opened at SELTERS (wGO114) at 1000A.
The morning was cool with visibility restricted by low overcast
and

fog, but during the afternoon the weather cleared considerably and
limited

fighter bomber operations were conducted. Corps Arty continue
d to displace
forward and maintain daylight air patrols.

29 March:
During the morning the 99 Inf Div's 394 Inf completed
the relief of
elements of the 7 Armd Div in GIESSEN, and the armored
division assembled

in preparation for the attack ordered on the night
28-29 March.
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attack was launched during the early afternoon, but strong resistance from

elements of the enemy's 166 Inf Div, newly arrived from DENMARK, was encountered in KIRCHEIN. Although the 7 Armd Div did seize KIRCHEIN as well
as the railroad line and some towns to itsimmediate north, the sweeping

gains of the past three days were temporarily halted, and the division

prepared to continue the attack at first light on the following morning.
The 9 Inf Div continued its movement to the east, mopping up isolated

pockets of resistance, and at the close of the day was closing in its

assembly areas between the SALZBODE and DILL RIVERS. The 99 Inf Div also
continued its advance, clearing the town of WETZLAR, which it occupied

until relieved by elements of the V Corps. The 3% Inf contimed to occupy and outpost GIESSEN, and at the close of the day the division was moving into assembly areas between the DILL and LAHN RIVERS.

The 28 Inf Div during the day reconnoitered assembly areas in the zone
of the 99 Inf Div, and at 1800A began crossing the RHINE.
Both the 9 and 99 Inf Divs during the day were directed to be prepared to furnish one infantry battalion (motorized) to the CG 7 Armd Div
on call, and at 2400A the 3 Bn, 39 Inf, was attached 7 armd Div. Opera-

tions Directive No. 6 (Ref FO 6), confirming fragmentary orders already

issued, was published.

It directed a continuation of the Corps attack,

made adjustments in the Corps boundary (a radio message received in the
morning from First U S Army confirmed the boundaries given by telephone

on the night 27 March, but included some minor changes), and directed that
all units not engaged in combat improve and maintain roads in and adjacent

to their assembly and bivouac areas. (Corps boundaries are shown in Annex
No. 1j, Map: Situation as of 312400 March)

The Corps CP opened in ERDA (wG5530) at 1200A.
Corps artillery continued to displace forward to keep pace with the

rapid advance. The day was cool, with light scattered rain and low over
cast, and no missions were flown by supporting aircraft.

30 Marc!

Corps completed its mission at approximately 1545A when the 7 Armd
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RIVER which formed the EDERSTAU SEE, and although

instructions had
already been given to the 7 Armd Div, two messages those
were sent to the 7 Armd
Div

during the early morning reaffirming the order.

At 0930A word was re-

ceived from the division, which was attacking with
CCR and CCB abreast,

that elements of CCR would seize the dam and remain there
until relieved
by CCB.

This it did and by 2000A the entire division had been moved
to

the north.
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The 9 and 99 Inf Divs continued to mop up in their zones ani moved to

assembly positions: the 9 Inf Div in an area between the DILL and SALZBODE~
RIVERS; and the 99 Inf Div, after having been relieved in GIESSEN by ele—
ments of the V Corps, between the DILL and LAHN RIVERS. The 28 Inf Div
continued its movement into the Corps zone and during the day RCT 110, RCT

109 (- three Inf Bns and cannon Co), 28 Recon Tr, 28 Signal Co, Hq and

Co 28 Inf Div, Hq and Hq Btry Div Arty, 108 FA Bn, and elements of the 103
Engr C Bn closed in the division zone. Instructions were received from

First US Army that the 28 Inf Div would move from its assigned area on
First U S Army order only.

At approximately 2230A Corps was informed by First U S Army that the
9 Inf Div was to become attached VII Corps. The division was immediately
given this information, and told that it was to move at approximately
0800A in the morning, using transportation furnished by III Corps.

It

was explained that the purpose of the move was to block a possible enemy

thrust from the west in the general area between BURLBERG (wG4673) and

WINTERBURG (wG5689). ‘The division was told that it would take its normal
attachments but would not take Corps artillery or the 32 Cav Ren Sq, which

—as to revert to control 14 Cav Gp. The division was told that its rear
zlenents might remain in place and that the CG 9 Inf Div would receive
instructions from the CG VII Corps.

At 00074 Gorpe received a TWX from First U S Army which confirmed instructions given in the telephone conversation. At approximately 0200A

Operations Directive No. 7 (Ref FO.8) was published.

structions already given to the 9

It confirmed the in-

Div and also directed the following:

(1) that the Corps Hq, with units which usuallyaccompany it, assemble in

Corps zone between the east-west grid lines 56 and 52 (general vicinity

RAUCHENBERG) on 1 April; (2) that the 7 Armd Div assemble

311200A in a

zone between the EDERSTAU SEE and the horizontal grid line 69, prepared
for further advance to the northwest or northeast on Corps order; (3) that

the 99 Inf Div concentrate south of the 7 Armd Div between the east-west

grids 69 - 50, the movement to begin 311200A March.

Reconnaissance was

permitted prior to that time but travel through the zone of the 9 Inf Div

was prohibited; (4) the 28 Inf Div was directed to continue its present

-mission; (5) the Corps Arty was directed to concentrate on Corps order in
zone between the east-west grid 52 and the LAHN RIVER. Keconnaissance
was permitted but movement through the zone of the 9 Inf Div was prohibi-

ted; (6) the 18 and 32 Cav Ren Sqs reverted to control of the 14 Cav Gp

effective 310800A. The 1, Cav Gp was directed to concentrate in the Corps
zone between the LAHN RIVER and the north-south grid line 53. It was fur—

ther directed to assume responsibility for that portion of the Corps zone
now occupied by the 9 Inf Div effective 0800A, and to assume responsibility

for the zone currently occupied by the 99 Inf Div at a time to be agreed

upon by the CG 99 Inf Div and the CO 14 Cav Gp; (7) the 8 TD Gp was directed to concentrate the 817 TD Bn in the northern portion of Corps Arty |
zone on Corps order, and to secure the rear areas in Corps zone west of
the north-south grid 53, exclusive of the area assigned to the 28 Inf Div 3

(8) all units were directed to secure the towne in their zones, to contin—

ue aggressive mopping up of the enemy and to insure strict compliance
with
instructions to the occupation forces concerning protection of property,

fraternization, control of civilians, displaced persons and Allied prison-

ers of war; (9) Cos A, B, and C, 90 Cml Bn, reverted to control of the

gO Cml Bn, and that battalion was directed to be prepared to move toa
concentration area between the east-west grid lines 56 and 52; (10) the
254 FA Bn (155 How) and one section 987 FA Bn (155 Gun) (SP) were relieved of attachment 9 Inf Div effective 310800A.
The weather was cool and cloudy with light rains, and no missions
were flown in direct support of Corps during this day. Corps Arty re-

mained in place and a continuous daylight air patrol was maintained to

collect information and intelligence.

¥31 March:
Having accomplished its mission on the previous day, Corps awaited
further instructions and regrouped according to the instructions of Oper—
ations Directive No. 7 (Ref FO 6), published during the night 30-31 March.
All divisions continued to mop up in their zones and the 7 Armd Div

closed in its area, south of the EDERSTAU.SEE. During the evening, in a
telephone message, Brig Gen Thorsen, G-3 First Us
directed that one
combat command of the § Armd Div be placed on a thre
ur alert for emPloyment in the VII Corps zone, and these instructions were accordingly

given to the 7 Armd Div.

By 1000A the 99 Inf Div had been relieved at

WETZLAR by elements of the V Corps, and by the day's end one battalion
of each of the 99 Inf Div's three regimnets closed in the division assem-

bly area. The 28 Inf Div (- 3 Inf Bns and cannon Co, 109 Inf) closed in
ite assembly areas, and the 9 Inf Div began movement from the Corps zone.

The 14 Cav Gp, having assumed control of the 18 and 32 Cav Ren Sqs
at 0800A, relieved the 9 Inf Div of responsibility in the 9 Inf Div zone,
and in turn was relieved of its mission of guarding the DILL RIVER
bridges by the 8 TD Gp. At 1700A the 187 TD Bn was relieved of attach-

ment III Corps.

During the day the First U S Army Commander visited the Corps CP.

The day was cool and cloudy with visibility poor to fair.
tions in support of Corps were flown during the day.
%* See Annex No. 2j, Map:

Situation as of 32 March
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SECTION IIT
SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS
Of the many highly significant and critical operations which the

European theatre has produced since the Allied landings on the NORMANDY

beaches, the seizure by the 9 Armd Div of the Ludendorf bridge ranks
second to none. Climaxing a swift advance across the COLOGNE plain,
the capture of the bridge had a profound influence on the conduct of
the war east of the RHINE, and may be said to be one of the greatest
single contributing factors to the subsequent early successes of the
Allied forces. While the armies to the north lay poised on the western

banks of the RHINE, and several days hefore the armies to the south had

reached the river, III Corps unexpectedly hurdled that great water bar—
rier, secured a foothold on its eastern banks, and not only drew troops

from the front of the Ninth U S Army, but opened the door through which

the First U S Army was later to pass. Consequently, and understandably,
that one incident not only overshadowed other Corps activities but dictated the course of Corps operations subsequent to 7 March. Prior to
that date the Corps had advanced rapidly across the COLOCRE plain, ini-

tially expecting to drive east to the RHINE and then later expecting to

turn south and effect a junction with the Third U S Army. This latter
plan was upset by the capture of the bridge, and the second phase of

the Corps operations -- the slow struggle to secure and expand a bridgehead — was begun.
While it is true that luck played an important role in the initial
seizure, it ast be remembered that the bold advances of 6 and 7 March

made the incident possible; and that the possibility of the capture had
not been overlooked, To the contrary, precautions had been taken to

prevent the destruction of the bridges by friendly aerial bombardment
and artillery fire. It had been sound military thinking to direct, as
the CG III Corps did, that the bridge was to be seized and exploited

should the opportunity present itself. Conversely, it was the soundest
of sound assumptions to believe that the enemy would blow the bridge;
so that when the unpredictable happened it found the Corps engaged in
fulfilling its mission to the south, with most of its troops committed

and disposed so as best to accomplish that mission.

The great task which confronted the Corps, therefore, was the establishment and expansion of a bridgehead. It would have heen desirable
to commit a complete infantry division in the bridgehead but no such

division was available, anithe situation permitted no delay in moving °

troops across the river. Consequently, units were ordered across as
rapidly as they could be disengaged, and by 9 March a total of seventeen

battalions of infantry, with supporting weapons, had been moved to the
far side. First U S Army and Corps artillery was emplaced to support

the Corps in its assigned missions, and artillery from the V and VIT

Corps fired in support of the bridgehead operations.
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During these early days of the bridgehead the railroad bridge was

operated to capacity, and the flow of men and material was halted only
for short periods, when enemy artillery activity placed it out of opera-

tion. With the completion of the treadway bridge on 10 March, and the

Ponton bridge on 11 March, the problem of movement across the river was

somewhat alleviated, although another problem -- traffic control -- was
ever present.

There are no figures available on the amount of traffic which poured
over the railroad bridge initially; but during the twelve day period 1628 March, a total of 58,262 vehicles crossed over all three ponton bridges
-- an average of 4,855 per day. These tremendous amounts of traffic fun-

neling over one road into the bridge area, especially during the initial

stage of the operation when enemy artillery was interdicting the bridge,
approaches, and roads, were bound to cause a certain amount of congestion
despite the most rigid traffic control. Initially the 9 Armd Div controlled traffic and later the 32 Cav Ren Sq was used. A Corps traffic
headquarters was established at REMAGEN, which regulated the flow of

vehicles over the bridges as the direction of traffic, weight of vehicles,
or condition of the bridges warranted; and because road discipline was
initially poor a traffic control post was established at GELSDORF, fourteen kilometerss west of REMAGEN.

|
~

Here traffic was halted and proper

interval between vehicles established.

Five other control posts insured

the maintenance of that interval, and not only congestion but casualties

resulting from interdicting fire were greatly reduced.

Two other problems, closely related, demanded immediate and continuous attention; (1) the security of the bridge, and (2) the need for supplementary bridges and means of transport across the river. It was known
that the enemy would employ every means available to attempt to destroy

the bridge, and the steps taken to frustrate his efforts have been called
the most thorough and complete of their kind ever established. within a
few days time a total of nine antiaircraft automatic weapons battalions
and four antiaircraft gun battalions had been emplaced for protection of
the bridge site — one of the greatest, if not the greatest, concentration —
of antiaircraft artillery ever assembled in so small an area. Barrage
balloons were brought in and continuous air cover was flown over the

bridge.

Contact, log, and net booms were constructed across the river to

intercept water-borne objects; depth charges were dropped at an average
rate of twelve per hour each night, to discourage under water swimmers
and submarines; radar was employed to detect under water craft; river

patrols were maintained; shore patrols were on the alert twenty four hours
per day; high velocity guns were emplaced along the river to fire on any

suspicious object; at night powerful lights, supported by guns, illuminated

the surface of the river; coordination was effected with adjacent Corps,
which assisted by river and shore patrols; and steps were taken to round
up all suspicious appearing persons in the vicinity of the bridge to prevent artillery spotting and sabotage. That these precautions proved their

worth is evidenced by the failure of the many enemy air attacks to destroy
the bridges and by the failure of enemy saboteur swimmers to accomplish
their missions. When the railroad bridge finally collapsed it had already
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served its primary purpose, and had survived the most desperate attempts

a

The construction of the treadway bridge -- first tactical bridge to

.

to destroy it.

be thrown across the RHINE since Napoleon's day -- was begun two days after
the seizure of the railroad bridge, while the bridge site was under heavy

and continuous artillery fire and air attack.
DUKWs, ferries and LCVPs
:
were used to augment the bridges, and before the Ludendorf bridge collapsed ~
both the heavy ponton and treadway bridges were in operation, so that the
loss did not affect troop or supply movements. With the construction by
First US Army of the floating Bailey bridge, the movement of troops and
materials across the river was no longer a major concern, and the earlier
menace to the bridgehead's lifeline was eliminated.

Another serious problem confronting the Corps on 7 March -- and one

which was to plague the Corps for days tocome -- was the problem of communications. Submarine cable was not available initially; and although
_Wire was strung across the bridge it was virtually impossible to mainain continuous wire communication because of the artillery fire and heavy

>

e

traffic. Radio link was employed, but even this was not dependable, and
for security reasons was often undesirable. Radio nets whose sole purpose

was to transmit tactical information from the scene of operation to Corps
were established, but this method was unreliable because of the limitations of the radios available, the nature of the terrain, and the distances |

involved.

Liaison officers were used in large numbers, and several Corps

staff officers operated from the bridge site, to expedite the flow of in-

|

formation and to settle problems and difficulties as they arose.

The

communications problem was not entirely solved, however, until it became
possible to maintain unbroken wire communication. This was accomplished
by the installation of submarine cables and by the laying of wire on the

tactical bridges.

For the first eighteen days the expansion of the bridgehead was rela-~

tively slow, with advances made on foot and measured in terms of yards and

“eet. It has been said that no poorer place could have been selected for
~ crossing -- the mountainous country was not only impenetrable for armor,
but it defied assault by infantry.

The rugged, forrested hills gave the

P

~

*

he

enemy good observation, and formed a natural fortress which he used skillfully.

Although his forces were weak initially, the arrival of several

divisions, beginning with the 11 Panzer Div on 9
duct an aggressive defense in which numerous and
played a large part. (It is interesting to note
of the 11 Panzer Div to cross the RHINE at BONN,

March, enabled him to con- »
determined counterattacks
that it was the intention
and attack south on the

west of the river.) It was not until many days of hard fighting had driven

the enemy across the AUTOBAHN that the 7 Armd Div was able to break through ~
to make the spectacular advances of the last days of the month, in which

the armored division gained a total of sixty two miles in fifty two hours.

This breakthrough was the third and last phase of Corps’ operations
during the month of March. Although it was somewhat similar in nature to
the advances of the first seven days of the month, there are certain marked
differences in the situation and in technique employed, both of which are

interesting enough to warrant comment.
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In the beginning of the month advances were made against a withdraw—

ing enemy, and while resistance was moderate to light it was on the whole

organized and orderly.

In this situation the armor and infantry elements

of the Corps were employed together, attacking on a wide front, and at

times infantry was attached to the armor while in one instance a combat
command was attached to an infantry division. These tactics were partly
a@ result of the terrain, which permitted the employment of the armor at

the very outset; and partly so that the armor might exploit immediately
the first indication of enemy weakness.

In the latter part of the month, however, the armored division was

committed after the two infantry divisions had secured a line of depart-

ure and a road net which favored the employment of armor, and only after
the crust of enemy resistance had been broken. The deep thrusts through
a@ routed and disorganized enemy into his rear areas constitute a classic

example of the strategic employment of armor. The infantry, following
by bounds the swift advance of the armor, mopped up in its path, prepared

to move up quickly to support the armor should the situation so require,
Close liaison was maintained between the armored and infantry divisions,
so that the infantry, while following closely, did not interfere with the

advance by becoming entangled with the "tail" of the armored division.

During the entire month a total of 33,795 prisoners of war was captured by Corps, the greater part during the first and last weeks. 9,321

were taken between 1 and 9 March, and 16,834 between 26 and 31 March.

Great numbers were picked up individually or in small groups many days
after the attack had swept by. These small isolated groups were a continuous menace and a threat to the security of Corps rear areas, and it
became necessary to maintain constant patrols and to conduct active

searches for these enemy troops. The operations of the latter part of
the month were further marked by the release of approximately 100,000
displaced persons, forced laborers, and Allied prisoners of war. Because

a mamber of these persons were undoubtedly enemy deserters and enemy

agents capable of sabotage and espionage, the task of sifting this large
group became 4 serious problem.

In order to accomplish this task, troops

and military government personnel operated in close cooperation.

From the beginning of the month, when the attack swept across the

COLOGNE plain to the time that it was halted at the EDERSTAU SEE, III

Corps advanced over one hundred and fifty airline miles, and seized
approximately fifteen hundred square miles of GERMANY. It captured or

destroyed huge amounts of enemy material, supplies and factories; cap-

tured the equivalent of more than two and one half American divisions;
and freed an estimated 7,500 to 10,000 Allied prisoners of war who had

been interned in enemy prisoner of war enclosures.
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SUMMARY OF ENEMY ACTIVITY
PART ONE

:

Narrative

PART TWO

:

Enemy Order of Battle

PART THREE:

Analysis of Prisoners of War

PART ONE — Narrative
le

General
In March disaster followed disaster for the enemy.

The Allied

offensive between the ROER and the RHINE Rivers was drawing to a

successful ending when the campaign east of the RHINE began, as III
Corps troops crossed it at REMAGEN 7 March. ‘The Remagen bridgehead
was the first Allied bridgehead over the RHINE; by the end of the
month other Allied armies crossed the river, and the armor of each

had made a complete breakthrough.
2.

From the ROER to the RHINE (25 Feb—7 Mar)

Beginning 25 February divisions of the Corps crossed the ROER
River successively from North to South, each through the bridgehead
of its northern neighbor. By 1 March all were east of the river and

meeting moderate resistance from the German 12 Volksgrenadier Divi-

sion, 353 Volksgrenadier Division, 3 Paratroop Division and 272
Volksgrenadier Division.

The manner of ovr crossing and direction of attack outflanked
and unhinged the German ROER River defense line. The enemy fought
stubbornly at all times, but not strongly after he was once peeled
back from the ROERe In the north by 1 March this forcing back had

already taken place, and lst US Infantry Division thereafter met
resistance principally in towns, along river lines and at critical
terrain features; the resistance was spotty, strong in some places,
more often light to moderate, and had a character of improvisations
The process was somewhat delayed in the south, due to the timing
and direction of our attack; and for the first few days of March
our troops in the center and south met fairly heavy resistance from
stubbornly fighting enemy infantry supported by numerous assault
guns. Throughout the action along the east bank of the ROER, the
enemy seemed much more sensitive to our advances to the south than

to our advances to the east.

This was because our initial attacks

in the case of each division were to the south and southeast, and
met the full strength of the enemy in his defensive positions,
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although in flank; generally by the time one of our divisions

turned east in its attack toward the RHINs River, the memy forces

opposing it had been defeated and forced to withdraw, and our con-

tinuous attack gave him no time to form another strmg defensive

line.

Although overall enemy resistance was not strong except initially, still the enemy troops om the whole defended stubbornly to
the very bank of the KHINS; and many hotly contested small battles

were fought principally in towns, along river lines, and alg roads

and highways in which the enemy was liberally supported by direct
tank and self-propelled gun fire.

Our pressure was constant, and

forced the enemy to alternate between retreating and fighting, giving

him little chance to reorganize.

imemy counterattacks effected some delays, but failed to halt our

advance, or to threaten any serious penetration, On 1-2 March a
single small infarbry counterattack each day, unsupported by artillery
or ammor was all the enemy could muster. March 3 the Germans made a
stand of sorts along the siirl' River line, where sane demolitions were

encountered, and two strong counterattacks were made, om against
LIBLAR (#3546) supported by 5-6 tanks, and the other against LOMMERSOM
(3334) supported by 10-12 tanks and assalt guns.

Both attacks were

repulsed.

The “RFI was crossed 4 March against relatively strong resistance
in the north; later resistance slackened in all sectors, ULPICH

(#2333) and SUSKIRCHEN: (F3229), the largest toms in the Corps zone,

were taken with little resistamce 3 and 4 March.

In the south re-

sistace noticeably slackened m the fourth, despite the arrival of

62 Volksgrenadier Vivision that day, and of the 26 Volksgrenadier

Divisim on the fifth,

The period 6-9 March saw the complete elimination of enemy forces

west of the RHINs in the Corps zone.

withdrawal was in full swing

6 March, and rapid advances were made that day against scattered de-

y~

laying forces, not very eager to fight; one attempted counterattack
in the north was broken up by our artillery fire before contact was

made, and 2 of the 5 tanks participating destroyed.

On March 7

enemy resistance on the south collapsed as our troops reached the
Alix Hiver on the south flank, capturing bridges intact, and most
important, captured intact the failroad bridge over the RHINE River
at RuMAuMN; elsewhere resistance was light as patrols of 9th Us Inf

Div reached BADGODESBUKG (#5632), and patrols of 1st Us Inf Div approach-

ed to within one kilometer of BONN (F53) on the north, without mey resistance. Next day BAD GODMSBUXG was captured, and with it the Commanding
General of 3 Para Div; BONN was entered from the north and south, though
stiff resistace was encountered in a barracks area southwest of the

city. Organized resistance west of the RHINw ceased early 9 March.

BONN was cleared later in the day by lst Us Inf Div, then under emtrol

of VII Corps.
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Eneny support for his infantry during this phase was not im
pressive. Initially artillery and mortar fire were fairly heavy,
but tanks and self-propelled guns early took over the artillery

mission. Enemy air was fairly active in the north part of the zone
1 and 2 March, but weather eliminated this support later. Few
reinforcements were received by the enemy, and but little equip-

ment; this
as well as
the beaten
never took

niggardly policy was probably due to lack of reserves
to the desire to save replacement units for rebuilding
divisions behind of the RIIINE barrier, This rebuilding
place.

3» Bridgehead
March 7, 1945, was a black day for the Wermacht and for GERMANY.

LUDENDORFF railroad bridge over the RHINE at REMAGEN (F6520) was

captured intact at 1550A by alert troops of the 9th US Armored Division. Earlier that day enemy resistance had collapsed in the south
of III Corps zone under the attack of the 9th US Armored Division and

78th US Inf Div. The enemy was in full and disorganized flight across
the RHINE.

According to prisoners of war, the bridge was to be blown

at 1600; the enemy thought to salvage as mich of his equipment from

west of the river as possible, without running too great risk of its

capture.

US infantry, engineers and tanks of the 9th US Armored Div-

ision arrived ahead of schedule.

The bridge was thoroughly wired and

mined with explosives for destruction, and on the appearance of our
troops, an attempt was made to destroy it.

But the demolition was

only partially successful, due to a variety of circumstances~-our ar~
tillery and tank fire had apparently cut some of the wires leading
to the explosives; US troops advanced without hesitation and crossed
the bridge, ripping out wires and dumping explosives into the river.

At the time enemy anti-aircraft units were displacing; guns still present were prevented from going into firing position by our tank fire

and by the rapid advance of the foot troops across the bridge.

Clearly it was unthinkable to the Germans that the bridge should

not be blown; there were no defensive preparations on the east bank.
Once in our hands the bridge was never seriously threatened by the

enemy.

The importance of the REMAGEN bridge capture cannot be fully

assessed until the German tale is told.

At the least it was 2 dan-

gerous distraction, which required committment of all the armored

reserves of Army Group B, yet continued to grow from a foothold to
@ bridgehead to an armored breakthrough. At the most, however, it
hastened and made easier the inevitable. The western German armies

had suffered defeats from which they never recovered--in the ARDENNES,

the EIFEL, the COLOGNE Plain, and the SAAR-PALATINATE. As was clear
ly demonstrated later, they could not prevent an Allied crossing of
the RHINE at any point. At any rate, the watch on the RHINE ended
before it had fairly begun, and the enemy never recovered from the
paralysis whick seized him at the time of the REMAGEN bridge capture.
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The short life of the HilAGHN Bridgehead was a full one,

ten day period 7-17 March saw the hasty coamittment against the

‘The

bridgehead of 11 enemy divisions, om panzer brigade, and countless
anti-aircraft, engineer, supply, and replacement units; the bridge
itself was shelled with every weapon available,

made 223 raids in nine days on the bridge.

372 enemy aircraft

At the last, SS swim-

ming saboteurs made cm inglorious atteapt to blow it up.

After seizing the bridge, our troops pushed out rapidly against

stubborn resistance from small groups of rear-area engineer, anti-

aircraft, aid miscellaneous units, which lacked organization, defensive plans and heavy weapons, but not determination, By damm 8

March the enemy had been driven from the surrounding high ground,
and thereafter was denied groum) dservation of the bridgesite.

imeny counter-attacks expected that day did not materialize, however, enemy resistance was stubbom, particularly against our ad-

vances to the east; although no prepared defensive positions were
encountered, the terrain was very difficult, and the eneny mde
fertresses ot of his villages.

kmemy reaction to the bridge capture was not slow, considering

the disorganization caused by his recent withdrawal acress the HINs.

The 11 Fanzer Division, the strmgest panzer formation in the west,

had been coming dem fromthe critical northern area to recross the
river at BONN and delay our advance west of the river, Because of
eur rapid advances, it arrived too late for that mission, but in time

te show up en the east and northeast of the bridgehead area en 9

March.

Its presence was indicated that day by heavy pressure on the

east and by numerous tanks sighted by tactical recennaissance and

artillery ebservatien planes; m the tenth it participated in three

strong tank-supported ceunter-attacks on the east part of the bridge-

head. The 106 Panzer Brigade and two battlegreups ef the 130 Panzer
Divisien prebably arrived at the sane time te take up pesit ions to
the north amd south ef the 11 Panzer Division, ami under its contrel,
but these were not identified by prisoners of war until 11 and 12
March respectively,

Heavy resistance en the north and east began with the arrival of
these units, and 13 counter-attacks were mounted by the enemy 10-12

March, most ef them supperted by up te 10-12 tanks ani self-prepelled
guns,

imemy artillery fire gramally increased, and, after the arrival

ef the first eneny divisien, battery concentrations on the bridge increased, and artillery fires began te show som ergaization.

In the seuth ef the bridgehead reinforcements of division size
were slewer te arrive. The north ami east initially md prierity,

in order to protect the RUHR and the autobahn, which approaches
TsMAGEN closest on the northeast. Good advances were made in the

south against non-divisional units, which put up a very stubborn,
but inadequate defense. Resistance stiffened m 12 March as our

troops seized the high ground north of HONNINGHN (16913) late in
the day.

Identification next day of 272 md 277 Volksgrenadier

Divisios in that area explained the increased resistance; these
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units joined in an unsuccessful counter-attack by estimated 250
men north of HONNINGEN 13 March.

March 13 was a day for reinforcements, as 62 Volksgrenadier
Division and 9 Panzer Division were identified in the extreme north

near HONNEF (F6427), replacing 106 Panzer Brigade, which shifted
southeast, still attached to 11 Panzer Division. These two new

divisions had their artillery with them, and used it heavily on
our troops in HONNEF; one infantry counter-attack in that area wae
easily repulsed. The 11 Panzer Division contimed to be aggressive
on the east, using its armor in two counter-attacks, and losing five
tanks to our ground action, and several to fighter bombers.

Resist—

ance throughout this day was stiff, from the 4 newly arrived divi-

sions and the still aggressive 11 Panzer Division and its attachments.

March 14 was a turning point. Resistance continued very stiff,
especially in the north and east, but only one of the 4 counterattacks were supported by enemy armore Except for this counter-

- attack, near KALENBORN (F702i,), which was supported by 10-12 tanks,

enemy armor shifted to a defensive role, firing in support of enemy
troops, but not advancing to attacke

Although some armor supported

two counterattacks on 15 March, this was the last. Also on 1,
March the eneny artillery, which had been concentrating ite attention
on the bridge=sites, shifted the bulk of its fires onto our advancing
troops.

Likewise enemy air activity changed, as jet~propelled craft

took over the attacks on the bridges; on the 15 air attacks showed
marked decrease, and ceased altogether on the 16. Thereafter only

eleven bombing attacks were mde on the bridges, on 20 and 22 March.

The shift to jets probably was caused by our anti-aircraft, which

shot down 80 of 372 planes attacking the bridge 7-1; March; the jets
were harder to hit, but by the same token their bombing was even
less accurates
On 1, March the bridgehead was one week old; enemy air and artil-

lery had failed to damage the bridges appreciably; enemy ground troops
had been unable to launch a large scale attack on the bridgehead, and
unable to prevent its expansion over impossible terrain to a depth of
about 5 miles and length of 8 miles. The 11 Panzer Division had exhausted its offensive force in repeated counter-attacks, and gener
ally the attrition in other enemy units caused a weakening in their
defense a day or two after committment.

Other divisions continued

to arrive, but they melted away with less and less effect on the si-

tuation.

The 3 Para Division came in on the north on 1, March; on

the south and southeast 340, 326 and 26 Volksgrenadier Divisions ar-

rived on 15-16-17 Marche Even so, resistance moderated on the north
and south, although very stiff resistance was encountered by 78th US
Inf Div as it advanced northeast to cut the Autobahn vic (F6831) on
the morning of 16 March, and by 99th US Inf Div in clearing HONNINGEN
17 Marche

At noon 16 March VII US Corps took command of US troops in the
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north part of the bridgeheade Enemy units opposing III Corps in
from north
the southern part of the bridgehead were as follows:

to south:

11 Panzer, 340, 277, 326, <é, and 272 Volksgrenadier

Divisions, The hard core of defense by 11 Panzer Division, sup-

ported by mmerous self~propelled guns and tanks, continued against
our 9th US Inf Dive

Ground, artillery and air action having failed to destroy our

bridges, the enemy attempted other, less orthodox means. The tank=
mounted 540mm KARL Garaet dropped a few shells in the general vicinity of the bridges; according to a prisoner of war, this ponderous weapon received a personal visit from Field Marshall MODEL,
who upon the objection of its commander that the valuable gun was
too far forward, stated that sacrifices had to be made to stop the
Americans. However, KARL was not sacrificed on the battle-field,

but became a non-battle casualty, and was ingloriously evacuated to
the rear for repairs on 18 March.

Apparently not trusting KARL's

questionable accuracy, the enemy used another weapon of even less
accuracy; on 17 March six V-2s fell on German soil, in the very

general vicinity of the bridges. Our operations were not impeded,
and no damage to the bridge resulted; however, one small German
town was destroyed, and some US casualties resulted.

Finally, on the night 17-18 March, seven SS, GAMM-SWIMMERS donned
their rubber suits and webbed feet and hands, and floated down the
RHINE with demolitions carried on rafts to destroy our bridges.

They were discovered and fired on in the water about two miles from

the nearest bridge; one was killed, four were taken prisoners, one
escaped to enemy lines, and the fate of the seventh is not known.
The SS was too latee

The principal object of all this atten~

tion, the LUDENDORFF bridge, weakened by demolitions, artillery fire,
near misses of bombs, and by heavy traffic, collapsed at 1500 March
17.

It had served its purpose, and had been closed for repairs for

several days; other bridges carried the traffic.

In the bridgehead area, stiff resistance continued 17 March in

the north of the III Corps zone, where heavy defensive fire from
tanks and self~propelled guns was received, and in the far south,
where enemy troops fought house-to-house in HONNINGEN, Elsewhere,

on the southeast, resistance was scattered and disorganized as our

troops reached the WIED River. The job was nearly done; on the 18
and 19th the 9th US Inf Div advanced well against slackening resistance, cleared the last high ground west of the WIED; and on 20

March our troops held the line of the WIED except in the far south.

Troops of the V US Corps relieved our troops in the south 22
March; the III Corps bridgehead had become the Army bridgehead--in
fact, was no longer a bridgehead, but a front, in the heart of Ger-

many, soon to become very actives

4.

The Breakthrough (23-31 March).
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On March 23 our infantry attacked across the WIED River against

light resistance; the attack continued that night, ad made good
progress,

Another aight attack 24-25 March met light resistance

which, however, stiffened with daylight; late 25 March the enemy
defense showed signs of breaking.

The 7th US armored Division attacked early 26 March and advanced

30 miles by, nightfall; resistance until noon was light, from a few
defended roadblocks and anti-tank mines.

After midday resistance

was negligible from surprised and disorganized enemy rear-area troops.
Resistance to our infantry, mopping up behind the armor was negligible
that day.

The breakthrough of the first day was complete.

On the

second day, the armor crossed the DILL River on intact bridges. On
the third day advances of 20 miles were made, although approximately
thirty 88mm dual-purpose anti-aircraft guns which had bee protecting

the railroad yards at GIESSEN (G6620) caused some delay before being
overrun.

Thereafter, GIuSsuN was cleared with little trouble.

On

the fourth day the division swung north, cleared NISVERWALD (G8048)

and SCHONSTADT (G7959) ani reached (7959) after overrunning elements
of two regiments of the German 166 Infantry Division near KIiviiaIN

(G8348).

At no tim did our infantry mopping up in the rvar meet

strong resistance, though small groups of enemy here andthere engaged

in brief fire fights.

Om March 31 the 7th US Armored Division was effectively stopped by
a water barrier which was the assigned Corps objective—the SUMRSTAU SEE.

‘The dam and several bridges over the EDsR River were taken intact.

Junction of First US army units with Ninth US Amay troops was

imminent. The R&MAGHN Bridgehead had become the southern half of a
nearly complete Allied circle around the RUHR ani the German Army
Group B.
vaRr II - mnemy Order of Battle
‘The crossing of the ROR River on the entire III Corps front 1 March

brought identifications of all enemy units known to have been lined up om
the east bank of the river. while 3 Para Div in the center had recently
be reorganized, and its strength and mrale were sufficient to offer
stubborn resistance, 272 VG Div on the south was caught in the process of
a sketchy reorganization behind the ROKK dams.

‘Ihe 353 VG Div, on the

north flank of 3 Para Div, had 941 and 943 Regiments in fairly good shape,
but 942 Regiment had mot been reformed.

This Division was hit hard early

in our crossing, and by 2 March had to be reinforced by 183 Regiment, 62
VG Div, which had been reforming in the KUSKIRCHAN area.

The remaining

regiment of 62 VG Div, 164, remained in line against V US Corps am our
south until 6 March, when it, too, shifted north, and was contacted on
III Corps front.
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The 89 Regiment of 12 VG Div was identified on our north boundary

the last two days of February. During the first few days of March,

this division was pushed out of VII US Corps area into increasing con-

tact on our front .

The principal surprise in enemy identifications west of the RHINE

was the contact with 39 and 78 Hegiments of 26 VG Div on 5 March,

The

Division occupied the status of an old enemy, having received a severe

beating at our hands in the ARDENNES campaign.

After the enemy's defeat

there, however, 26 VG Div had been identified on V US Corps front up

to 4 March, Apparently the reason for the northward shift of this
division was to commit it in defense of its home ground, in the COLOGNE

area,

It never got there,

7 March.

The 77 Regiment was identified on our front

As our advance shifted slightly southeast in approaching the RHINs,

elements of 277 VG Div and 89 Inf viv, fighting on V Corps front, were
identified.

The surprise crossing of the RHINE created a new situation. No
divisional units were in positim on the east bak, and the first 36
hours of the bridgehead saw committment of miscellaneous engineer,

anti-aircraft, and replacement units,

The 11 Pz Div arrived 9 March

and was committed against the bridgehead, This division had been
fighting west of the KHINu far to our north, then was withdrawn east
ef the river about 5 March, It preceeded south with orders to re-cress
the river at HONN and attack our north flank, but arriving after the
seizure of the RuMAGsN bridge, it was instead committed against the bridge-

head,

‘The 106 Pz Brig accompanied it on the same mission.

A few days

later two battlegroups of 130 Pz Div were attached to ll Pz Div and com

mitted on its south flank, in the middle of the bridgehead.

The next divisions to be committed against the bridgehead were
identified 13 March, On the south 272 vG Div, which had suffered severly

in the retreat across the RHINE was reinforced by some salvaged elements

of 326 VG Div and by 80 Replacement bn from COHLINZ and committed in
defense of HONNINHN.

On its right flank 277 VG Div cane in the same

day, also in very bad straits fran its retreat across the RHINE on

V US Corps front.

Onthe north the 62 VG Div ami 9 Pz Div took over

defense of the HONNEF area on the same day.
after their withdrawal across the river.

Both were relatively weak

These reinforcements enabled 11 Pz Div to mrrow its zone, and
with 106 Brig and elements of 130 Pz Div attached, it remained the strongest division opposing us; the division received 300 men from the HEID«L—

BERG NCO School 11 March, and 450 reinforcements from 139 Mountain
Replacement Bn 17 March.
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On 14 March 340 VG Div was identified on the southeast of the
bridgehead. ‘this division arrived in poor condition from ‘third US
amy front on the south, but it early received the largest single
group of replacements to arrive in the area—DisNMAKK Battalims I,

II, and ITI, a regimental-size unit from 160 Training Division in
DENMARK. The DENMARK units soon melted away, as did later arrivals
from several replacement battalions from w#SiPHaL1A; KG HAl a battlegroup from the reforming 1, and 15 Parachute Regiments of 5 Parachute
Division, wich arrived 22 March, also failed to affect the situation
materially,
On the same day 3 Parachute Division came back on our north, this
time without General SCHIMPr (captured by 9 Us Inf Div earlier in the
month), and without much of its old strength.

On 17 March 26 VG Division, an old enemy from the AXDENNES and
the ROM River battles, arrived on the south, under Genmaj KOKOTT, an
experienced straggler collector.

‘This acquisitive officer had partially

filled out his command with remnants of 277 Replacement Regiment of

BONN, 253 Replacement Battalion of AACHEN, and elements of 18 VG Div

and 89 Inf Div; and he continued to wield his old influence with higher

headquarters (and at straggler collecting points) to receive a steady
flow of replacements,

The last ten days of the bridgehead, prior to the breakthrough of
14 Us Armored Division, saw the arrival of numerous replacemnt units

from the populous wehrkreise north and south of the bridgehead, and
from as far away as AUSTRIA.

After the armored breakthrough 26 March, identifications were of

rear elements of divisions opposing the bridgehead,

The rear of ll Pz

Div, enroute to meet the threat of Third Us army in the south, was overrun,

Strmg elements of 5 Para Div, reforming in the LIMBURG area, failed

to get out of the way, and were scattered and captured,

substantial

elemmts of 167 vu Div, engaged in withdrawing from Third Us army front,
suffered a similar fate. Two regiments of 166 Training Division, from

DENMARK, were hastily committed as our troops closed on the EDmk Lakes,

but were able to resist only a short time before being scattered.

‘ihe

month ended with the Corps on its objective, with no enemy in contact.
PART III - ANNALYSIS OF PRISONERS OF wAR

Our surprise crossing of the RHINE River caused the hasty committment of many non-divisional enemy units against the bridgehead; and
approximately one-half of the total catch ef prisoners was taken in
the last few days of the month during the armred break-through into
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German rear areas,

Therefare, of the mmth's prisoners, 68 percent

were fron. non-divisional enemy units.

A total of 33,795 German soldiers were processed through our

cages during the month, and on 31 March 1,514 remained in Division
cages making a total-of 35,309 prisoners taken during March.
down by enemy units is as follows:

ll Pz Div

Break-

1,576

9 Fz Div

127

130 Pz Lehr Div

W

106 Pz Brig

83

272 VG Div

1,838

277 VG Div

1,594,

340 VG Div

1,666

26 VG Div

15461

326 VG Div
5 Para Div

926
905

167 VG Div

300

18 VG Div
62 VG Div

ng
81

89 Inf Div

46

3 Fara Div

57

166 Inf Div

500

Miscellaneous

23,563

Total PW

35,309

The following tatle breaks the total dom by capturing unit and by

periods of operation. The prisoners of March 1-7 were all taken between
the ROER and RHINE Rivers, The figure for March 8-25 includes a few

hundred enemy taken west of the RHINS up to 9 March, and stragglers
rounded-up after that date, but the tulk of the prismers taken in that
period were captured by oar infantry in the bridgehead. One-half of
the total catch for the month was taken in the last 5 days, during the

armored breakthrough.

1st Inf Div
7éth Inf Div

1-7 8-25 26-31
142s
1521
940 (1) ———

9th armd Div

3727

99th Inf Div
7th armd Div
Corps troops
TOTAL

9th Inf Div

Total
2461

3h (2) -—

=
—_
42

3202

1233

3761

3827 (3) 3200
765
12589
113
460

7027
13354
1045

8946

B68L

17482

1798
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6233

35309

(1) To 16 March
(2) 8 March only

SuCHET

(3) From 9 March

A number of the prisoners taken during the period were of special

interest.

Genmaj SCHIMFF, commanding the 3rd Para Div, took literally

the order to hold the west bank of the RHINE to the last; so did It Col

MARTIN of the 94lst VG Regt, 353rd VG Div and Col FROMBERGER of the

78th VG Regt, 326 VG Div. ‘The breakthrough of our armored columnsled
to the capture of Lt Col DREYER, CO of the 98lst VG Regt, 272 VG Div,

and Lt Col DREWES, CO of the 106th Fz brig "Felderrnhalle",

an officer formerly publishing the "Skorpion*, German propaganda
leaflets for the Wehrmacht, as well as unglish-language propaganda
leaflets for British and american consumption, was apprehended before

he could get back across the HHINE,

an officer and an enlisted man in

the sane business, but broadcasting in imglish to Allied troops, were
overrun by our advame at the end of March.

surrendered himself to our bridgehead troops.

A German war correspondent

‘Iwo groups of trained

saboteurs fell into our hands; five of a squad of seven highly trained

swimmers were driven aut of the water by our defenses before they could
attempt to blow the REMAGKN bridges; twenty-five French-speaking sabo-

teurs, mainly forced volunteers, failed in their first mission of mining

a village behind the american lines and becam not unwilling captives.
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SECTION V, AFTER ACTION REPORT
SUPPLY AND EVACUATION SUMMARY

1.

SUPPLY
a.

Class I (Rations)
(1)

During the period 1 March through 31 March, rations were

issued from First Army supply points in the following
proportions:

"B" Rations

Operational

(2)

-

-

83%

17%

Ration stocks were maintained at a satisfactory level

throughout the period. During the last ten days of the
month, however, Class I truckheads operated on a day=today basis without maintaining reserves because rapid
tactical advances made necessary the frequent displacement of supply points forward and transportation to lift
reserves was not available,

b. Class III

qq) Gasoline and Oil
(a)

The average daily issue of V-80 gasoline for the

month was approximately 96,000 gallons. During the
last twenty days of the month, because of the intensified operations, the daily issue increased
markedly and averaged 123,000 gallons. Adequate
stocks of gasoline were maintained throughout the
period to meet requirements,

(b)

Adequate stocks of allied products were maintained

during the period except for the last five days,
During the last five days priority was given to the

shipment of gasoline to supply points and as a consequence, the stocks of certain grades of oils and

greases were depleted. This shortage was met, however, by a special shipment of fifteen truck loads

of these items by First United States Army.

(2)

Solid Fuel

(a)

Because of the warm weather, negligible quantities
of solid fuel were drawn during the period.
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Glass
(1)

Ordnance

(a)

During the period four ASPs were established to serve

III Corps.

ASP No 144, established in the Remagen

bridgehead on 21 March, vicinity of DATTENBERG, was
the first ASP to be established by United States

forces east of the Rhine River.

(b)

The average expenditure of ammunition for the month

was moderate,

Expenditures were heavy for a short

period preceding the attack leunched from the bridgehead and then dropped considerably during the rapid
advance to the East.

Artillery ammunition expendi-

tures during some days of the advance were nil.

(c) In the period when the bridgehead was being secured,
from 7 March to 16 March, the expenditure of anti-

aircraft ammunition was unusually heavy. Antiaircraft expenditures during this period were:
50 cal.
37mm
40mm

90mm,

(a)

=
-

-

1,962,699 rds
15,000 rds
47,68) rds

633 rds

No critical ammunition shortages developed during
the period.

(2) Chemical
(a) During this month, for the first time since the opera—
tions in the ARDENNES, the availability of all types
of chemical mortar ammunition was more than ample to
meet requirements.
(3)

Engineer

(a)
de

Supply was normal; no critical shortages were exper—

ienced.

TZ
Q)

Quartermaster

(a)

Shortages of certain quartermaster items continued
to be critical. Among items critically short were:

ie)

1a
i
Its

Io
Its

Outfits, cooking, 1-burner
Combat. clothing
(b) During the last ten days of the period there was

little activity in Class II & IV supplies because

of the rapid advance of the troops and the excessive
distances to the Class II & IV Depot.

(2)

Ordnance

(a)

During the period five hundred allocations were issued for 3,135 major items of equipment.
items issued were:
Fire control equipment

Small arms

105mm & 155mm How

Self propelled guns

Light tanks

General purpose vehicles
Special purpose vehicles
Tires and tubes

(3)

Among

1,254 items

393
6

3h

ak

28
32

2,279

Chemical
(a)

A survey was made of Corps troops, exclusive of di-

visions, to determine the quantity of gas masks on
hand in excess of authorized allowances. Results
showed a total excess of 38 masks, gas, service,
lightweight; ten unserviceable masks, gas, service,
lightweight; and two assault masks, These were

turned into the Army CWS Depot.

(b)

(4)

Chemical supplies were adequate to meet requirements.

Medical

(a) Medical supplies were adequate and no critical shortages were reported,

(b) Medical supply points were displaced forward rapidly
in order to give continuous close support to combat
troops.

Signal

Its
13

In
its
lo
iw

(5)

la

tes
ba

iw
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tes

qa) During the month a new problem encountered was the taking
over of and exploitation of commercial telephone exchange

installations. At BAD NEUENAHR, telephone and telegraph

facilities with emergency power system were found intact.
Trunk circuits were opened by removal of heat coils and

all local circuits opened by cutting of jumpers on the main
frame.

(2)

J

Underground circuits were tested from the BAD NEUENAHR ter-

minal to points in the direction of the Corps advance,
These circuits were utilized to the fullest extent by Corps

and Army.

(3) When it became necessary for Army to temporarily suspend

issue of cable and wire because of heavy withdrawals from

depots, intensified recovery activities possible during

the slower advances while consolidating the bridgehead resulted in the recovery of over 900 reels of spiral four

cable and approximately 100 miles of fixed wire.

e

Medical

(2) The crossing of the Roer River and the rapid advances through
ZULPICH, EUSKIRCHEN, and BAD NEUENAHR to the Rhine presented

no particular medical problems,

tions progressed normally.

(2)

During this period opera-

After the seizure of the Rhine River crossing, it became

necessary to provide means for the evacuation of wounded
from the bridgehead. On 13 March, the 1st Hospital Unit of

the 13th Field Hospital opened east of the Rhine River at
UNKEL, Evacuation during the period was effected by LCVP's

across the Rhine at UNKEL and LINZ, by motor ambulance
across the treadway bridge, and by L5 plances from an airstrip near UNKEL.

(3) In rapid advance during the late part of the month very few
casualties resulted, and although evacuation hauls were
long (40 to 50 miles), all patients arrived at hospitals in
very good condition,

(4)

At the end of the period the problem confronting the Med-

ical Service was caring for and supplying liberated Allied

PW camps and overrun German military hospitals.

(5)

For a summary of admission and dispositions see Inclosure
Nol.
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(a)

In the early part of the period during the advance to
the Rhine, it was necessary for First United States

Army to suspend temporarily the issue of cable and

wire because of the large withdrawals from depot stocks.

(b) Large stocks of captured signal equipment were uncovered during the month at:
i.

BAD NEUENAHR - radio repair parts, hook-up wire,

2.

UNKEL - German spiral four, open wire, line tools.

radio tubes.

(c) When it became necessary to establish a switching central on the east side of the Rhine, First United States
Army furnished III Cerps a TC-4 switchboard for the
purpose.

(6) Engineer
(a) During the rapid advance and the extension of supply

lines, transporting of bridging became a critical prob—
len.

1.» Althougn requests made to First United States Army

for 100% replacement of Heavy Ponton bridging was
disapproved, 50% replacement was approved and was

kept at bridge sites on the Rhine River.
Critical items of engineer supply.

1. Foot bridge equipment and items for infantry support rafts were short, however, because amounts on
hand were strictly controlled, operations were not
critically impaired.

typ

(b)

3.

Some items of erection gear for construction of

Bailey bridges were not available the first part
of the period. Necessary tools were improvised,

During the Rhine River crossing the supply of certain items, such as power boats and cranes, was

very critical and items destroyed or lost due to
enemy action could not be replaced.

&. Reserve supplies of Treadway and Heavy Ponton
bridging were not available because of require-

ments for the bridging operations of other Corps
and the crossing of the Rhine River at a date

earlier than anticipated.

(c)
2.

Lumber, rope and cable equipment were secured for the
most part, from captured stocks.

OPERATION

ae Quartermaster
(1)

Laundry

(a)

During the month a Quartermaster Laundry Company operated in support of III Corps. Three platoons serviced

the Divisions and Corps troops while the other platoon
operated with the quartermaster Fumigation and Bath
Company.

(bo) During the rapid movement of the Corps after the breakout of the Remagen bridgehead the volumn of laundry

received was considerably reduced.

The laundry plat-

oons were displaced forward during this time so as to

be ready for operation in close support as soon as
tactical units were able to utilize laundry service.

(2) Fumigation and Bath
(a)

One Fumigation and Bath Company supported III Corps.

Platoons were placed in support of Divisions and Corps
troops and schedules were arranged directly with the
Fumigation and Bath Officer,

(b)

During the rapid advance east of the Rhine River, virtually no requests for shower service were received,

During this time the company followed the advance
without setting up for operation and forward reconnaissance was made for locations in order to place the Fumigation and Bath units in operation as quickly as
possible when units again requested service.
(3)

Salvage

(a) During the month of March, organized salvage activities
on the part of all units decreased during the crossing
of the Roer and Rhine Rivers because of the speed of

ash =
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advance. In addition because all the transportation
available to Corps was used to haul troops and sup-

plies, it was not possible for Corps to conduct as

extensive a recovery program as during previous months.

() About 15 March a critical shortage of gasoline cans

developed, III Corps provided four trucks to the 619
Quartermaster Battalion to conduct gasoline can salvage operations in rear of the Corps area, On 27 Mar
two additional trucks were made available. During

this program 6,112 gasoline cans were recovered.

(4)

Burial and Graves Registration.

(a) During March, 1,753 American and 657 enemy dead were
evacuated through Corps and Division Graves Registration Collecting Points.

(b)

Of the total American dead evacuated during March, one
body remained unidentified,

(c)

On 5 March a Corps Graves Registration Collecting Point
was established in order to reduce the distance neces—
sary for the Divisions to transport dead.

During the

advance to the East the Corps Graves Registration Col-

lecting Point displaced forward so as to keep within
10 miles of division collecting points. Personnel and
transportation from Corps was used to evacuate dead to

the Army Military Cemetery at HENRI-CHAPELLE, Belgium,

(a)

In order to reduce the turn around Army was requested
to establish an intermediate Graves Registration Col-

lecting Point.

On 14 March, Army established a Graves

Registration Collecting Point at EUSKIRCHEN.

(e) On 29 March the Graves Registration Company supporting
III Corps established, at the request of Army, a cemetery at ITTENBACH, Germany.
be.

Ordnance

(1)

The 83d Ordnance Battalion with seven maintenance companies,

together with three maintenance companies and one depot company of the 47th Ordnance Battalion, had the mission of supporting III Corps.

(2)

Ordnance units gave satisfactory support to combat units

throughout the period.
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(a)

In some instances difficulty was experienced in securing sites suitable for operation. Hard standing
required by ordnance companies during rainy seasons

was available only in limited quantities in the areas

most suitable for ordnance support. In addition
priorities necessarily established to control the
large amount of supply traffic and troop movements

into the Remagen Bridgehead over the Limited road

net hampered the movement of ordnance companies for—
ward.

(b)

then it was not possible to place ordnance companies

in close support of using units, contact teams were
formed and sent forward to remain with supported

units. This system operated satisfactorily as evidenced by the fact that during the period no artillery piece was out of operation for more than twenty

four hours because of maintenance difficulties.
Ce

Engineer

(1)

Bridging
(a)

Bailey:

During the period thirty-five fixed Bailey

bridges, a total of 2,890 feet, was constructed,

addition, one floating Bailey bridge of 1,060 feet
was constructed across the Rhine River,
(b)

Treadway:

In

During the period thirty-seven fixed Tread-

way bridges, a total length of 1,320 feet, was constructed. In addition, 1,140 feet of floating Tread-

way bridge was constructed.
(c)

Heavy Ponton:

One Heavy Ponton bridge, 969 feet in

length, was constructed across the Rhine River.

(4)

Special Bridges: Two 72 feet Foot bridges and one
72 foot Infantry Support bridge were committed during
the period,

(e) Fixed timber: No fixed timber bridges were constructed,
(2)

Instruction and assistance in camouflage technique was fur-

nished by the engineer camouflage company in support of III

Corps. This unit also furnished camouflage material when
and where needed,
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Traffic clearances.

qa) During the period Corps operations included the advance

from the Koer River to the Rhine River, the crossing of the
Rhine River, the breakout from the bridgehead, and a rapid

advance deeper into Germany.

During all these operations

there was considerable shifting of troops within the Corps

area and movement of troops into and through the Corps area
in addition to the heavy supply traffic necessary to support these operations,

Although some traffic into the Corps

area, especially during the period of the Rhine River crossing and the subsequent build-up in this bridgehead, was not
cleared, the system of scheduling and routing of convoys

made possible maximum utilization of limited road nets with
congestion and delay reduced to a minimum,

Two hundred and eight six convoys involving 30,433 vehicles

were scheduled and routed by the Traffic Section, G-4 Office.

(3) The following divisions or elements moved into, through, or
out of the Corps sector:

1st Infantry Division, 2d Infantry

Division, 3d Armored Division, 7th Armored Division, 9th In-

fantry Division, 9th Armored Division, 28th Infantry Division 78th Infantry Division and 104th Infantry Division.

(4) Of 229 clearances for movement of service and supporting
units, 74 (32%) were issued to field artillery units, 55

(24%) to antiaircraft artillery units, 49 (21%) to engineer

units, 1, (6%) to ordnance units with the remaining (17%)

issued to tank destroyer, signal, quartermaster, cavalry,
tank, chemical, medical and other miscellaneous units.
(5)

The 286 clearances issued were requested as follows:
Number

First U. S. Army

Corps units

Other Corps

ah

Divisions

be

65

wW9
AT

Percentage

22.7

52.1

8.7

16.4.

Circulation and Control

(2) The principal problem during the period was the control of
traffic circulation to and across the Rhine River bridges
Sears
SECRET

-

(2)

Plan

(a)

Up until the time when responsibility was assumed by

III Corps on 12 March, traffic control over the river

Was exercised by the 9th Armored Division. Prior to
assuming control of traffic over the river, III Corps
established a circulation plan for traffic moving to

the river,

Traffic approaching the Remagen crossing

was fed into the site on a one-way traffic loop with
counter-clockwise circulation. The western end of
the traffic loop was established at ESSIG with the
eastern end at REMAGEN, The roads were adequate for

one-way traffic but were not capable of carrying
full two-way traffic.

()

‘Traffic moving over the approach roads were controlled through clearances issued by G-4, Traffic Headquarterse —

(ec)

(a)

The supervision and regulation of traffic on roads
and bridges was exercised by the REMAGEN Traffic Head—
quarters, staffed and operated by the 14th Cavalry
Group.
The capacities and limitation of bridges were deter-

mined by the Corps Engineer who in turn kept the Remagen Traffic Headquarters fully informed at all times
as to condition of bridges, boats and ferries.

(e) The Provost Marshal maintained close liaison with G-4
Traffic Section and The Remagen Traffic Headquarters.

(£)

The following communication system was established to
control the flow of traffic at critical points.

1.

Full period telephone from G-), Traffic Section to
Remagen Traffic Headquarterse

2.

Radio and telephone communication between Remagen

Traffic Headquarters, traffic control posts at the
ends of each bridge, and traffic control posts on

roads leading to bridges and ferries,

(3) Volume of traffic over bridges
(a) Although bridge traffic was heavy throughout the opera
ton, bridge capacity exceeded capacity of the road net

leading to the bridge sites.

1a

ies

(b) During the period 160500 March to 280500 March (12
days) a total of 58,308 vehicles passed over the
bridges with 36,754 vehicles traveling eastward
and 21,55), westward,
(c) For additional data see inclosures 2, 3, 4 and 5.
5 Incls:

#1 - Summary of Casualties: Admissions and Dispositions

#2 - Traffic Density Data - Remagen Bridgehead
#3 - Graph - Total Traffic,Rhine Bridges

#, - Graph - Traffic - East and Wiest Bound, Rhine Bridges

#5 - Graph - Average Hourly Traffic, Rhine Bridges
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ADMISSIONS

SIA
LIA
REM

-

~

Frost Bite

Battle Injuries

(

DISPOSITIONS

m

395
3399

= Severely Wounded in Action
= Lightly Wounded in Action
— ‘Remaining
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1
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1
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18%
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7h2
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Explanation of Abbreviations:
BEX

TF

N.P. = Neuropsychiatries
N.B.I, - Non-battle Injuries
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SECTION VI, SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS, HEADQUARTERS III CORPS

PERSONNEL
1, Battle and Non-Battle Casualties: During the month, units
under III Corps suffered 4 total of 7274 battle casualties and 3481

were hospitalized for illness and non-battle injuries, The following
table indicates these casualties by major component and type:

:

Table No, 1

Total
: Days in:
Casualties: Cor)

1655

13

2094,

th Armd Div_:
157
3
Total
2 903 35677 + 69h 3

168
SUSU

ig.

463
1280
10755..

22

3

BL
¢
20:
2

Of the above figures, only 82 killed, 72) wounded and 97 miss—

ing can be directly attributed to the crossing of the Rhine River and
subsequent action between the inclusive dates 7 to 11 March 1945.

2. Prisoers of War Captured: A total of 33795 prisoners of war
were captured by III Corps units during the period. See Table No, 2 for

the breakdown of captures by major components and by date.

3. Heinforcemmts and Hospital Returnees: The reinforcement situation was never particularly acute at any time during the period. A

shortaze cf ingineer and Field Artillery trained personnel does exist,
however, to the extent that within divisions it was necessary to effect
transfers from other branches to fill existing enlisted vacancies. 7949

reinforcements were received during the period, and 2645 former members

of units were returned from hospitals.
down by major components.
4. Graves Registration:
cemeteries:

See Tables 3 and 4 for the break-

Burials were made in the following

U. S. Military Cemetery - Henri-Chapelle, Belgium.
Aericen, Allied end German dead.

U.S, Military Cemetery ho, 1 - Ittenbach, Germany.
American dead.
German wilitary Cenetery No, 1 - Ittenbach, G
German dead.
5.

wards and Decorations:

6.

Special Service:

The following awerds were made oy

this headjuarters:
1, Silver Stars, 105 Bronze Star wedals end 18
Air Medals. In addition to the above, reco
tions for 2 uedals of
Honor, 6 Legions of Merit end 22 Distinguished Service Crosses were
approved end forwarded to the Army Commander,
Approximately 280000 troons received

Special Service benefits of one type or another through the medium of
12 civilian shows, 39 USO shows, 24 Soldier shows, 24 orchestre appear—
ances, loaned motion picture films, and sisilar forms'of enterteinnent.
Publications distributed through this service included 708750 copies of

Stars and Stripes, 58200 copies of Yank, 130250 copies of Tomorrow,
125500 copies of Warweek, 40000 copies of arm: Talks end 6975 copies of
Flash.

7. American Red Cros.
The Corps Field Director handled 144
new welfare cases, closed 133 cases and at tiie close of the period had
61 cases unfinished. Comfort itess were distributed as follows through

medical channels, the Corps Kest Center and directly to troops in the
field: 2400 packs of chewing gua, 2500 packs of cigarettes, 1800 candy
bars, 600 bars of soap, 500 combs, 750 tubes of toothpaste, 1300 pecks
of tobacco and numerous other items such as magazines, hone town nevs—

papers, playing cards and stationery. The clubmobile section served
doughnuts and coffee to approximately 66000 troops during the period,
8.

Leaves, Furloughs ani Passes:
a.

To the United States:

Under the provisions of Circular

124, Headquarters European Theater of Operations, United States Aray,
1944, a total of 634 officers and enlisted men were returned to the

United States for 30 day periods of leave or furlough,

Not more than

8 percent of this total were officers and priority of selection was
given to those with long periods of service overseas and whose duties
required them to be habitually in front line company areas,

tions to major components were as follows:

Ast Infantry Division
9th Infantry Division
78th Infantry Division
SECRET
- 96 -

2h2
179
is

Alloca-

SECxET
O9th Infantry Divisiou
7th armored Division
9th armored Viv.

Gorps Troops

26
43
17

109

b, III Corgs west Center, Huy, belgium: The capacity of
the Center was increased to 1000 for each 72 hour period and numerous
recreation facilities were added during the month. The neture of the
tactical operation during the latter half of the month prohibited
caany units frou availing themselves of its services. In spite of this,
however, a tote? of 162 officers and 319€ enlisted men visited the
Center.
ce. To Faris, France: The privilege of visiting Paris, France
for 72 hour periods of informal leave or pass was extended to 377
officers and 1834 enlisted men from elements of the Corps.

a,

To Srussels, Belgium:

A total of 67 officers and 567

enlisted men were granted 72 hour leaves or passes to visit Brussels

during the caonth,

e. To Great Britain: ‘Iwo plans were in operation which
permitted personnel of the commend to visit the United Kingdon. One
ofthese plans pernitted a limited number of field grade officers to
fi
lke journey by air for 72 hour periods of temporary duty or on 7
day leave, =
Twenty nine officers availed themselves of
this privilese during the period, ‘he second plan pernitted all grades
to travel by surface transportation
for 7 day periods of leave and fur~
lough. Under this plan 37 officers and 445 enlisted men visited the
United Kingdom,
f.

7 day neriots

Ic the diviera Recreational Area:

The initial quota for

of leave or furlough to the Riviera was received late in

Li LL

the veriod. Un 27 Larch the first eroup, consisting of 3 officers and
21 enlisted sen departed for the Zecreation Area by plane.
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SECTION VIT
MILITARY GOVERNMENT SUMMARY

1,

Situation

a,

Military operations conducted by the III Corps during the month

of March may well be characterized as "fast and furious".

Fast advan—

ces made during the period permitted the Military Government Officers

on Division Staffs or Detachments spearheading the Divisions, to accom
plish only what is known as the "initial phase" of military Government

functions, and this only in about one half of the towns and communities

embraced by the Corps area.

The initial phase functions comprised the

the appointment of new or temporary retention of present burgermeisters,

posting of proclamations and ordering the civilians to turn in weapons,

ammunition and radio sending apparatus.

As quickly as new territories

were uncovered, regular Military Government Detachments, "pin-pointed"
~~
for the area, were called forward and deployed, leaving to them the set-

ting up of full scale Military Government Operations.

b. Many towns and villages, especially on the west bank of the
Rhine River, were badly damaged and some completely destroyed and in

such instances most of the population, including all the officials, fled

or were evacuated by the Nazis before our advance. Many dead civilians

were uncovered in the ruins of their homes and public buildings.

The

premises of financial institutions, public utilities and factories were

found destroyed by bombing and shellfire, and there is virtually nothing

of value remaining in such areas,

Among the larger towns, on the west

bank of the Rhine, uncovered during the first ten days of period was Bad
Godesberg. The town is the birthplace of Beethoven, is known as a
health resort, and in 1939 was the seat of the meeting of the appeasers,
Hitler, Chamberlain, et als.

This town was only 10% damaged and inves-

tigation revealed that out of normal population of 32,000, not 50 persons complied with Nazi evacuation order.

c. Despite the extensive damage and destruction to life and property, the reaction and attitude of the populace in areas west of the

Rhine, to Military Government, was that of docility and anxiety to
oblige and conform to orders and restrictions,

They appeared to be

well fed and much better clothed than the people of England: that was
true of rural areas particularly, On the east side of the Rhine a mark—
ed increase in the total number of rabid members of the Nazi Party was
observed, which seems to indicate that this condition will be accentua-

ted as we enter deeper into Germany.

d. The people appeared to adopt an opportunistic policy of coopera
tion with the ‘merican Forces, and they showed evidence of war weariness

|

and a desire for a period of peace.

There was also evidence of dread

of the Russians, undoubtedly the result of the Nazi propaganda about

the Russian "beast".

e. Reports from Military Government Officers in the field indicate that local civilian food resources were sufficient for periods

varying from one to six months. Considerable carly spring farmwork

was in evidence everywhere.

Requests for manual laborers for mili-

tary units, particularly road work, are being only in part, filled.
Military Government Officers report 100% cooperation from Purgermeisters and civilian labor, in the removal of road blocks, street repair,
burial of dead animals, and general clean-up.

£.

Surveys made by !Military Government Netachments indicated a

general shortage of drugs, and a rather serious shortage of doctors

and other medical personnel.

There was a noticeable decline in pub-

lic health.

During first three weeks of Varch, 160 cases of typhus

Godesberg.

Cases were reported to Military Government Public Health

were reported in the Corps area, of which number, 100 were in Bad

Officials who carried out control program, furnished supplies, immunized personnel, deloused and isolated suspects. Approximately 50
cases of diphtheria were reported.

g. Operations of Military Government Courts, in Corps area, were

conducted with scrupulous fairness,

Two petitions for Review of two

sentences by Summary Courts for violation of Law No, 53 (Foreign Currency) were considered by Corps Commander and sentences quashed. Re-

maining cases were of minor nature involving violations of curfew restrictions and unauthorized possession of United States Government

Property.
h,

Violators were fined, ’and fines paid.

Military Government Officers report that the problem of observ-

ance of SCAFF's policy forbidding troops to fraternize with civilians

Although the
in occupied Germany has to date presented no difficulty.
Americans are known to be "poor haters" the anti-fraternization order
is being adhered to commendably.
4.

Coordination between tactical troops and Military Government

Detachments has enabled tactical restrictions on civilian circulation
to be modified, generally within three to five days, so as to allow

civilian workers to travel to and from work and to permit the handling
farmers
and distribution of food stuffs within tactical areas, to allow
to go about their chores and to allow normal church services. Command-

ing Officers of tactical units have, in innumerable instances, carried

not
out the "initial phase" of Military Government functions in areas

servyet reached by Wilitary Government Officers, thereby rendering
ices of inestimable value.

je It is estimated that during subject period approximately
100,000 Displaced Persons, forced laborers and Allied Prisoners of
War have been uncovered in TII Corps Area, the largest number being
Russians, These people present many problems, not the least of which
is a potential security problem. Many of them are of military age
and therefore capable of sabotage and espionage. Undoubtedly amongst

them are many German Soldiers, deserters and enemy agents. Many of
them of other than German Nationality were brought into Germany as

forced laborers, Todt Workers, or on their own accord to work or fight

in battalions composed of foreigners with Nazi ideals, Military Covernment Officers, together with CIC personnel, are doing a splendid
job of sifting through this mass of humanity and if some slip through,
it will be due to the overwhelming numbers of these people and the impossibility of handling the problem under present set-up.

k.

Many disturbances are constantly reported, most of them

alleged to be committed by the Russians.

Military Government Detach-

ments have been forced to call tactical units for troops to prevent or
to stop looting, pillage and unjustifiable terrorizing of women and
children.

Due to preoccupation with tactical operations and lack of

facilities and personnel, no organized or systematized program of

evacuation and repatriation of this assorted mass of humanity has so

far been initiated. For the time being, Military Government Detachments are instructed to hold the displaced persons in place and charge
the local German authorities with responsibility of sheltering and

feeding them.

2.

Assignment of Detachments and
a.

Operations

During the period 1 March to 31 March 1945, Military Government

Detachments were assigned as follows:

Tip2

HYH2
19G2
H5D2

K9536

Zweifall

Gymnich
Brthl
Linz
Vicht

Stadt Meckenheim
Rott

Zulpich

Erp
Bréihl

Bad Neuenahr
Bad Neuenahr
Giessen

Period

Coord

City

Detachment,

F3049
FAL32
F6819
K9639

F5025
K9332

F2333

F2941
F132

F5816
F5816
66621

SECRET

1 March -

7
9
11
1

March
March
March
March

5 March

- 9 March
- 10 March
- 28 March
- 5 March

8 March - 14 March
1 March - 4 March

4 March - 14 March

4, March - 10 March
10 March ~ 15 March

15 March - 27 March
27 March - 28 March
28 March - 28 March

SECRET
Detachment,

7123

City

Roetgen
Rheinbach

H2B3

F2538
F6420

7 March - 9 March
9 March - 12 March

F6521

Roetgen

K9229

F6L21

F731
F2831

Flammersheim
Bad Godesberg

Euskirchen

Fuskirchen

Bonn

TyD2
H3B3

i March - 5 March
12 March - 23 March

Frpel.

Wollershein
Durscheven

GlH2

F9229
FAL25

F9727

Honnef

TAHQ*

Period

Lammersdorf

Flammersheim
Remagen

H6H2

Coord

5 March

12 March - 14 March
14 March - 19 March
1 March -

5 March 8 March -

5 March

8 March
8 March

F2538
F6032

8 March - 9 March
9 March - 17 March

F3329

7 March -

¥3329

F5537

:

1 March -

6 March - 14 March
9 March

9 March = 9 March

Zulpich
Stadt Meckenheim
Erpel
Bad Godesberg

F2333
F5025
F6521
F6032

13
14
26
17

March
March
March
March

-

14
23
31
20

March
March
March
March

F1p2
HLD2*

Erpel
Zulpich
Bad Neuenahr
Erpel
Westerburg

F6521
F2333
P58l6
F6521
ans

13
7
12
23
27

March
March
March
March
March

~
-

23
12
28
25
31

March
March
March
March
March

I5B3

Bad Neuenahr

F5816

T6D2

Linz

H3D2
13B3

T1oD2
I5D2*

F819

Bad Neuenahr
Wetzlar

F5816
C5418

Selters
Erda

Go2Ly
G5631

25 March - 26 March

2h,March - 28 March
28 March - 31 March

27 March - 28 March

28 March ~ 28 March
29 March - 31 March

b. During first half of period, three Displaced Persons Centers,
operated by Army controlled Detachments, were available for transfer of

Displaced Persons from Corps area:

these were at Brand, Rheinbach and

Duisdorf, and it is estimated that 5,000 DPs were evacuated to these
centers during first half of period.
c.

Detachments reestablished local government under Military

Government control, posted proclamations, set up Military Government
Courts, established law and order; called in weapons, ammunition and

radio sending apparatus, issued orders "freezing" local population in

place.
d.

Carried out registration of Nazis, removed many Nazis holding

Is

- is
Ist

1 iss
ve la
°

la

local positions, and effected the surrender of many hundreds of German

Ia

In
Is
1a
=
Is

Soldiers in and out of uniform, delivering them to PW Cages.
e.

Uncovered and reported very large stocks of German Army and

Nazi Party materials, ammunition, foodstuffs and other items of war
booty.
f,

Surveyed the areas for available accommodations and assisted

g.
labor.

Assisted tactical units in procurement of necessary civilian

in billeting of troops.

ie
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h. Supervised evacuation of civilians from areas in immediate
vicinity of military operations to provide security from attack by
land, air or water and to prevent enemy counterintelligence activities.

SECTION VIII, AFTEX ACTICN ashORT
ENGINEER OPERATIONS

Engineer operations for the month of March 1945, began with the normal engineer support of the Corps attack, following the crossing of the

Roer River, and ended in a normal support mission when the Corps was pinched
out in front o’ the Eder Dam, 110 miles farther to the east. Between these
two normal support missions, the Corps Engineer troops took part in an engineer operation which had not been performed since the days of Napoleon and

which is the ambition of every professional military engineer - the cross—
ing of the Rhine River.

At the beginning of the month, the two Corps engineer groups each con-

sisted of three combat battalions, a light ponton company, and a treadway

bridge company.

In addition, the Corps had one light equipment company

and a mine exploder company from the tank battalion, One of the engineer
battalions was removed from group control and placed in the direct support

mission with the 9th Armored Division in order to assist this division as
closely as possible in its dash from the Roer River to the Rhine.

Engineer

operations during this phase were routine in nature and consisted mainly of
filling shell holes and craters and other hasty road work necessary to move

the divisions forward.

The situation moved so fast there was no time for

more deliberate engineer work.

After seizure of the Remagen Railway Bridge by the 9th Armored Division
on 7 March, the Corps engineer groups were immediately assigned the task of
providing more crossings in order to build up and support the Corps bridge—
head. Initially, two tactical bridges and a series of ponton rafts were
planned in order to provide continuous two-way traffic, while the railway
bridge was taken out of operation for necessary repairs. The 111lth Engineer Combat Group was assigned the mission of constructing a treadway

bridge downstream from the railway bridge and of constructing and operating

nine heavy ponton rafts at three sites, two upstream of the bridge and one
downstream. The 1159th Engineer Combat Group was assigned the mission of
constructing a heavy ponton bridge and of providing sites for and operating

LCVP 's and DUKW's.

For this operation, one heavy ponton battalion and three

treadway bridge companies, including the two normally attached to Corps,

were attached to the 1111th Engineer Combat Groupe Two heavy ponton bat—
talions, one amphibious truck company, and a Naval unit, equipped with six~
teen LCVPts, were attached to the 1159th Engineer Combat Groups
Crossing sites were selected by the Corps Engineer on the night of
7 March and equipment was moved down to the sites commencing that evening.
A schedule of operations was prepared and issued with Operations Instructions

Noo 19, which was issued on 8 March. A copy of this schedule is reproduced
on the next page. The copy reproduced in this report differs from the

SE

19

original schedule only in that actual starting and completion times have

REL

Heavy Ponton Ferry in operation,

Treadway bridge after being
hit by artillery fire.

Construction of the impact boom,
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been filled in.

This schedule was followed completely, except that sites

1 and 2, and 6 and 7, were interchanged in order that the ferries might
operate downstream from the bridges. Site 9 was not usedo

The treadway bridge was begun first and was constructed amid heavy

artillery fire and continuous air attacks, intended by the enemy not only
to destroy the railway bridge which had been captured intact, but also to
prevent the construction of tactical bridges.

The Corps Engineer established a forward command post at the bridge
site in Remagen, and having been instructed by the Commanding General III

Corps that he was in complete charge of all engineer operations, he re-

mained ai the sites and directed the entire operation. After inspecting
the sites, the Corps Engineer strongly considered changing the site of the

heavy ponton bridge from site 2 to site 8.

Construction had already begun

at site 8 on heavy ponton rafts, and apparently the enemy believed that

the bridge was being constructed at this point, for he shelled site 8 con-

timously throughout the entire operation.

After seeing this, it was de-

cided to leave the heavy ponton site where it was originally scheduled
and construction proceeded on this bridge almost without interruption by
enemy activity.

Construction and operation of ponton rafts at site 8

served as an excellent decoy in drawing fire away from the actual bridge

sites

The assistant Corps Engineer kept a diary of events at the forward
command post, which shows in detail the progress of construction and the

events that occurred.
tions

This diary is reproduced at the end of this sec-

In addition to the units mentioned above, an engineer battalion was
provided by First Army for the construction of booms upstream of the

bridges to protect them from swimmers, submarines, or floating mines.

Original plans called for an impact boom, a log boom, and a net boom, but

after these were completed, two additional booms were constructed farther
upstreame

The treadway bridge which was completed on 10 March, was 1032 feet

long and required 11,140 man hours for construction.

The ponton bridge,

completed the following day, was 969 feet long and required 12,600 man
hours for constriction.

After the construction had been successfully completed, the railway

bridge was closed on 12 March in order that much needed repairs could be

made.

Repair work was carried out on this bridge by elements of the 276th

Engineer Combat Battalion and by the 1058th Port Constriction and Repair

Group, which had been sent up by Adsec. On the 17th of March, the railway bridge suddenly collapsed without warning, causing many casualties
among the engineer personnel who were then working on ite
Although the two tactical bridges which had been constricted were
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sufficient to support the operations on the east side of the river, they

provided no factor of safety in the event the enemy's continued attempts
to destroy the bridges were successful. Consequently, First Army placed

the 1120th Engineer Combat.Group under operational control of III Corps

and this group constructed a floating bailey bridge downstream from the

treadway bridge.

In addition to the enemy's attempt to knock out the bridges by
artillery and air bombardment, he also attempted to destroy them by send—
ing in Gamm swimmers, equipped with rubber suits and plastite explosives.
Their possible use had been foreseen, however, and effective measures had
been taken to prevent them from accomplishing their mission.

In addition

to the booms mentioned above, security guards were posted along both banks

far upstream, CNL search lights were in place to shine on the water, and

explosive charges of 50 pounds of dynamite were dropped in the water upstream of the bridges every five minutes.

That these measures were suc—

cessful, is proved by the fact that four Gamm swimmers were captured and

on interrogation stated that the defensive measures were extremely ef~

fective and that they had been deterred by the fear of the concussion
caused by the explosive charges.

After completing the Rhine River crossing, the Corps Engineer units
resumed their normal functions in support of the Corps attack and at the

same time maintained the tactical bridges on the Rhine. After the breakthrough from the bridgehead was begun, one engineer battalion and a platoon of treadway bridge was attached to the 7th Armored Division to pro~

vide them with close support in their dash from the bridgehead to
Giessen and thence northward to the Eder See.

The remaining Corps Engi~

neer troops performed normal support missions with the infantry divisions,
their principal task being the replacement of blown bridges on the auto—
bahn which was used as the Corps main supply route.
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The maps contained in Annex 3 to this report show engineer work
boundaries, CP locations, and main roads maintained during the month.

A direct hit at one
of the assembly
sites.

Railway bridge
after it collapsed,

tte:
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DIARY OF EVENTS

0801C0 Mar - Capt. Dowling left Zulpich for Remagen to check Railway Bridge condition and explosives. Arrived at bridge site approximately 0800.
9th Armd Engr Bn of 9th Armd Div had found 14 charges and removed

8 and cut wires leading to the charges. The upstream side of the
east end of the arch span had one charge detonated.

This charge

severed all members at this panel point, resulted
in the top rib
of the arch on the upstream side carrying all loads,

081000 Mar ~ Left bridge site to return to Zulpich.

090930 Mar

Col. Lyons and Capt. Dowling left Zulpich for bridge site at Remage
Arrived at Bridge site at 1430. Delayed by traffic at Euskirchen
and at Stadt Manheim.

091030 Mar = Work started on treadway bridge approachess

091100 Mar = One 23 ton truck and 7 men hit by artillery fire at west approach
of treadway bridge.

091230 Mar

Actual construction of floating elements began. Progress about 50*
per hour. Being hindered by artillery fire. The 29lst Engr C Bn,

988th and 998th Engr Tdwy Br Cos doing actual construction.

The

988th Engr Tdwy Br Co and 8th Engr Heavy Pon Bn were delayed 6

hours by traffic.

Actually arrived vic of bridge site at 0600.

091400 Mar = Boom construction began. Was slow due to delay in equipment arriving, sabotage of equipment and observed artillery fire in the
vicinity.

Construction being done by 164th Engr C Bne

091432 Mar ~ Railway bridge bombed and strafed, one plane downs
091432 - 091500 Mar - Inspected ferry sites.
091500 Mar = Met Colonel Carter, Army Engineer, and discussed bridge situation.
Asked that he keep floating bailey equipage off the road. Traffic
on main Railway Bridge blocked by vehicle hit by artillery fire and
interdicting artillery fire.

091515 Mar = Met Colonel Anderson, CO, 1111th Engr C Gp, at treadway bridge
site.

Discussed bridge and ferry construction.

091630 Mar - Met General Leonard, 9th Armd Div, discussed engineer situation and
engineer priority traffic. General Leonard stated that General
Millikin requested hourly reports on the bridge and ferry progress.

(Note: Requested this report to come from CCB sub R’and not us)

In regard to traffic, he was informed that we would need a special

traffic priority to get one section of treadway bridge company
reloaded and back to bridge sites
091645 kar - AAA ammunition truck hit by enemy artillery fire on road under
east railway bridge approach span. Track was set afire and am-

munition exploded, blocking the roade
the road by an angle-dozere

Was finally pushed off

091700 Mar - Enginear advanced CP opened at river bank in cellar, 300' north

of west treadway bridge approacho

091755 Mar - Ferry in operation at site 7.
091800 Mar = Treadway out 200 feet.
oO 0 Mar - Made radio report to Century CG. Railway bridge reopened for
light traffic. It was open at all times to foot troops except

during frequent periods of eemy artillery concentrations.

092000 Mar - No communications with Century as yet.
Mar.

It was requested 081200

092030 Mar = Col. Coker, 9th Armored Division and Col. Kirkland, 111th Engr
C Gp called. Cole Coker requested we take over the work on the
railway bridge entirely. One platoon of the 276th Engr C Bn was
working on the bridge at this time. Gave instructions to Cole
|
Fields of the 1159th Engr C Gp to take over all work on the rail|

way bridges

092300 Mar - The liaison officer of 310th Infantry, and an officer from division
engineer office, 78th Infantry Division called at CP.

Requested

information on bridging situatione The 310th. Infantry wished to
pass a CT on the 10th, time unlmowm. Wanted to know what would
be available at that time. He was informed that the railway bridge
would be open and a 3 raft ferry at site 2 at approximately 100800;

the treadway bridge at 101200; a 3 raft ferry was now operating
at site 7; and a three raft ferry at site 8 at 101000.

All this

to be available, barring memy artillery action, or barring enemy
|

action.

Traffic priority would have to be obtsined from 9th

Armored Division.

092400 Mar = Capt. Langley and Lt. Harvie arrived at CP with the following mes-

sage from CG of Century:

The Corps Engineer would be in charge

of all bridging and ferrying.

The Corps Engineer was to contact

General Craig imnediately, and send radio when contact was made.

Make report to General Craig hourly of bridging progress and to
include progress of Army boome

100001 ~ 100300 Mar - All work discontinued at all sites due to enemy artillery

SECRET
actions

Raking fire of several guns was sweeping treadway

construction area.

Great deal of air burst artillery shells

being used. Appeared to be direct fire with close in ob-servation. One compressor and two cranes knocked out; 26
floats completely assenbled with tread attached were hit,

which required that they be removed from the water, disassembled and patched. (this means that 312' additional bridging will have to be constructed and a delay in the progress

of the bridge of about 5 hours).

100300 - 101205 Mar - Enemy artillery continues interdicting railway
bridge with observed artillery fire, approximately 1 round

every 30 seconds on east abutment and east tower. Infantry
crossing on foot having large number of casualties.

101205 Mar -

Work stopped by enemy observed artillery fire. Railway bridgr
and east tower and abutment and approach catching helle 1
round of heavy stuff every 5 minutes on treadway sites

101225 Mar - Railway bridge bombed and strafed.
101230 Mar -

Enemy artillery scored direct hit on treadway bridge at west

end. 15 floats ruined. Going ahead and building bridge to
far shore as treads are holding damaged portion in place.
Vamaged floats will be replaced when bridge bas been completed.
One Brockway knocked outo

101330 Mar - Col. Orsinger, Century G-4, called to talk over supplying of
units on the far shore.

101,00 Mar = Lt. Erwin, 9th Infantry Div gave us information that all eneny
OP's were being smoked by the artillery and that rope supplies
were at west approach of treadway bridge. Ferry site #3 read
for foot troopse 7 LCVP's available.

101500 Mar - Artillery representatives called at CP, Col. Williams, III

Corps and Col. Perry of Army. Sent message to Army Engineer
by Cole Perry for additional ponton and treadway materiel

for reserves

101545 - 101730 Mar = Bombed and strafed.
101600 Mar - Ponton bridge started.
101710 Mar

- Treadway bridge reached far shore. Total length 1032’.
17 casualties for the day and 3 air compressors.

101830 mar ~ Bombed.

Had 6 rounds of heavy artillery at ponton bridge site.
Continuous shelling of west bridge approach.

101930 Mar ~ 2 trestles and hinge span raft on both banks and have begun
assenblying of rafts and construction of bridge.

110600 Mar

- Heavy Ponton Bridge 2/3 completed. No enemy action at the site
except for sniping during the hours of darkness.

111200 Mar - Heavy Ponton Bridge 3/4 finished.
corrected.

Has a bow in it which can be

111500 Mar - Heavy Ponton bridge completed to far shore.

In attempting to

take the bow out by using an LCVP, the LCVP broached in the

swift current and carried out the hinge span on the east banke
Artillery fire throughout period. Requested again that
civilians be removed, Enemy artillery fire still on all sites.

Several bombing and strafing attacks.

112300 Mar - Heavy Ponton Bridge opened for traffic at 112300 Mar.

Bridge

was constructed by 5lst Engr C Bn, 181st and 552d Engr Hv Pon

Bnse

‘

120600 Mar - Enemy artillery on railway bridge, believed to be railroad gun.
Army has disapproved of setting up of near and far shore DUKW
supply points.

This means DUKW'S will have to make long road

hails and will not be used to the maximum efficiency. Army
also refused to allow building of an additional heavy ponton

bridge below Unkel.

(This would be very desirable for us).

121600 Mar - Debris net in place across Ahr river.
121800 Mar - Railway bridge closed to traffic.
121900 Mar - Anti-mine net progress as follows: All anchors in place, 75%
of jackstays in place. All jackstays estimated in place by
122100. This will give effect of cable boom to intercept floating objects. Work begun on impact boom upstream of mine net.
River security remains in effect.

122200 Mar

- River lighted upstream of railway bridge and heavy ponton

bridge. 50 Cal. MG's and 75mm guns placed to fire on suspicious floating objects in river, River work proceeding
more smoothly.

130900 Mar

- Steel scow came dow stream, slightly damaged heavy ponton

bridge. Two other scows intercepted by 164th Engr C Bns

Vehicle count, Heavy Ponton Bridge, 120800 - 130800 Mar, 2,361.
131020 Mar - Sea mules on the way.

131000 - 131500 Mar - Heavy ponton bridge has had 5 strafing and bombing attacks.

Major Tompkins, Commanding Officer of 552nd Engr Hv Pon Bn

SECEETL
killed, and an undetermined number of casualties during the
1500 air attack. Some boats and floats damaged. 1159th

Engr C Gp initiated reconnaissance of crossing sites between
Oberwinter and Rolandseck and road reconnaissance for detrucking point east of Corps return traffic route.

131730 - 131900 Mar - Bridge sites bombed and strafed again.

Col. Lyons

requested Century 5 to secure permission to retain one complete ponton battalion. It is felt necessary that a complete
battalion with all equipment and a full load of bridge be

held in reserve in view of strong enemy action at the bridge
sites. Col. Lyons stated that he wished to go on record for
this as this is a command responsibility. Usual artillery
actione

14,0230 - 140700 Mar ~ Enemy artillery, two or three rounds every 30 minutes —
during period. 4 boats and 9 floats damaged of the ponton
bridge. ‘Sniping from Ling and Kripp. Vehicle count, Heavy

Ponton Bridge 130800 - 140800 Mar, 2,118,

140930 Mar - Called Col. Edwards, Century G-3 Section, regarding civilians
infiltrating back to cleared towns.
141000 Mar - 1 Company of the 51st Engr C Bn to operational attachment to
552nd Engr Heavy Pon Bn and 4 LCVP's to 111]1th Engr C Gp at
site 8

1111th Engr C Gp to have everything in the area north

of the railway bridge.

1159th Engr C Gp to have everything

in the area south of the railway bridge, including the railway bridge. The 299th Engr C Bn will operate all ferries in

the llllth Engr C Gp area, and the 552nd Engr Hv Pon Bn in

the 1159th Area.

141,00 Mar - Army stated that three more booms would be constructed upstream from the present booms, and three booms would be
established down stream in Workshop area.
141530 - 141800 Mar - Bombed and strafed.
bridge.

One near miss at heavy ponton

141820 Mar - One platoon of 4 Armored lights to Workshop.
routing will be accomplished by 32nd Cav Gp.

The attachment

14,1900 Mar - Army requires that 50 lb. charges be fired every 5 minutes
upstream of boame Requested 50 tons of explosives be fur~

nished as a 7 day supply.

141910 Mar ~ Sea miles arrived.
141915 Mar - 460th Amphb Dukw Co crossed to east bank with no difficulty.
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150800 Mar - Checked the ferry site at Oberwinter in preparation for the

passing of one RCT of the lst Inf Div across Rhine river in

ICVP's.

151000 Mar - 50 lb explosive charges being dropped upstream of booms discontinued due to lack of explosives.

151145 Mar -

Boom cable parted.

151200 Mar = Railway Bridge shelled approximately 6 rounds, heavy caliber

artillery, several direct hits, west abutment, approaches, and
on west truss span.

151300 Mar - All personnel of the RCT passed.

It is highly recommended that
ICVP's be used whenever possible for the crossing of Infantry
foot troops. It is more efficient and can be done much more
rapidly than by the use of foot bridges or assault boats.

151400 Mar = One DUKW sank on east side after crossing. Cause unlmowm.

On
request of Col. Carr, 34lst Engr GS Regt, requested 75 bottles
of oxygen, and 35 bottles of acetylene for railway bridge repairs. Col. Carr stated that he had ordered these from Army
but as yet they had not arrived and that it was slowing repairs

on the bridge and that no repair to the ruptured panel point could
be made until the gas arrived. Col. Stann obtained several

bottles from the Corps battalions to be used in the meantime.

151630 Mar =

4 rounds of artillery on the railway bridge, hitting west span,

and west abutment towers

151640 Mar - Approximately 8 rounds of heavy artillery at the same place.
AS81700 Mar = Two leaking floats repaired on the treadway bridge.
gressing on impact booms.

Work pro-

151840 Mar = Released 505th Engr L Pon platoon to its parent unit.
4, DUKW's from G-4 and attached to 164th Engr C Bn.

Detached

151930 Mar =

Bombed.s

160030 Mar -

5 rounds of heavy artillery on railway bridge, 4 rounds treadway
bridge.

4 large bombs strung along from the railway bridge to

the heavy ponton bridge. Vehicle count on heavy ponton bridge
from 14,0800 - 150800 Mar, 2,293.

160042 Mar - 1 round of artillery, road junction center of Remagene
160210 Mar - 1 round of artillery, 50 yards south of treadway, one round hit
railway bridge.

160215 Mar -

20 rounds of artillery vicinity of railway bridge and treadway bridge, medium artillery.

160400 Mar - 6 rounds of heavy artillery, railway bridge.
160932 - 161200 Mar - Passed one combat team of the lst Inf Div across the

Rhine River on ICVP's. Work progressing on mine boom and impact boom. Railway bridge being shelled. Railway bridge work
is progressing satisfactorily. Flooring for one way traffico
North side complete. New approach to bridge being constructed
north of east end of bridge.

pondent of engineer news.
Bridge.

Col. Lyons visited by a corres-

Gave him the story on the Railway

161700 Mar - Closed Corps Engineer forward CP (returned from Remagen to Bad —~
Neuenahr). Vehicle count on Heavy Ponton Bridge from 160800 170800 Mar, 2,162.

170530 Mar = Ponton bridge damaged at approximately 0530. Impact boom
failed and drifted down into it. Bridge was held and repaired,
open for traffic at 0930.

171030 Mar - Reports that enemy firing V-2's in attempt to destroy the
bridge.

Good progress being made on booms.

171155 Mar - 1 Officer and 4 men killed and 33 men evacuated for wounds due
to enemy V-2 (or some similar missile launched by the enemy).

171505 Mar - Railway bridge collapsed. Cause undetermined. Check revealed

two companies of the 276th Engr C Bn were working on the bridge

at the time. As far as can be determined, approximately 90

casualties. It was known that Major Carr, 34lst Engr GS Regt,
and Major Foley, Executive 0, 276th Engr C Bn were killed.
There was no heavy equipment on center span at the time it

—

collapsed. The following information was obtained from wit-

nesses who were on the bridge at the times Center span started
to vibrate, carried on to the two truss spans, then the center

span slowly rolled to the south, revolving around the ruptured
panel point, on the south side of the east’end of the arch span.
As the center span turned, it dragged the two truss spans off
the abutments, causing the entire bridge to collapse. Instru~

ment checks made by the 34lst Engr GS Regt detail showed that

no further settlement had occurred over the initial deflection.

Several of the tension members of the arch had been damaged and
three completely severed due to enemy artillery actions At

the time of the collapse, there was no enemy action in the areas

171510 Mar =

Treadway bridge almost carried away by debris from railway
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bridge. Closed to traffic from 1510 to 1700. Was held in
place by 2 ICVP's until the debris could be passed.
|

171600 Mar - Enemy artillery fire in the vicinity of the railway bridge ani
treadway bridge. One officer and 6 men of the 291st were evacuated because of wounds. Casualties to date of the 29lst Engrs
on the treadway bridge, 40.

SECTION IX
SIGNAL SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS

1, Signal activity for the month of March can be divided naturally
into two periods: (1) the advance from the Roer River to the Rhine and
(2) the advance beyond the Rhine. Durine the first of these periods normel signal communication was maintained through the use of all means and
arencies, but the rapid advance that characterized the III Corps penetra
tion of trans-Rhine Germany made the installation of wire lines to the
7th Armored Division impossible and brought the emergency means into everyday use.
2, The first mjor event of the month was the opening of the Corps
TAC Headquarters at Nideggen 041300 March. No difficulties were presented
by this move. However, the next three moves of the Corps Headquarters to
Zulpich, 7 March, to Rheinbach, 9 March and to Bad Neuenahr, 12 larch, presented a wire problem of increasing importance owing to the fact that in
no case was there enourh advance warning of the move to prepare a local
installation and tie it into the corps wire net before the headquarters
itself moved. Physical fatigue on the part of wire installation and
operation personnel was becoming an important factor by the time the corps
headquarters arrived at Bad Neuenahr.
3. The unexpected crossing of the Rhine over the Remagen Bridge and
the rapid establishment of subordinate headquarters on the opposite bank
of the Rhine brought radio communication to the fore. Several special
radio nets were established to provide communication to the corps engineer
who was personally directing the construction of bridges over the river,
and for the control of traffic to the bridge sites. The difficulty experienced in mintaining the wire circuits across the river, especially
early during the bridgehead phase of the river crossing was accentuated
by the reluctance of division signal officers to move their VHF link radio
over the river and expose it to enemy fire. To obviate the resultent
congestion on the corps command radio net, it was re-established as a
series of point to point nets, one to each division. Difficulty was experienced in convincing the corps and division staffs that radio afforded
@ rapid and sure means of communication and this operation revealed that
staffs needed training in writing concise, easily cryptopraphed, radio
messages, Amplitude modulated radio carried an especially heavy burden
during this period because the terrain and a series cf equivment difficulties prevented the full use of VHF radio link.
4. The corps sicnal battalion had difficvlty effecting and mainteining a cable crossing of « river th: size of the Rhine. The original
crossing was nade by laying three spiral four cables under water, but
the swiftness of the current kept opening these cebles. Therefore two
more cables were installed on the ponton bridge and these cables provided
adequate and permanent communicetion to subordinate headquarters located

on the east bank of the Rhine. Meanwhile, army established a cable
crossing; the circuits were at first used to provide direct communication between division headquarters and army headquarters, as well
as supplementary channels from division headquarters to corps headquarters.

5. During the early days of the river crossing a corps switch
was established on the west bank of the hine to most effectively
utilize the river crossing cables. In order to insure against the
effect of enemy artillery and friendly traffic on the lines to this
switch, a VHF radio link was established between the switch and corps
headquarters. As scon as the bridgehedd was definitely secured, the
switch was discontinued and a corps advance switch opened at Linz on
the east bank of the Rhine in anticipation of the move of the corps
headquarters to this city. Thus III Corps became the first corps to
establish a switch on the east bank of the Rhine.
6. The III Corps TAC Headquarters was moved to Linz and opened
211924A March 1945, thus becoming the first Corps Headquarters established on the east bank of the Rhine.
7.

For a short time the maintenance of wire communication to the

corps divisions on the east bank of the Rhine remained possible but by
26 March, the long anticipated breskthrough was an actuality and except
for short periods the corps wire teams were not able to connec! ccrps
and division headquarters,

8.

.

On 28 March the corps headquarters opened at Selters and on

29 March it opened at Erda, These rapid moves were possible because
of the fact that local installations were held to a minimum and the
bulk of the communication was confined to radio.

9. Throughout the month message center operation was continuous.
Extensive use was made of motor and airplane messengers. Cryptographed
traffic increased owing to the more extensive use of radio.
10. Pigeon and facsimile services were not employed.
11, Signal photographic coverage continued good with especially
fine results obtained when the railroad bridge over the Rhine at
Remagen collapsed, The “nemy Fquipment Intelligence Service Detachment @t corps was scarcely able to keep up with the many sources of
enemy equipment captured during, the corps rapid advance.
12. During the month the 3269th Sisnal Service Company assumed
full responsibility for providing 4-2 with signal intelligence.
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15. The end of Mareh found the corps headquarters again linked
to its divisions by wire circvits, almost superhuman efforts on the
part of the wire teams having produced, within 12 hours, a sixty
mile circuit to the 7th Armored Division, spearhead of the corps
attack, Thus with wire, VEF radio and AH radio circuits again availablo to the corps staff, March ended, as it began, with the signal
agencies in complete control of the communication situation.
For the Commanding General:

J. H. PHILLIS,
Colonel, G.S.C.,
Chief of Staff.
7 Incls:

#1 - G-1 Journal.
#2 = G-2 Journal
#3 - G-3 Journal

#4, - G-4, Journal
#5 - Engr Journal

#6 - Ltr, Special and General Orders

#7 - Journal, Hq and Hq Btry, III Corps Arty
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ANNEX NO. 1
ROSTER OF OFFICERS ON DUTY AT HEADQUARTERS III CORPS

COMMANDING
Major General John Millikin

1 March - 16 March

Major General James A. Van Fleet

17 March - 31 March

PERSONAL STAFF TO MAJOR GENERAL JOHN MILLIKIN
Major Benjamin B. Fowler, ADC

Capt Philip R. Calder, ADC

PERSONAL STAFF TO MAJOR GENERAL JAMES A. VAN FLEET
Capt Donald P. Kaade, ADC

Capt Philip R. Calder, ADC

OF
Colonel James H. Phillips, GS¢

CHIEF
Colonel Henry E. Sanderson, GSC
ASSISTANT CHIRF OF STAFF G-1

Colonel Robert L. Christian, GSC
Lt Col Kenneth P. Jones, GSC

# Major Charles A. Fleming, CAC

Major Howard H. Chase, Inf

7 lst Lt Richard D. Knight, PA

ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF G-2
Colonel Bernard J. Horner, GSC
Lt Col John E. Boyt, GSC

Capt Ross B. Lea, Cav

Major Reuben B. Johnson, Inf

Major Wm. E. Minshall, Jr., Cav
Major Lawrence J. Reiner, Inf

ASSISTANT

# Capt Albert B. Landis, Cav

# Capt Eric C. Hulmer, FA,

CHO Benjiman J. Thompson

CHIEF OF STAFF G~'

Colonel Harry C. Mewshaw, GSC
# Colonel Burton C. Andrus, Cav
Lt Col Norman B. Edwards, GSC
Lt Col John W. Walton, Inf
Major Harold J. McAlister, Inf
Major Thomas J. Sharpe, FA
Major Louis F. deLesdernier, Inf

Major Richard W. Harrison, Cav
Capt Charles F. Watkins, Inf
Capt James M. Cummings, AGD
# Capt Roderick W. Pannell, Brit Army
# Capt Martin R. Laborde, French Army
CWO Paul Behee
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Major Howard E. Hamilton, Inf
Capt Robert G. McLendon, Inf

Capt Gilmore Stott, Inf
# Capt Roland W. Lashinske, Inf

Capt John S. Hower, Inf

# Capt David E. Lamb, Inf

AIR_GROUND COOPERATION CREW
# Major mush M. Shortley, AC

# Capt Bernard N. Thompson, AC

# Major Anthony A. Kozga, AC

# 1st Lt Alfred B. Castel, AC

# 1st Lt Elmer E. Thorp, AC

2ND_INFORMATICN & HISTORICAL SERVICE
# Captain Kenneth W. Hechler, Inf

Capt John S. Howe, Inf

# lst Lt Robert E. Maxwell, Inf

CHIEF
Colonel Remington Orsinger, GSC

Lt Col Patrick W. Harrington, GSC

7 Major Robert W. Rummele, Inf

Major Irwin A. Dahl, Inf

# lst Lt Harold ¢. Fischer, Inf

Major Glenn S. Sutera, Inf

Capt Berthold W. Broemmel, QuC

ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF G-

Lieutenant Colonel Charles H. Andrews, GSC

Lt Col Stanley W. Wisnioski, CE

Capt Paul ¢. Snyder, AC

# Mr. Chalmers K. Lane, ARC
ADJUTANT GENERAL

Colonel Howard R. Moore, AGD

Lt Colonel Joseph A. Pongonis, AGD

/ Major Arthur I. Grossman, FA

Major James C. Walker, AGD
Capt John F. Orend, Jr., AGD
CWO stewart W. Freyberger
BATTLE CASUALTY DIVISION AG SECTION

# 1st Lt Nelson Lovely, BI
CHAPLAIN,
Colonel Patrick L. Cronin, Ch C
Lt Col Frederick W. Cropp, Jr., Ch C

WOJG Robert C. Jones

CHEMICAL

Colonel George W. Wannamaker, CWS

;
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ASSISTANT TO CHEMICAL OFFICER
Major Karl D. Luedtke, CwS

ENGINEER OFFICER
Colonel F. Russel Lyons, CE
Lt Col Rugene J. Stann, CE

Capt George E. Dowling, CE

Capt John E. Langley, CE

# ist Lt Earl A. Dufenhorst, FA
FINANCE OFFICER

Colonel Marion B. Fowler, FD
Capt Allen J. Graham, FD
ian.

INSPECTOR GENERAL
Colonel Frederic A. Metcalf, IGD

Lt Col John F. Hunter Speer, IGD

Major Peter B. Wells, Jr., IGD

Major Henry H. Moore, Jr., Inf

CWO George D. Russell

JUDGE ADVOCATE
Colonel James E. Godwin, JAGD

‘noe William D. Radcliff, JAGD
ORDNANCE OFFICER

Colonel George W. Vaughn, Ord Dept
Lt Col Frank Poulsen, Ord Dept

a

Major Norman E. Parnell, Ord Dept

Major Harry J. Doyle, Ord Dept

CWO Jack L. Brown

Capt George P. Salm, Jr., Ord Dept

QUARTERMASTER
Colonel William A. Smith, QUC
Lt Col Horace E. Harwood, (MC
Major Norman D. Savinar, QIC

Capt Joseph G. Lauer, QIC
# Capt Martin H. Bridges, QUC

SIGNAL: OFFICER
Colonel Eugene M. Link, Sig C
Major J. R. Woodfill, Sig C

%

Capt Karl F. Limbacher, Sig C

Capt Robert M. Speights, Sig ¢

Colonel Cecil S. Mollohan, MC
Major Walter P. Jones, MAC
Major Edward J. Vandercar, KC

Major Robert E. Barnett, MAC
2nd Lt Alex B. Davidson, Sn C

WOJG Bernard P. Flood

SERVICE
i}

Major Donald A. Carmel, QUC

# 1st Lt William A. Bush, Inf
III CORPS REST CENTER
# Major Arnold R. Mozisek, Inf
. ¢# Major Victor G. Baddock, FA

# Capt C. Walter Smallman, Inf
# Capt Paul E. Mayo, Inf

# lst Lt Richard A. England, Inf
# 1st Lt Gustave C. Gehr II, Inf

.

# Chap (lst Lt) Edwin C. Miller, ch c
# 2d Lt alfred D. Shrago, QMC

PROVOST MARSHAL
# Major Richard E. Barrett, OP

# Capt Stephen Wl. Guzy, GIP
HEADQUARTERS COMMANDANT
Major Edgar R. Poole, Inf

# 1st Lt Noel R. Poirer, Inf
PRISONER OF WAR EXECUTIVE

# Major Harry F. Teese, QUC

Capt Claude P. Merry, French Aray

HEADQUARTERS COMPANY III CORPS

Capt George R. Bennett, Inf

1st Lt Herman Scott, Inf

lst Lt Herman F. Cannon, Inf

# 1st Lt Ralph R. McAtee, Inf

lst Lt Ray W. Fellows, Inf

# 2d Lt Alvin S. Siff, Inf

MED_DET HQ CO III CORPS

Capt Harry Rhodes, Jr., MC
*
Capt Adolph G. Goehring, Jr., DC
# Capt Alfred By Miller, MC

MP_PLATOON III CORPS
Capt Raymond B. Lark, CuP
1st Lt Norman J. Romaguera, CMP

—_

7 1st Lt Stuart A. Weldon, AUS (TD)
# lst Lt Harry R. Morris, AUS (TD)
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2D_PLAT 23D QM CAR CO
ist Lt Oscar Ball, Jr., NO

1st Lt Henry H. Cook, NO
# Capt Henry A. Mohr, CAC

IPW_TEAMS

# lst Lt Richard G. Gleue, Inf

lst Lt Erich P. Mahlgut, NO
MaI_ TEAS

# 2d Lt Harry Lindauer, TC

CIC_DET_NO 20;
Major Hilliare P. Wardwell, Inf
lst Lt Joe Ce. Hubbard, CMP
Capt Clyde T. Nissen, Inf
ist Lt Edgar R. Miller, Inf
# Lt Re M. Le Goormans, Belg Ln 0

OBUNIT NO 36
lst Lt Louis Schein, CAC

PI TEAS
# Capt Edward A. Fischetti, Inf

# let Lt william A. Watkins, Inf

#*Capt Edomnd J. Spillane, CAC

#*lst Lt Arthur J. Weber, AGD

STH FINANCE DISBURSING SECTION
Major Elmer C. Thalke, FD
Capt Harvey C. Wright, FD
CWO Willis Es; Larson

92D FINANCE DISBURSING SECTION
Lieutenant Colonel Rudolph P. Olsen, FD
1st Lt Robert P. Coutard, FD
WOJG Stanley C. Alfrey
2942D ENGR TECH INT TEAM (C)
Ast Lt Everett u. Harvie, CE
DET_A, 165TH SIG PHOTO CO
ist Lt Edward N. Stiso, Sig C
202D_ ARMY POSTAL UNIT
ist Lt arthur L. Stein, aG@D

SEGRED
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48TH MACHINE RECORDS UNIT
Captain Stanley M. Prout, AGD
ist Lt Marshall B. Wilmot, AGD
1st Lt Michael Cherwek, AGD

AMERICAN RED CROSS
Mrs. Effie H. Hazlett, ARC

Mr. John R. Brady, FD

Miss Eileen O'Leary, ARC

* - Officers DS at other stations.

# ~ Officers atchd unasgd this Hq
# - Officers atchd this Hg.
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